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Selected As A Best All Round KelAtucky Community Newspaper

11 23, 1971
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Around
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Two Indians watched the white
men building a lighthouse. One
night after it was completed, the
Indians took up their accustomed
stations as a thick fog started to
roll in.
-Ugh," said one Indian to the
other,"light shine, bell ring, horn
blow, but fog come in just the
same."

The man who thinks he knows it
all, is a pain in the neck to those
af us who really do.

Question: Where does the Lone
Ranger go to empty his trash.
Answer: To da dump, to da
dump, to da dump, dump dump.

Fellow asked his parakeet "Can
you talk?" The parakeet answered "Yes I can talk. Can you
fly",,

Movie Actor George Peppard
says of today's youth: "The
people read about them being
rotten kids and becoming violent,
and believe it. But that's not the
majority. For every violent
campus dissident under 21, there
are three men in Vietnam under
21, eight in the armed services,
and 999 in America, who understand the miracle of this
country and are not violent
dissidents. Dissidence is the
prerogative of the free man, but
violence is not."

County Women
At Meeting
Eleven women from Calloway
County left today to attend
the Kentucky Homemakers
Extension Association Meeting
being held on the University of
Kentucky Campus Thursday and
Friday.
Homemakers from Calloway
attending are Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer, new
county
president, Mrs. Raymond Carter,
Mrs. Elmer Sholar, Mrs. S. C.
Colson, Mrs. Brent Manning, Mrs
N. P. Cavitt, Mrs. James E.
Golden, Mrs. Paul Maggard, all
from the South Murray Club,
Mrs. J. C. Kemp of the Penny
Club, Mrs. Lud Larson of the
Pottertown Club, and Mrs
Barletta Wrather, County ExHome
Agent -in
tension
Economics.
The local women are among
the ninety-six women from the
Purchase Area attending the
meeting. The left in two buses
this morning.
Among the speakers at the
state meeting will be Dr. Jean
Spencer, and assistant to VicePresident Agnew, speaking on
the role of women in community,
national, and world affairs; Milo
Gaughman, head of the department of enviownental design at
meht of enviromental design at
University, who will present a
color slide program; and Dr.
Tichenor, assistant
'Doris
director of extension for home
economics who will introchice the
subject matter specialist who will
give the latest information on
their fields.

In Our 92nd Year

Two Students From Murray
Awarded Research Grants

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon. March 24, 1971
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The time of the Murray CitY
Council meeting has been ,
changed from seven p.m. to 5:3t1
p.m. on Thursday, March 25
Members please note the changY
in the meeting time.

Two Murray State University
•
sophomores have been awarded
seven-week research study
grants at the University of
Tennessee Medical Unit in
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Memphis. They are:
John Belote, son of Mr. and Department of the Murray
Mrs. Jack Belote, 1400 Main Woman's Club who recently
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"All the citizens of Murray and before school opens next fall, the students at Kirksey School that
Vietnam and Cambodia for
Catherine Spalding College
supply trail that is their main
many weeks and destroyed vast
Mrs. Billie Downing, director Calloway County that are op. siirierintendent said.
had won in the poster and theme
route into South Vietnam and
of special education at Murray posed to liquor being sold in
rontests sporsored by au Richard Blalock, Vic Dunn and quantities of war material. Cambodia.
destroyed
State, said an effort will be made Murray by the drink in saloons,
council.
Bruce Rudd, all of Murray, have Saigon said its troops
U.S. spokesmen said today
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She stressed that membership at the 7th'ind Poplar Church of
presented by the sixth grade University.
"protective reaction" strikes
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is open to people who deal with all Christ building on Tuesday
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Blalock, son of Nelson Blalock
against Communist antiaircraft
time
first
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exceptional children—not just the evening,IWarch 30 ath 7:00 p.m.,"
A warrant has been issued for teacher. Dan Watson was the of 1309 Poplar St., isgrfreshman
sites and supply lines.
Wayne M. Williams, chairman of the arrest of Jokeph Teague of master of ceremonies, and Renee majoring in biorogy and that the drive had been cut
retarded or handicapped.
short because the North VietnaMeetings are scheduled from 7 the Murray-Calloway County Dry Paris, Tenn., by City Judge Tobey played the part of the chef 1st I'','.
p.m. March 26 through a lun- League, has announced.
teacher in the playlet. Solos were liunn, a sophomore, is the son mese threw in superior troops.
William Donald Overbey.
The Defense Department said
cheon the following day during Members of the League
Teague has been charged with played by Kathy Treas, Jill of Dortha Dunn of Murray.
which the topic will be "State Steering Committee and others the offense of malicious a • Falwell, Renee Tobey, and Rudd is a senior industrial arts the drive would have lasted
if the
Government and the Exceptional will discuss the impact of the wilful shooting in violation of Teresa Paschall.
,
oajor at Murray State and several weeks longer
had not
Child," according to Mrs. local option election of Murray KRS 435.170( 1 ), after an affidavit Mrs. John Jones gave the .sides
at 22 Shady Oaks Trailer North Vietnamese
c
and the Community. People that was made by Charlie Porter of devotion on the theme of Park.
reacted so. strongly.
Downing.
are willing to volunteer their time Paris. Tenn., according to law "Wisdom" with her scripture
Khe Sanh, 12 miles inside the
The second of three special
to work a different tasks will officials. The incident reportedly reading form Proverbs 4:1-7,
border from Laos, came under programs dealing with the
have an opportunity too find a occurred at 402 North 2nd Street, Mrs. Lovett gave a report on the
heavy rocket and mortar attack Consultation On Church Union
place to work.
Murray.
today. but UPI correspondent will be held tonight at the First
recreational equipment pur"We believe that the citizens of
Stewart Kellerman reported Presbyterian Church, Sixteenth
Porter suffered a gunshot chased at about a cost of $200.00
The Wranglers Riding Club v411 Murray are concerned about wound in the right side of
from there that flight after and Main streets.
the for the various rooms of the
meet Thursday, March 25 at the what happens to the image of this neck and was admitted to the school.
Mrs. Velma Holland of Benton flight of C130 Hercules trans- The public is invited to come at
Calloway County Court House for fine community and we offer this Murray -Calloway County The president, Mrs. Harold Route Seven, sister of Mrs. Ola port planes airlifted men out of 7:00 pill, to hear Rev. Ellis
the regula; monthly business meeting,for their benefit,".0wen Hospital on Sunday at 8:20 p.m. Fones, presided and Mrs. Bill F'erguson of Murray, passed Khe Sanh on an around-the- Veale, pastor of the First
meeting,' at seven p.m.
Flillington, League member, said. He is listed in satisfactory con- Crick :read the minutes. Mrs. away Sunday at Lourdes clock schedule.
Christian Church in Fulton, who
This is an important meeting as -The local option election has dition this morning by hospital Jewell `McCallon, treasure, gave Hospital, Paducah. She was the
will discuss the significance of
of
the
South
Exact
status
plans for the riding season will be been scheduled by the Calloway officials.
her reports and said that the wife of the late Harold Holland. Vietnamese marine rearguard the proposed Plan of Union.
made. Also plans for clean up and County Court for Tuesday, April
Officials at Paris, Tenn., have check for the pledge of $200.00 for Funeral services were held was not .certain. Field reports
Babysitting will be provided
work on the riding ring will be 20, 1971.
been notified to arrest Teague the Calloway Rescue Squad had today at two p.m. at the Collier said there were less than 2,000 (luring the program which will
made at the meeting. Every
Fulieral Chapel, Benton, with
and extradition papers will be been mailed.
left, all near the one remaining conclude at 8:00 p.m., a
member is urged to be present.
made for the return of Teague to Mrs. Charles Coleman an- Her. Charles Lynn officiating. artillery base called Hotel, two spokesman said
Persons who have not joined
the Murray Court, according to nounced that the room count was Burial was in the Union Ridge miles inside Laos and two miles
the Wranglers Riding Club this
the City Police.
won by the sixth grade. Hostesses Cemetery. '
south of Route 9. They were not
year and would like to, may pay
for the social hour were the fifth Survivors are one son, Coleman using radios so they would not
the membership fee of $2.00 per
sister,
Hong
Kong;
Borders
of
Mrs.
P.
mothers.
erade homeroom
;lye their positions away but
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person at the meeting on ThurThyra Crawford and Mrs. Dan Mrs. Ferguson of Murray,; were believed moving through
Rescue
Calloway
County
the
sday.
brother, Gentry Clark of Benton
Darnell, teachers.
the jungles to the border.
A two car collision was inPresident Red Woods invites Squad will be held--at the Almo
oute Five; three gralidchildren.
the old members to rejoin and School on Friday, March 26, at
Kellerman said troops pulling vestigated Tuesday at 2:55 p.m.
ZETA DEPARTMENT
anyone who is interested in seven pt i . The doors will open at Tickets for the Murra
out of Khe Sanh included 100 at the intersection of North 16th
tate
The Zeta Department of the
horses to join the club. Mem- 6:30 p.m.
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at
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bers, and the goal for 1971' Murray Firemen playing the be available at the door begin- a breakfast
tive units and South Vietna- Department. No injuries were
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portant temperature change! siege t day" in 1968, aban- by Aaron Petty of Mayfield.
Miller play will be presented at 8
MAGAZINE CLUB
There is no charge for pre-school
Police said Petty, going east on
Thursday. Highs today upper 30: doned, and then reactivated for
;Lc . on each date in the
WICHITA, Kan.--Albert B. children.
The Magazine Club will meet at and lower 40s. Lows tonight ir use by U.S. forces supporting Hamilton, pulled out from ,the
auditorium.
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university
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Feb. 8.
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slides of her travels in Russia.
District 13 of the Kentucky east toward the base from the right side and to the Petty car
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ventory management specialist
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Alpha Department
To Meet Saturday

First Grade
Registration
Scheduled

Americans Begin Pulling
Out Of Khe Sanh As Red
Tanks Get Near Border

Kirksey PTA
Donates-To
Drug Council

KFCEC Conference

Planned At Barkley

Dry League Plans
Meeting March 30

Three Murray Men
Are Pledging ATO

Paris Man Charged
After Shooting
Incident Sunday

Special Program
Planned Tonight
At Local Church

Wranglers Riding
Club Plans Meet

Sister Of Local
Woman Succumbs

nefit Game Is
Planned On Friday

Traffic Collision
Investigated Here

Tickets For 'The
Crucible' To Be
Available At Door

The Weather

the

Six Murray Men Pledge
MSU Social Fraternity
Six from Murray are among 21
young men to be accepted for
pledgeship by Lambda Chi Alpha
social fraternity at Murray State
University.
They: are: Mark Blankenship,
1615 Sunset Dr.; Cliff Higginson,
317 East Main St.; John Hodge,
i412 Maple Ave.; Mike McCage,
1106 South 16th St.; Bob Ward, 406
North 12th: and Steve Willoughby . 1602 Belmonte Dr.
Nos You Know
By Uaitild Press International
Cleveland:Ohio, originally
was spelled "Cleavebnd." but
the "A" wlis dropped in 1832 to
shorten a newspaper's mast-

Albert B. Futrell
Promoted, Sergeant

0
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Ten Years Ago Today
LiDGER A TIMES MX

Dallas Lawrence, age 65, died in Detroit, Mich. Burial services
will be held at the Mt. Carmel Cemetery in Calloway County.
The Calloway County High School Debate team won the
regional debate tournament held at Murray State College.
Members are Randy Patterson, Larry Hurt, Charles Paschall,
Jimmy Story, Charles Fennell, and Rob Enoch. Mrs. Buron
Jeffrey is coach.
Col. and Mrs. J. G. Fowler showed slides of their, travels
through Europe and spoke at the Mother-Daughter Banquet held
by the Murray High FHA. Col. Fowler is head of MSC ROTC and
Mrs. Fowler is regional Red Cross representative. Miss Tirna
•
Sprunger was the toastmistress.
Mancil Vinson of the Kentucky Department of Agriculture
spoke at the meeting of the Milk Manufacturers held at Murray
State College yesterday.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIKES FT=
A special feature story on Mrs. B. G. Humphreys is published in
the Ledger & Times. The story was written by Lochie Hart.
Rev. Charles Bunce of Paducdh will speak at the Good Friday
service at the First Methodist Church. The service is sponsored
by the Murray Ministerial Association.
.
. Wesley Kemper of Murray State College spoke on "Gardening
Is A Way Of Life" at the meeting of the Magazine Club held at
"Oakhurst", Mrs. Ralph Woods, hostess.
. A Red Cross First Aid Course will start March 26 at the Murray
Fire Station.

BibleThoughtforToday
I Called WSW thy same,0 Lord, out of the low dungeon. Thou
-limit heard my voice . —Lamentations 3:55, 56.
No matter how dire the circumstances, there is always the "hot
line" to God.

ISN'T IT THE TRUTH!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Nobody closes his mouth any more. Look at the
news pictures. Everybody has his mouth open
except Ted Kennedy but he tried to catch a fly and
failed.

Rediscover
Kentucky

Dr. Gio Gori of the National
Cancer Institute.
He said the cigarettes being
turned out in a suburban
Virginia laboratory would be
transferred to New York where
the experiments on mice and
hamsters will be performed.

These animals were chosen,
; WASHINGTON (UPI)
— he said, because- they "have
i_Using confiscated marijuana,
reactions that can be translated
the government began making 2
to humans."
million,-figarettes Monday for
use in laboratory experiments The
marijuana
for
theto see whether smoking large
cigarettes came from shipamounts of "pc14:- ca lead to
ments seized by the U.S.
cancer.
Bureau of Customs and repre"These are the first studies sents "the average national
ever made in this
said, quality" of the drug.

Joh!
Con

California doesn't need another
Goody-Two-Shoes running
amok

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, March
24, the 83rd day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Sally quarter and new phase.
By Helen Price Stacy
Field , the impish youngster The morning stars are Venus,
who played the title role in Mars and Jupiter.
"Ihe
Flying Nun" television The evening stars are MercuSlippers,
WinLady
Dogwood
Barlows,
Morgan County
series,
is no saint and trying ry and Saturn.
chesters and Remingtons.
Festival Is Set May 7-8
Those born on this day are
There will be homemade her best to prove it.
In West Liberty
First as television's "Gidget" under the sign of Aries.
brooms. Morgan County has at
in history:
least three oldtime broommakers and later as Sister Bertrille, On this day
By Helen Price Stacy
who can cultivate broomcorn, Sally established a sickenly In 1603 the crowns of England
and Scotland were joined under
image.
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—No then clamp it, tie it and stitch it sweet
James VI of Scotland.
It
did,
in
fact,
make
Sally
I lace is more beautiful than into three-tie brooms that they
In 1902 one of the earliest
1Kentucky in spring. In Eastern claim "will outlast any store sicker than most.
lovelorn"
"advice
to
the
married
now
is
and
the
She
brooms."
and
dark
bought
five-tie
hills,
where
Kentucky
1
which
appeared
in the
columns,
two-year-old
mother
of
a
son.
becoming
will
demonMrs. Bonnie Cox
1craggy in winter, are
publication "My Queen," reft and gentle, cradled by new strate the art of tatting—yards of She is also anxious to prove tc
ceived a question: "Can two
green foliage and warmed by an delicate lace edging—and will the world she is not a road
people live comfortably on
company
Debbie
Reynolds.
heartsale.
Others
will
offer it for
overhead sun, it is
$12.00 a week?"
Stars in TV Drama
quickening to behold. Even the crochet doilies, ponchos, vests;
Toward that end she recently In 1934 the United States
most insensitive heart wil still others will knit and offer
in a television drama, granted the Philippine Islands
starred
nature.
garmets
for
sale.
knitted
There
respond to this power of
"Maybe I'll Be Home in the independence effective July 4,
Knowing full well the beauty of will be pieces of hairpin lace.
One woman is busy making Spring" in which she played a 1946.
Morgan County at this time of
interested
cornshuck
dolls and cornshuck runaway, and will be seen this In 1965 Mrs. Viola Liuzzo of
of
year, a group
Detroit, a white civil .rights
citizens have planned a Dogwood flowers. Another is making coal fall in "Marriage, Year I,"
worker, was shot and killed on
Festival in West Liberty on Ma3 -jewelry using cannel coal from—another non-sugary role.
7-8
the famous Cannel City mines. Lest she develop a fatal case the road between Selma and
A photo display, showing work of diabetes through her parts. Montgomery, Ala., following a
This will be a time of not only
of
local photographers and of- Sally is determined to act her protest march demanding equal
its
and
scenery
showing off its
fering
for sale pictures of local age and use the language of her voting rights for Negroes.
of
beautiful people, but also
generation.
displaying skilled handcrafts ol scenes, is in the charge of Dan "I could go on playing Goody A thought for today: British
liberty.
Lacy,
West
Countians.
Morgan
A woodChoppers contest will be Two-Shoes," she said the other King George VI said, "The
As I write this I still am
day. "But there are more highest of distinctions is service
recalling pleasant trips out in the directed by members of the important things than money. to others."
Future
County
Chapter,
Morgan
the
about
others
tell
county to
•'What's really important is
festival and enlist their help ,in Farmers of America; a coun- to satisfy other dreams and
will
be
spelling
bee
tywide
making it a success.
fantasies I've had about acting
planned by Morgan High Prin- since I was a little girl."
More honestly, I should say
cipal Richard Jett who also will Sally said she never cared for
that Mrs. Blair and Mrs. Alec
arrange for a Saturday night
her "Gidget" or nun characteriSpencer, both of West Liberty
jamboree in the Morgan County zations.
and co-chairmen of the festival,
Total 1970 purchases of "ordiguest
percourthouse with
"I never had an opportunity nary" life insurance in the Unhed
did the explaining while I "0-o-oformers from Nashville.
to act when I played the nun," States, the type usually bought
o'd" and "Ah-h-h'd" over the
Many events have not been"' she said. "I was like a robot. I from agents, amounted to $119.5
guilts, pillow tops, afghans,
fully worked out. These include pressed a button to smile, billion in protection last year,
handman chairs, apple dolls,
an oldtime blacksmith shop with another button to look sad and estimates the Institute of Life
bonnets, hand carved pieces—
Insurance.
a smithy on hand to shoe horses; another to be contrite.
artistic creations from the hands
a possible antique sale: historical
A quarter-century earlier, the
Would Enjoy Drama
of Morgan Countians.
display of papers and • tools "You Ithafiii -*hat I'd- like to Life Insurance Fact Book, the'
The festival is a rest* of more
meaningful to Morgan County do —play - drama. I'd really industry's statistical compendi
than two years of planning and
history; enjoy playing murder scenes or um, listed ordinary life Insur
and
Kentucky)
has been spurred to reality by the
woodcarvers doing their thing. nude scenes, explaining myself ance purchases by Americans it
tremendous success of Johnson
Homemade furniture will be by creating other lives."
1945 at less than $10 billion
County's Apple Day Festival.
offered for sale from Morgan Sally's large brown eyes filled
Since the Dogwood Festival is a
GAS TURBINE RACER
who use a with anticipation.
County
men
spring event, it would have to
pocketknife to carve slats, arms, -I'd like to see what it's like LONDON ( UPI)—The gas
foods—yes—but
feature
rockers for a comfortable and to murder someone without turbine-engined Lotus Jet
something else too.
handsome walnut or maple taking the consequences," she makes its Formula One debut
The "too" includes arts and
Race of
the
rocker, stool of other type of said. ."You can get away with Sunday
in
crafts of county people—things
Hatch
Brands
furniture.
One
man
has
offered
to
the
at
Champions
they have made using their hands
that sort of thing if you're an
track. Merson Fittipaldi of
and mountain ingenuity during demonstrate making a chair seat atiress."
the winter months when there by weaving strips of bark; One hopes Sally's wishes are Brazil, winner of last October's
at
Prix
Grand
were long hours beside a fire. The another will made baskets.
fulfilled. Not so much because American
The
festival
will
drive
go
on,
will
rain
or
N.Y.,
Gien,
Watkins
festival is being groomed as an
she would erase her image as a
annual happening specifically as shine. Everyone is invited to this sweet young thing, but because the Lotus.
event—to
view
arts
and
crafts—
a sales outlet for crafts of Morgan
to buy and take home a bit of the
County people.
Those people who have won- hills and hill culture.
dered about Morgan County, The latch string is out and all
where it is and what it looks like, the rust of winter has been
removed from the hasp. You all
can plan now to set aside May 7-8
come.
for a visit.

"Many things are opened by mistake
but none so often as the mouth."
—Author unidentified

.Government
To Use Pot,
i Experiments

Sally Fields
Doesn't Like
Image Of Her

Life Insurance
Purchases Up

MEMP
Johnny
million ri
cut, five
expected
halftime
tonight
America'
lion gait'
Coliseum.

Many
Neumanr
basketba!
the Univ
already
Memphis

BEHIND THE FRONT—South Vietnamese soldiers wait at
firebase Ham Nghi near Khe Sanh to be flown to Laos.

TWO DANNON ENTRANTS
NEW YORK I UPI i—Joaquin
lkyo-Mayo and Mike Belkin
have joined the top-rated class
of tennis players to compete in
the $5,000 Dannon Tennis
Classic for the Long Island
indoor championship, it was
announced Monday

POSTAGE PERSONALITIES
By kelti, & Harmm

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
US 64160616

7:30 & 9:35
Sat & Sun at 2-4-6i5-8:30

Cont. from 3:30
Saturday and Sunday
At 2:15-4--5:40-7:15 & 9

Michael
Caine

ALL THE
LIBERTIES THE
SCREEN ALLOWS!

LOVe
VAPIATION

GetCarter

in

LATE SHOW EACH FRI. & SAT. 11:30 Al

H_El_.D
VERu_.„„ktt,„..

Open 7p.m. Nitely and,
1 p.m.Sat.& Sun.
Adrnission 1.50 & 75c

THRU. SAT.'"

So everyone can see the funniest comedy since
"Mad, Mad World"
The Evil Tobacco Co.said:

"WELL BET $25,000,000
THAT NO TOWN
IN AMERICA CAN GIVE UP
SMOKING FOR 30 DAYS!"

"FAMILY DAY"

ROLLS BACK

PRICES
10 YEARS

Ui®
j
640,

"COLD Tup=ui
DICAKBuilAviiirkiriLiTURKEY
United Artists

COLOR by Deluxe

HAMBURGER
•
Tonite
thru Tue.

15°

'.4641111aliall

.,.
/
1
i4460
.
00

BIG SHEF
Two Ilarn••brolled h•mburgers, plus a alic• of
molted cheese, on a triple/deck bun. with lettuce and
creamy sauce

39c

SUPER SHEF
A V.,pound harnburg•r,
flarmsbroiled, on an extra
large toasted bun. with tomato. °mon. mid* lettuce,
catsup, and creamy sauce,

1300KKEEPI1G PEPT.I

riZT---o-u=i7R111776714!
*Jason Robards
, * Stens Stevens
Tun in

BALLAD or

_

49°

4
.

Ric
At I

By Unli
Rich I
lost
hi
Killebre
will be
base sti
Twins tl•
Reese,
the bath
to .261
Presider
that Kill
from th
year. Oi
for sug

' By Unit

C.

_
A plump p•tty of pure
ground beef, broded over
open flames. served on a
toasted bun. •nd garnished
to $• tat your taste

Rirthday of
ANDREW W. MELLON
1855 - 1937
American Financier
Industrialist and Philanthropist
Secretary of the Treasury

The 4.006
Good Citizens
of Eagle Rock
replied:

YOU'RE
ON!"

burger thee

Mar, 24

COLOR

ata^,SE

Every Thursday is

What are some of the activities
and items to be sold in the two
days?
Quilts—handmade and of many
designs and patterns. Viewed in
only two homes were quilts with
pattern names of String, Crazy;
Log Cabin, Strawberry, Tulip,
Garden Path, Dresden Plate,
Flower Garden, Wreath, Wave of
the Ocean, Butterfly, Dutch Doll,
Pointed Star and Sunburst.
Mrs. Minnie Johnson of Cow
Branch, who is widely known as a
maker of oldtime sunbonnets and
granny bonnets has a quilt she
plans to display and sell that she
has named "Blue Moon of
Kentucky." She will also sell
bonnets.
There will be a booth devoted to
knife swapping and selling. Interested persons can write to
Harold Barber, West Liberty, for
information on the knife trading.
One Morgan County man has a
knife collection valued at several
thousand dollars and includes

cuYtaliNttargbilil

'..4L4Sit@LIEdilag
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
US 641 NORTH
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TECHNICOLOR 4 From WARNEFQ 8,70-

FRENCH FRIES
. ••,.•.•
Iss.

A bvg bagful
Cut Idaho
french
frenc cut
potatoes, deeotr,ed golden brown.

119

in

RAY

15°

New Yoi
Plitladel
Boston
Buffalo

SOFT DRINKS
Your chooce of favorite soft drinks,
served oce-cold

Prices In Effect All Day Thursday

$2,400 FOR ONE EGG—Iti ntified only as Mr. Radcliffe,
uuonvmoll, purctiase_t_irk§pctts a very
. 01
rare semi-fossilized egg of he extinct bird Aepyorriis,
for w hich he paid 82.400 dial Nie, an auction at Sotheby's
in London. Expects believe !he egg was laid about 1
tr,Illion *years ago in Iklaclai..i•giir. NLILigasy Republic.

burger
cheF„,
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Restaurants
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"DON'T WORRY-I'M ENTERING OUR ANNUAL
EASTER SEAL CONTRIBUTION RIGNT NOW."

1300 Main Street

We
Always
Treat
You
Right!

COUGAR
COUNTIR
IN COLOR

Hilburn)]
Atlanta
Cincinna
Clevelar

Chicago
PhilellIX

Detroit

•A FILM FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Ad It — 25 Children Free in Car

I Aos.
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Si:: 1)1(
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McDaniels-Porter Matchup
Not Probable Say Coaches

Johnny Neumann Signs
Contract With Memphis
MEMPHIS, Tenn. ( UPI)—
Johnny Neumann, some $2
million richer and with a "no
cut, five year contract," was
expected to take part in
halftime "signing" ceremonies
tonight at the Pros-Denver
American Basketball Association game at the Mid-South
Coliseum.

wait at
to Laos

:30 Pr,

111111111

t•ii•

since

which Jacksonville's Artis Gilmore signed last week with the
ABA binding him to the
Kentucky Colonels' franchise,
the report said.

Pros coach Babe McCarthy
said Neumann would make a
''great" swing man in either
guard or forward and said he
knew Neumann could "make it
in the ABA."
Many suspect, however, that
Father Hospitalized
Neumann, the nation's college The father, Robert H. Neubasketball scoring leader from mann, 60, was hospitalized Feb.
the University of Mississippi, 20 with the first heart attack
already has signed with the and suffered another seizure
Memphis club.
while in the intensive care unit
The agreement was an- of Baptist Hospital.
nounced in New York Tuesday "My father may never be
by ABA Commissioner Jack able to work again," said
Dolph, who said the contract Neumann. "Now I'm head of
was approved by the league's the household."
Robert (Cob) Jarvis, head
board of trustees in light of a
California Circuit Court judge's basketball coach at Ole Miss,
decision that a draft limited to accepted Neumann's decision
seniors was in violation of anti- with mixed emotions.
"We at Ole Miss have always
trust laws.
However, Commissioner Wel. had a personal interest in our
ter Kennedy of the rivarathletes above all else," Jarvis
National Basketball Association said. "In the present case we
announced Tuesday that under- have kept abreast of the
graduates will not be eligible situation from the time of Mr.
for his league's 1971 college Neumann's attack.
True Hardship Case
Monday.
on
draft
player
Kennedy met Monday with the "We know of the problems
and conflicts Johnny has been
NBA's Board of Governors,
faced with," the coach said.
Playing pro his Dream
In an interview with the ''Although we are sorry to lose
Memphis Commercial-Appeal, the nation's leading scorer, we
Neumann said playing profes- fully understand his decision.
his "We consider his ease a true
was
basketball
sional
hardship case," Jarvis said.
lifelonZ dream.
Neumann, the 6-6 sophomore Dolph said he had originally
forward who averaged 40.1 rejected the Neumann contract,
points per game, told the but resubmitted it to the board
newspaper in a copyrighted of trustees after a recent ruling
Warren
Judge
Circuit
story the decision was made by
because of personal hardships Ferguson of California.
'created by a heart attack "The board agreed to the
suffered by his father in late contract only on the advice of
February and by his marriage legal counsel," Dolph said,
"and they feel that Judge
Last summer.
Neumann's contract is be- Ferguson's ruling must be
"league considered the law of the land
a
be
to
lieved
contract" similar to the one until proven otherwise."

going to be playing at forwara.
By DARRELL MACK
Western Kentucky Coach John
UPI Sports Writer
HOUSTON (UPI I—Jim Mc- Oldham said today he will
Daniels of Western Kentucky "probably not" match McDaand Howard Porter of Villano- niels against Porter.
va, the key men in the attacks Seventh-ranked Western Kenof the two teams who will open tucky meets 17th-rated Villanothe semifinals of the NCAA va 26-6) Thursday at 6:40 p.m.
Basketball Tournament, "pro- Cst in the first game of the
bably" won't match up against NCAA semifinals. Top ranked
each other when their two and defending champion UCLA
and fourth ranked Kansas will
teams meet Thursday.
McDaniels, 7-foot All-Ameri- take identical 27-1 records into
can, has averaged 29.2 points their 8:40 p.m. matchup. The
and 15.5 rebounds a game in winners of the two Thursday
leading the Hilltoppers to a 23-5 games will play for the
record including NCAA Tour- championship Saturday at 3
nament victories over Jackson- P.,' •
ville, Kentucky and Ohio State. Oldham has the team with
But McDaniels will probably the biggest scoring offense in
not play opposite the 6-8 Porter the tournament. Western Keneven though both stars are tucky averages 87.4 points a
TEMPE, ARIZ. — A RACE FOR THIRD —
But Voss, Milwaukee Brewers beats the ball
to third as he advanced on an Infield out by
teammate Ted Savage in 8th inning of the
exhibition game. Waiting to take throw is

pitcher Don Carrithers, foreground, backed
up by third baseman Ed Goodson. umpire is
Mel Steiner. Giants downed the Brewers 6-5.

game and McDaniel is the main
reason for the Hilltoppers'
success. Without their superstar, Western Kentucky would
be like St. Bonaventure last
year who wound up in fourth
place in the NCAA Tournament
because of the injury to their
All-American Bob Lanier.
Porter, who averaged 23.5 for
ViHanova, has an uncanny
ability to drive and is an
outstanding leaper who could. '
get McDaniel in four troul
trouble early if the skyscraping
Hilltopper tried to stay close to
hini.
Oldham said he wasn't too
concerned about which type of
defense Villanova uses because
e
.
his team has seen them all.
"We've had teams use *
"
zone, a chaser and a box, one.
night even two chasers—on
McDaniels and Jim Rose—and
they have used two different
types of matchups I man -forman defenses)," Oldham said.
Coach John Wooden of UCLA
said his team contains the.
into the final seven days of the poorest shooters since he began
season.
his string
NCAA
of six
Willie Wise scored 28 points championships seven years ago.
and grabbed 23 rebounds to They've
by
defense,
won
lead the Utah attack. Glen discipline and rebounding, inCombs and George Stone each eluding a lot of offensive
added 19 points for the Stars rebounds they have turned into
and were especially effective in points.
a fourth-quarter rally that Coach Ted Owens of Kansas
pulled Utah ahead. •Larry says he will have to keep UCLA
Cannon had 38 points to lead from getting that second and
the Rockets, who fell a game third shots iiehis team hopes to
behind Texas in the battle for win. He plans to do it with 6-10,
the final playoff slot in the 235-pound Dave Robisch and 6West.
10,' 225-pound Roger Brown.
In the only other ABA game
UCLA, 143-5 the last five
Tuesday night, rookie Wendell years, will counter with a front
'each line composed of 6-9, 2I7-pound
Ladner and Steve Jones
had 26 points to pace the...Steve Patterso, 6-8, 230-pound
Memphis Pros to a 117-110 Sidenv Wicks and a 6-7, 225victory over the New York pound Curtis Rowe.

Western Title In ABA
Still Up For Grabs

New Orleans
To Host '72
Pro Place Kickers May Super Bowl
BE,Ar
Get Added Rest In '71

By United Press International
After 79 games, the American
Basketball Association's Western Division still doesn't have
a clear-cut leader.
The Utah Stars pulled into a
tie with the Indiana Pacers for
the, Division lead Tuesday night
by downing the Denver Rockets
129-117. The victory left the
By.„DAV ID 41,. LANGFORD
H, Fla. (UPII— Stars and the -Pacers with
PALM
Club owners of the National identical 55-24 records heading
20, why don't they just go back Football League emerged from
By BILL MADDEN
to a regular kick off position a three-hour 'session at high
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)—If pro with the team that missed the society's Breakers Hotel Tuesday and announced .that the
football fans had their way, the field goal doing the kicking."
game's place-kicking specialists The NFL owners have a next Super Bowl game would be
would be getting some added decision to make and it will be played in Neav Orleans.
interesting to see which way It caught a lot of people by
rest in the years ahead.
Fan reaction appears favora- they go. But there's still one surprise, - particularly the delein
doubt, gations from Miami, Dallas,
ble., to the National Football alternative—when
Houston, Los Angeles and
League rule proposal that they can always punt.
Memphis took -.an 11-point
who had been
&I( ksonville,
would eliminate placing the ball
lead after the first quarter and
mulling the football kings.
for missed field goal attempts
NFL Commissioner Pete Roz- By United Press International opened up a 21-point advantage
on the 20-yard line and change
With the preliminaries, such iii the second period. Rick
was at a loss to explain
elle
of
line
the
the placement to
an 82-iame regular season, Barry, who led the Nets with 29
as
shat swayed the owners to
scrimmage for all kicks outside
the start
return the game to the Sugar out of the way, the National points, hit -10 points at
the 20-yard line.
if 'the second half to pull the
getS
Association
Basketball
weather
where
foul
Bowl,
the
considering
is
The NFL
but'
spoiled the fun two years ago. down to business tonight with Nets back into contention
rule change at its annual
Ladner and Jones helped boost
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
The decision came on the 14th the start of its playoffs.
meeting in Pal Bech, Fla., this
the Pros well ahead again.
By MILTON RICHMAN
ballot, Rozelle said, with 20 of The regular campaign ended
week, and-the proponents of the
the
way
almost
Tuesday
night
favor
Sports
Writer
UPI
in
owners
voting
al
think
club
will
proposal feel coaches
it began... with the Cleveland
By United Press International the hope of prolonging the 34- twice before ordering field-goal ST.
PETERSBURG, Fla. of New Orleans.
Cavaliers losing. The Cavs
Rich Reese, who apparently year-old Killebrew's career.
tries close to the 58-yard line if UPI —BobGibson, you'd say, The voting was by secret
lost
his job to
Harmon It sounded like a good idea it meant risking giving the ball has achieved it all.
ballot and Rozelle wouldn't completed their initial seasA'n in
record
Killebrew during the winter, until Manager Bill Rigney got a back to the opposition in good
You name it, he's done it.
speculate on what was the Use NBA with a 15-67
will be back at his old first look at the 6-3, 190-pound Reese field position should a touchafter bowing to the Portland
He has been a 20-game (leeillini! influence.
base stand for the Minnesota this spring. Reese is batting back result.
winner. Not once but five times "I can't look in the minds of Trail Blazers 114-112. The loss
IS MORE THAN
.368, with 14 hits in 38 at bats,
gave Cleveland the dubious
Twins this year.
JUST A WORD
An informal sampling across in the past six years. He has 26 club owners," he' said.
WITH US
Reese, a surprise star when and Tuesday singled in the the nation shows evidence that won the Cy Young award'as the
Rut the commissioner men- distinction of tying the mark
the batted .322 in 1969, dropped winning run in the fifth inning most fans agree, but Jim Wolf, outstanding pitcher in the tioned seyeral factors that may fie most losses in one season
to .261 last season and club as the Twins beat the Atlanta 54, a season ticket holder with National League and is the No. have_joeili involved, specifically set by the San Diego Rockets
President Calvin Griffith said Braves, 8-3. Both Reese and the Kansas City Chiefs said: 1 pitcher in baseball right now. at-inclination to alternate the during the 1967-68 campaign,
Portland, another expansion
that Killebrew would be shoved Danny Thompson had three hits -I.- against it. I thins it would He has played for a wor site between American and
from third to first base this to lead the Twins' I6-hit attack. hurt our team since we have champion club and been on National Conference cities and club, ended with a much more
year. One of Griffith's reasons Luis Tiant, 7-3 last season such a good field goal kicker in more All-Star teams-than he "the tremendous football inter- respectable 29-53 record, thanks
mainly to rookie Geoff Petrie.
for suggesting ..the switch was, and pitching for the first time Jar Stenerud."
can keep track at.
est" in New Orleans.
Tuesday night
since he suffered a pullti
says Johnny
Everybody
"I like it," said Vic Estes, a
Behind the closed doors i whist' 37 points
muscle in his right elbow thra Houston computer program- Bench will be the game's first boiled down to a fight between enabled him to become only thr
weeks ago, held the Braves to mer. "I think kicking has been $200,000 ballplayer. Bob Gibson Mianii and Dallas, the Texas seventh first-year player ir '
to surpass thr
one run in four innings.
blown all out of proportion. rould beat him to it, and it's a city apparently the favorite NBA history
On other fronts: the Chicago Another reason, I never have cinch thdt the St. Louis With its new 65,000-seat sta- 2,000 point niark for one season
White Sox raised their spring understood why, if you can Cardinals' 35-year-old super- dium. New Orleanst apparently Petrie's final ,two points
ABA Standings
By United Press International record to 13-5 by beating the advance the ball to the 40, kick pitcher is going to wind up in a compromise, was nominated plOved the go-ahead basket for
New York Yankees, 4-3. Tom a field goal and miss it, it the Hall of Fame at Cooper- three times before it got the Portland with only 21 seconds
East
left to play as Cleveland rallied
W. L. Pet. GB Egan led the White Sox with a automatically qualifies you to stown eventually. wanting tally.
a 15-point halftime deficit
from
homer and three doubles ... a gain another 20 yards. Yes, I'd
51 27 654
x-Virginia
Seeks Respect
factor
Rozelle said another
2 two-run homer by Billy Wil- Lx' in 100 per cent favor of it." Gibson has a fine wife and was the promise of the New to take the lead in the closing
/
42 37 .532 91
Kentucky
finished the
2 liams and a two-run double by
/
39 40 .494 121
New York
A group of fans in St. Louis family. He has fame and plenty Orleans delegation to install
Johnny Callison led the Chicago believed the change would of money. Without knowing artificial turf in the Sugar Bowl season winr2,031 points. •
34 46 .425 18
Floridians
However, Cleveland Coach
2 Cubs to an 8-0 decision over the increase runbacks which they anything more about him, you'd in time for the game.
/
33 46 .418 181
Pittsburgh
Bill Fitch announced after the
San Frahcisco Giants. Ray felt were more exciting than say here is a man with
30 48 .385 21
Carolina
game he would file a formal
Newman, Joe, Decker and Juan field goals anyway. A local everything. That's only if you
West
•ushy though, except about
protest today based on an
W. L. Pct, GB Pizarro blanked the Giants on bartender said: "What team don't know him. If you do, then certain things."
call late in the second
official's
six
hits.'
...
.696
24
realize
55
here
a
is
suddenly
Indiana
would attempt a field goal from you
Bob Gibson knows how some period when Portland was
Cesar
and
Rader
Doug
55 24 .696 ...
Utah
farther out than, say, the 35- man who still hasn't achieved people regard him.
awarded two foul shots and
39 40, .494 16--' Cedeno homered to lead the yard-tine, if they knew they'd the one thing he prizes most.
Memphis
"I have a reputation for not then given possession of the
Hosston Astros to an 8-3 be giving the other team Like what?
2850 35926½.
Texas
confoiniing to what they think 1 ball.?
2 triumph over the Los Angeles excellent field positron."
/
27 51 '.346 271
"A position in life," Gibson should
Denver
be like," he says. "Their "We're not in the record
worked
Griffin
Tom
Dodgers.
x-Clinched Div Title
Another idea offerred by the says, "Where I'll be respected' impression of a nice black guy
books yet_if this is allowed it
the first six innings for the fans who favored the proposal for what I am as a person
Tuesday's Results
is one who shuffles his feet, could be called a tie game or
4went
Cardenal
Jose
...
Astros
done
I've
110
what
York
for
rather
New
than
Memphis 117
was that the value of the field
scratches his head, and says no contest and we'd have lost
for-4, including two doubles, as goal and the field goal kicker in baseball."
Ptah 124 Denver 117
sir, boss, yes, sir.' The oily 66 games," Fitch said.
'Yea,
a
broke
the St. Louis Cardinals
Wednesday's Games
Gibson strips there a moment.
could be .enhanced.
who feel that way, are TWo of the four opening
people
five-: ame losing streak with a
Pittsburgh at Kentucky
George Henson of Dallas He thinks, then says:
They'll never listen
red-necks.
'aural playoffs begin tonight
5-2' win over the Cincinnati said: "It would even be more "And I don't think I'll (a ,a be
Denver at Memphis
to your side of it. You try to with Ceutral Division champion
went
Carlton
Steve
...
Reds
Only games scheduled
is
do
they
of a premium on having a able to achieve that."
all
tell them and,
laIliiriore entertaining Philadelseven innings for the Cardinals reliable kicker. But if it's
Fights Injustice
shake their heads and say 'I Alia
and . Pacific.. •Division
run.
one
allowed
and
to
Gibson
Bob
kills
It
Inside,
changed, I can see Tom
Final NBA Standings
don't believe that.' Well, it just
Los Angeles playing
isn't used
He
that.
say
to
have
whether
up
standing
International
record
true
Dempsey's
be
to
Press
happens
United
so
sist to Chicago.
SKED
He
does
COMPLETE
CARDS
he
anything
quitting
to
forever."
not."
or
Division
practically
Atlantic
they believe it
'Atlanta plays at New York
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—The St. Denipsey kicked a 63-yard won't quit trying to achieve
4, A FILAR FOR
W. L. Pct. GB
Thursday afternoon while the
Values Consistency
combut
Tuesday
Cardinals
wants,
Louis
thing he
one
that
season.
goal
...
last
field
634
30
52
York
THE ENTIRE FAMILY
New
you can apply ((urth series begins Saturday
pleted their National Football
Another Dallas man had an being black, he really wonders The adjective
47 35 573 5
Philadelphia
'light at Oakland where Mil"consistent."
is
Gibson
by
to
chance
schedule
pest
pre-season
League
a
has
he
whether
rule
interesting thought. "The
FOLLOW "WHISKERS," an independent
44 38 .537 8
Boston
Francisannouncing a game with the change, could make_ the field
There are those who can live He applies it to himself, No waukee meets the San
22 60 .268 30
and curious young cougar, through two
Buffalo
disWarriors.
Ai
he's
much
how
to
*hatter
21,
Aug.
Washington Redskins,
more
valuable with injustices and learn
evert
goal
Central Division
exciting years in a mountain wilderness
Bob airbed by certain problems
W. L. Pet GB at Washington and with the because as of now any team tolerate or understand it
known as "COUGAR COUNTRY"
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he
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outside
3
or
28,
how
inside
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matter
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Cincinnati
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not.
can
with a strong place kicker Gibson
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Baltimore
Fla.
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quits
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really
lever
how
matter
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A true wildlife adventure story
at Cincinnati.
might as well try the'field goal tired he is, no
36 46 .439 6
Atlanta
SenaWashington
own
his
The
in
'UPI
them
on fourth down when they know frustrated he is, he'll always solve
33 49 402 9
Cincinnati
tors announced Tuesday that
characteristic way.
DURHAM MANAGES CHANCE the opposing team will have to stand up and fight back
15 67 183 28
Cleveland
differhave
infielder Dave Nelson,- pitcher
Starts Thur.,
people
(MURRAY
"Different
a
actually
(UM—Yancey
YORK
NEW
For this reaction,
take it on the 20."
Midwest Division
game," he Dick Such and catcher Rick
Among the dissenters, a perfectly normal one, Gibson ent values in this
W. l„ Pet.GB Durhahi, Manager of World
He'avyweight Champion Joe Pittsburgh man said he opposed has been branded a baseball says. "Some guys want to do Stelicaszek have been sent to
66 16 .805 ...
alilivaukee
announced Tuesday the idea because "football militant. Sometimes that word this; some want to do that; their minor league camp for
Frazier,
51 31 .672 15
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I
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New York Met pitcher Dean
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me.
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GibscRi,
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Chance.
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Week Of Prayer Is Circle I Of WSCS'
Observed By Women Has Regular Meet
4
Of Memorial Church Circle I of the Women's Society
First
of Christian Service of the
The women of the Memorial
United Methodist Church met in
Baptist Church observed the
social hall of the church on
the
missions
home
prayer
for
week of
March 16, at two
Tuesday,
during the week of March 7
o'clock in the afternoon.
through 14.
Daily programs centered on
Mrs. Robert Smith and Mrs.
the theme, "Sharing With One or David Henry presented the
One Thousand", were led by the program on the theme, -The
study groups of the Baptist Family Cluster".
Women and the Baptist Young
Women of the church.
The chairman, Mrs. Henry,
Participating during the week opened the meeting by asking the
were Mesdames Vera Adams, group to sing the hymn, "Happy
Willie The Home". She also read the
Buckner,
Frances
Garland, Lottie Gibson, Mackie scripture from Solomon 8:7.
Hubbs, Elizabeth James, Modelle During the social hour refreshMiller, Nellie McKeel, Lynda ments were served by the
Reed, Opal Reeves, Lois San- hostesses, Mrs. Hallet Dunn and
derson, Verna Stubblefield, Mrs. Julius Sharpe, to the
Becky Ware, Sue Wynn, and eighteen members and two
Margaret Wilkins.
visitors, Mrs. William Britton
On Tuesday, March 16, the and Mrs. Olive Hagan.
women met for a presentation of
the home mission book, 'The
Diakonic Task".
Rev. Earl Warlord, missionary
for the Blood River Baptist
Association, presented the study
and challenged the group with
LONDON (UPI): Pregopportunities for ministering at
nant women should avoid
the local level.
certain
household
remeA potluck lunch was served.
dies, including aspirin, a
Present were Mrs. Vera Adams, report
in the British MediMrs. Mackie Hubbs, Mrs. cal Journal
warns
Elizabeth James, Mrs. Modelle
Miller, Mrs. Opa, Reeves, Mrs.
Dr Matilda Nelson arid
Margaret Taylor, Mrs. Margaret
Prof John Forfar of EdinWilkins, Mrs. Connie White, and
burgh University said they
Rev. Jerre11 White.
studied cases of more than
1300 mothers and found
that
significantly
more
mothers
whose
children
showed congenital a lonor-

Doctors warn
about aspirin

Mrs. Glyco Wells
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Women

The lovely home of Mrs. Glyco
Wells on the Graham Road was
the scene of the March meeting of
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church.
Mrs. Edwin Cain was the
leader for the program on the
theme, "The Bible Speaks About
Service To Others", given in the
playlet by Mrs.
form of a
Margaret Nell Boyd, Mrs.
Thomas Jones, Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Mrs. Delia Graham,
and Mrs. Nix Crawford. Mrs.
Cain read from the Bible after
each one spoke.
The third chapter of the Bible
study book,"Joy For An Anxious
Age" was discussed by -Mrs.
Boyd. The third chapter of the
stewardship book, "A Farthing
In Her Hand", was reviewed by
Mrs. Jones.
Mrs. Edd Glover, president,
presided and Mrs. Boyd led the
opening prayer. In closing the
group repeated The Lord's
Prayer in unison.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Guests were Glyco
Wells and Mrs. Christine Sherman.
The next meeting will be held
on Thursday, April 8, at seven
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Edwin
Cain.

Louella-Taylor &
Mr. Smotherman
Plan April Wedding
Mr. and Mrs Ruble Taylor of
Lynn Grove announce he
engagement and approaching
marriage of their youngest
_daughter, Louella, to Charles
Smotherman, son of Tommy
Smotherman and the late Mrs.
Ruby Smotherman of Murray.
Route Three.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is attending Murray State
University majoring in nursing.
The groom-elect is employed at
Brandon Brothers Used Cars.
Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, April 10, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. No invitations are being
sent and all relatives and close
friends are invited to attend.
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maliues had taken aspirin,
certain indigestion tablets,
pep pills and some cough
medicines.
The doctors said their
warning advice also applied
to women in whom conception is likely.
They said that during
pregnanc y "sett medication with common household remedies such as aspirin and antacids should be
avoided."

Williams Home Is
Scene Of Coles
Camp Ground Meet

NEDNESDAY—MARCH 24, 1971

KENTUCKY

TBIRTHSj

Roberts Home Is
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Lee Story of Scene Of Faith
905 North 18th Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl, Doran Circle Meet

A RA4,stik,

Wednesday, March 24
.as hostess. Miss Frances Bromn
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Delaney
spent the past weekend as the Ladies day lunclienn will be will show slides taken di., rig her
guests of his brother, James C. served at Oaks County Qub at travels to Russia.
Mrs. Homer Williams opened Lana Jane, weighing eight
Delaney of 12:45 p.m. Make reservations by
her home for the meeting of the pounds two ounces, born on Mrs. Vernon Roberts opened Delaney and Mrs.
Tuesday noon with Murrelle .The second in a series of flints
Ga.
Henning,
North
Eighth
on
Street
Fort
home
her
Women's Society of Christian Friday, March 19, at 4:20 p.m. at
Walker 753-4517 or Essie Caldwell on crafts, "The 1. irst Course
meeting
of
the
Faith
the
Service of the Coles Camp the Murray-Calloway County for
Dinner Party", will be shown
Doran Circle of the Women's John D. Perryman of Hardin 753-4920
Ground United Methodist Church Hospital.
dismissed
continuously
from nine to eleven
been
has
Services
Christian
of
One
Route
of
Society
field on Wednesday, March 17, at Their other children are David
seven o'clock in the evening. Lee, age ten, Douglas Kent, age the First United Methodist from the Western Baptist Ladies day luncheon will be a.m. at the Calloway County
served at noon at the Calloway Public Library.
"Are you Reaching Adults" eight, and Lisa Kay, age six. The Church held on Tuesday, March Hospital, Paducah.
County Country Club. Hostesses
the
o'clock
afin
two
at
16.
program
was the title of the
father is golf pro at the Oaks
are Mesdames Henry Fulton, Bill
ternoon.
District 13 of the Kentucky
xesented by Mrs. Boyce Nor- Country Club.
Crouse, Stark Erwin, Joe Dick, Nurses Association will meet at
Tian.
Grandparents are Mrs. Cora -Family Cluster" was the
E. J. Harverstock, Joe Hal the Fulton Health Department,
During the business meeting, Story of Murray Route Four and theme of the very interesting
Spann, Wayne Doran, W. C. Fulton, at 7:30 p.m.
plans were discussed for the Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Thurman program presented by Miss
Elkins, Glenn Doran, T. C.
Mrs of Murray Route Five. A great Meadow Huie. She brought
Vacation Bible School.
'Doran, M. C. Ellis, and Evelyn The Wranglers Riding Club will
Norman led the closing prayer grandmother is Mrs. Fannie thoughts of whether America was
Wilson, Bridge hostesses are meet at the Calloway County
weakening or strengthening the
and refreshments were served by Scott of Murray.
homes by the optimistic look at The Home Department of the Mrs. Tommy Chrisp and Mrs. Court House at seven p.m.
the hostess.
Murray Woman's Club held its
were Lisa Ann Is the name chosen by youth, and whether enriching or annual potluck luncheon at the John Gregory.
present
Members
demeaning
the
home
life
by
Groups of the Baptist Women of
Mesdames Ned Coleman, James Mr. and Mrs. James Sanders of
club house on Thursday, March
Griffith, Boyce Norman, Keith Murray Route Three for their leniency or postiveness in the 18, at one o'clock in the afternoon. The Murray Woman's Club will the Hazel Baptist Church will
have its general luncheon meet as follows: Ethel Harmon
Letterman, Austelle Crouse, baby girl, weighing five pounds borne.
A special program of music
Standley Letterman, Marvin 9,2 ounces, born on Sunday, Miss Huie said the early was presented by a trio composed meeting at the club house at ten with Sue Paschall at 1:30 p.m.
Scott, Maurice Crouse, Charlie March 21, at 2:58 a.m, at the Hebrews made up their homes by of Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., Mrs. a.m. Hostesses will be the Home and Annie Armstrong with Ora
Joyce at 6:30 p.m.
Lassiter, Raymond Wrather, Murray-Calloway County living together in clusters and Nolin Harvey, and Mrs. Rob Ray and Sigma Department.
even Jesus lived among His
Trellis McCuiston, and Homer Hospital.
Thursday,
March
25
Prince
Mrs.
as
the
Joe
acwith
Fred Williams. Visitors were Their other children are family cluster until He felt the companist. They sang four
Junior Recital of Carol Connor
Friday, March 26
Kathy Scott and Gwenith Crouse. Randy, age twelve, Debbie, age need to be about His Father's beautiful selections. The
Tell City, Ind., euphonium, will "The Crucible", Arthur Miller
ladies
The next regular meeting will eleven, James Wallace, age ten, business.
are all members of the Music be in the recital hall, Fine Arts play, will be presented the second
be held on Wednesday, April 14, and Larry,age nine. The father is The scripture reading from I Department
of the Murray Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No night at the Murray State
was
Corinthians
by
13
Mrs. Jack
at seven p. m. at the home of Mrs. employed as a truck driver.
Club
and have sang at charge.
Woman's
University auditorium at eight
Marvin Scott.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Wilcox. Mrs. Vernon Roberts various functions In the city.
p.m. Tickets are $1.50 each.
gave
devotional
comments
on
Thomas Sanders of Murray
Mrs. David Henry was in "The Crucible", Arthur Miller
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs. -Love" and defined it as "kind- charge of the program and in- play, will be presented by the
Saturday, March 27
Plomer Barnes of Cadiz. Great ness and deep interest in all good.troduced the guests. The vice- MSU Drama Department at the
things
and
pursuing
welfare
Crucible", Arthur Miller
of
-'The
grandparents are Mrs. Manzie
chairman, Mrs. 0. C. Wells„ auditorium at eight p.m. Tickets
be presented the third
will
play,
Barnes of Cadiz and Deck others who have need of lives/
presided in the absence of the are $1.50 each.
night at the Murray State
Skinner of Cadiz Route Three. making it so evident that even the chairman, Mrs. Albert Crider,
blind and deaf know it is love.
University auditorium at eight
Macrame: Creative Knotting,
Leonard
Vaughn, who is ill.
pin. Tickets are 51.50 each.
A baby girl, Lee Ann, weighing Mrs.
by
Western
The tables were beautifully exhibition
The Nature's Palette Garden seven pounds seven ounces, was chairman of the circle, read
Club held its regular meeting at born to Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Psalms 136 since this book is decorated with arrangements of Association of Art Museums,
the Community Center on Rogers of Mayfield on Sunday, being studied each Sunday spring flowers in antique cutglass opens at the Mary Ed Mecoy Hall The Alpha Department of the
Wednesday, March 17, at ten March 21, at 9:58 p.m. at the evening by the church in March. containers, owned by Miss Gallery, Fine Arts Building,
have
Maude Nance. Mrs, Charlie MSU, and will continue until Murray Woman's Club will
o'clock in the morning.
Murray-Calloway County For His mercy endureth forever" Crawford gave the invocation. April 30. This includes works of 25 its noon luncheon at the club
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer Hospital.
closes each of the verses in this
open
Hostesses for the meeting were artists and there is no charge. house. This will be an
presented an interesting lesson
The father is serving with the chapter. She read an article, Mrs. John Livesay, Mrs. R. M. The public is invited.
meeting with Dr. Alice Koenecke
on "Making Sand Candles". Each United States Army at Fort "lord I Must Talk to Someone"
as speaker. Hostesses will be Dr.
member made a candle under the Campbell.
written by Marjorie Lord. Mrs. Miller, Miss Maude Nance, Mrs.
Alberta Chapman, Mrs. Aaron
The
Hazel
Woman's
Club
will
Jones,
Commodore
Mrs.
William
direction of Mrs. Eversmeyer. Grandparents are Wallace 0. C. Wrather led the closing
Purdom, and Mrs. G. B. Scott. meet at the Shirley Garden Chapman, Mrs. Louise Dick,
Hostesses for the day were Rogers of Mayfield Route Six and pc.ayer.
Center at seven p.m. Members Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Mrs. P. A.
Mrs. E. S. Ferguson and Mrs. ha
Mrs. Amelia
Jackson o The hostesses, Mrs. Roberts
note change in date and place. Hart, and Miss Mildred Hatcher.
Douglass.
Mayfield. Great grandparents and Miss Huei, served refresh- Breakfast or brunch
Members
present.
were are Mrs. Mitylene Holmes and ments to the fifteen members and
Gamma Omicron Chapter of
Here's a good breakfast or
Mesdames 011ie Brown, Ila James Pinkerton, both of three visitors, Miss Kathleen
Sunday, March 28
Douglass, Harold Eversmeyer, Mayfield, Edgar 'Armstrong of Patterson, Mrs. Paschall, and brunch special. Combine 1/2 Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
butter arid firmly meet at the Baptist Student
of
each
cup
E. S. Ferguson, Henry Hargis, I. Murray Route Four, and Mrs. Mrs. King.
Mr. and Mrs. Genie B. Adams
packed brown sugar and 1 Center at 7:30 p.m.
H. Key, R. Q. Knight, Walter Lora Rogers of Murray.
of Hazel Route Two will be
tablespoon of light corn syrup;
Miller, Kenton Miller, Burman
bring to a boil in saucepan,
The Zeta Department of the honored at a reception at the
Parker, Charles Stubblefield, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Fulton of
stirring contantly. Pour into Murray Woman's Club will have Holiday Inn. Murray, from three
Cletus Robinson, and Maude Murray Route Five announce the
5Y: cup ring mold or a 9 by a breakfast at the Holiday Inn at to 5:30 p.m. All friends and
Jones.
5-inch loaf pan and tilt to coat seven a.m. Hostesses will be relatives are invited to attend.
birth of a baby boy, Michael
The next meeting will be held Sanders, weighing seven pounds
sides and bottom. Sprinkle Mesdames Ace
McReynolds,
Wednesday, April 21, at 1:30 p.m. 6,2 ounces, born on Monday,
with Y: cup of chopped toasted John T. Irvan,
C.
H.
klulse, Henry
at the home of Mrs. Cletus March 22, at six
filberts. Prepare rolled biscuits
The senior recital of Alan
p.m. at the The
March meeting of the from a mix, using V:cups mix Holton, and Miss Madelyn Lamb. Baker, Princeton,Trombone ill
Robinsoe. Each diember is to
Muerax-Calloway County
bring a flower arrangement of
Murray-Calloway County Senior and 4 cup of milk. Stand bisbe held at the Recital Hall, Fine
Hospital.
Citizens Club was held at the cuits on sides and place around
her choice to be judged by Mrs.
The
Welcome
Wagon Arts Building, MSU,at three p.m.
The new father is a city mail
social hall of the First United the ring pan or in two rows in Homemakers Club
011ie Brown.
will meet at No charge.
carrier.
Methodist Church with Bryan loaf pan. Bake in preheated the home of
Mrs. Kenneth
Paternal grandparents are Mr.
to
40
Tolley, vice-president, presiding 375 degree oven 30
Adams, Oak Drive, at ten a.m.
and Mrs. Clayton Fulton of
in the absence of the president,0. minutes. or until biscuits are
The BFA show of Leslie
Murray Route Three and Mr. and
well browned. Invert onto setsC. McLemore.
Wright, Louisville, will open in
Mrs. Jimmy Gallimore of
A potluck luncheon was served in_g_plate, let stand 5 minutes,
The Magazine Club will meet at the Exhibition Hall of the Fine
Puryear, Tenn.
Maternal at noon with Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie then remove pan. Makes 6 the Woman's Club House at
2:30 Arts Building, MSU,and continue
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Hale, Mrs. Bertha Jones, Mrs. servings.
p.m. with Mrs. Jessie H Roane through April 10. No charge.
Lester McIntosh of Georgetown.
and scroll design. The aide
Gladys Hale,and Otis Harrison in
lace at the hemline came to
charge of arrangements. Paul
a point in a crown design on
For her daughter's wedding, Kingins gave the invocation
the front of the skirt, The VicMrs. McMorries wore a Vogue
Mrs. Lucille Ross, county
torian neckline was alsatmvZourtier original dress and school health nurse, was the
ered in the lace and decorates:
coat ensemble of rose pink guest speaker. Also included on
with seed and oat pearls. The
Lutesong crepe and matching the program were group singing
full bishop sleeves of silk
accessories. Her corsage was
organza ended in long fated
a mauve pink cymbidium orc- of spiritual hymns with Mrs.
cuffs and closed with tiny self
aid
tied with silver ribbon and Dennis Lamb at the piano.
covered buttons.
The register was kept by Mrs.
tulle.
Her Madonna veil of English
Mrs. Potter chose for her Dollie Haley, secretary. Mrs.
illusion bordered with the wide
son's wedding a double knit Marie Marvin was a guest.
scalloped Chantilly lace extenddress and coat in emerald green
Members present were Paul
ed into a full length chapel
with matching satin shoes arid Kingins...0tis Harrison, Ivy
train.
she wore a lime green cymbid- Culver, C. D. Scruggs, Mr. and
She carried a cascade bouqium orchid tied with green
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr. and Mrs.
uet of cream white roses, centsatin and ivory lace.
011ie Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
ered with a large purple orchic
Mrs, Doc Cauthorn of Clinton, Roberts. Mr. aid Mrs. 011ie
and draped with long ropes ol
grandmother of the groom, wore
miniatiire pearls.
a two-piece knit dress of green Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
with black accessories. Her Lamb, Mesdames Lucille Ross,
Mrs. Jim Medlin served the
corsage was of white car- Bertha Jones, Gladys Hale, Lula
bride as matron of honor and
Dunn, Martha Golden, Edna
nations.
Miss Janice Eaves, of FrankFollowing the ceremony the McReynolds, Ruby Harrell,
fort, roommate of the bride.
bride's parents were hosts for Mary Lamb,Clara Todd, Hildred
was her maid of honor. They
a leception in the church fel- Sharpe, Eva Hilt. Ruby Weaks,
wore identical slipper length
lowship hall.
dresses of royal purple peau
F.ssie Blalock, Jessie H. Roane,
de soie with full bishop sleeves
For traveling the bride wore Katie Overcast, Mattie Parker,
of matching georgette and long
a coat and dress ensemble of Neva Waters, Lela Shackelford,
fitted cuffs. Their capelet colpistachio green knit. Her coat Bertie Parker, John Farmer,
It's finished! Cablevision has completed a complex new $100,000
lars were of ivory Chantilly
was trimmed with a white fur Gussie Adams, Ruby Harrison,
lace and the modified empire
collar and cuffs. She wore the
Microwave System especially to bring top quality NASHVILLE TV to Murray.
Jones, Lochie Hart, and
waist lines were accented with
purple orchid from her wedding Connie
Olive Hagan.
bandS of purple velvet ribbon.
bouquet.
Now you can get NASHVILLE TV reception never before available! All
The next meeting will be held
three
Their matching floor length
• Mr. and Mrs. George Potter, on Friday. April 2, at the social
channels in rich, blazing color .
veils were attached to a bancrisp clear TV pictures .
parents , of the groom, were hall of the First United Methodist
and all the
deau of purple velvet and chifhosts for a rehearsal dinner
great programs and artists offered only by NASHVILLE!
fon petals. They wore matching
at the Derby Restaurant ir, Church.
satin shoes and carried small
Fulton on Friday night precedCouple this with 5 MORE CHANNELS from Paducah, Harrisburg, Jackson,
white Victorian baskets filled
Golden carrots are commonplace
ing the wedding.
with purple violets, valley lilamong
vegetables
but how
The couple reside in Murray
Cape Girardeau and Ky. Educational TV and you have the
ies and orchid poms. Miss
best TV
greatly they enliven our tables
where they will continue their
Joyce Stephens, Miss Dana Jett
studies at Murray State Univand color and flavor. Fresh
entertainment in Kentucky! (Plus a 24-hour weather channel!)
of Fort Campbell. cousins of
ersity.
the bride, and Mrs. Terry Morcarrots are a good buy at your
See it for yourself!
row were thebridesmaids. Miss
market now. Did you know that
TIPS & TRICKS
Connie Jett of Fort Campbell
one medium-sized carrot
served as the junior bridesprovides more than a day's
We invite you to see your Murray TV Dealer . .
FOR COOKS
maid.
allowance of Vitamin A, the
BOUNTIFUL YEAR for nutrient that helps eyes adjust to
He'll be glad to demonstrate what a difference Microwave Magic makes.
grapefruit sends the knowing
They wore identical gowns
dim light, and keeps the skin
shopper in the direction of these smooth?
and accessories to those of the
handsome citrus spheres
honor attendants except in a
Reasonably priced, grapefruit
shade of orchid with the deep
SALAD CHANGE OF PACE
purple accents.
promiies to stay in good supply
▪ pears- fresh pears that are in
so
get
your
share
to
serve
at your market now at such
Master Wainv Bizzle, son of
breakfast, to broil with honey
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Bizzle,
attractive prices. Leave the peel
for
first
course
or
dessert,
and
to on, but quarter the pear,
arid Cousin of the bride, was
add
zip
to
fresh
fruit
cups
and to
the ringhearer.
salads that brighten the winter removing the core, and serve it
Mr. George Potter served
table.
Fresh
grapefruit is a very on your favorite green with a
his son as best man. Groomsimportant source of Vitamin C. creamy dressing. Delicious! In
men and ushers were Ivan Potthe early eighteenth century, a
tsr ttrool-r nf thssroom,Stevf
, Belgian priest who raised pears
L a. Murray, roommate of the
called them the "butter fruit."
groom, -Charlee Lynn McMorFEATHERED COLD' Pull a It's still an excellent description
rues, brother of the bride and
carrot from the earth and find
this luscious fresh food.
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 2 1971
Terry Cl.irk, Murray.
feathered gold in your hand 'of
tes

Luncheon Held By
Home Department
At Club House

Mrs. Eversmeyer
Presents Lesson
At Garden Meeting

enior Citizens Of
City And County
Hold Luncheon

Marriage Vows In Fulton
Unite McMorries-Potter
Miss Suzette Mcliforries and
Mr. William Jason Potter were
united in marriage Saturday
evening, January 30th, at 7
o'clock in a candlelight service in the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Fulton.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Russell
McMorries of Fulton. The
groom's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Potter of Wingo.
Rev. Gerald Stow of Fulton
presented the betrothal service
and gave the instructions before
marriage. Chaplain (Major)
Mace T. Jett Jr. of Esrt Campbell read the wedding vows
and gave the marriage blessing.
As the wedding guests arrived in the church foyer, Kiss
Connie Jett, cousin of thebride,
greeted the guests as they registered and presented them
wedding programs. Mrs. Bobby
Rhodes, organist, presented the
organ recital as the guests
were seated. Mrs. Nelson Tripp
sang 'A Time for Us" by Rota
and 'One Hand One Heart' by
Bernstein. 'The Bridal Chorus'
by Wagner was used for the
processional and, 'Mende'ssohn's Wedding March' was
played for the recessional.
Following the pledging of the
vows the couple knelt on a satin
covered prie (lieu, as Mrs.
Tripp sang the wedding prayer,
'Before Thine Altar' by Deer.
At the .close of the service,
the couple used individual candles to light a large white wedding candle signifying unity.
The setting for the wedding
was provided by an arch of
huckleberry greenery and tall
candle-trees of huckleberry
and burning ivory tapers. Corinthian columns with matching
tall Grecian urns were placed
on either side of the altar.
They held large arrangements
of cream white mums and poms
interspersed with huckleberry
and leather leaf greenery.
The entire length of the bridal
aisle was marked by candle
lighted hurricane lamps, ivory
satin bows and greenery. Preceding ths wedding the candles
were lighted by Charles Lynn
McMorriei, brother of the bride
and Terry Clark.
eel by her filher,--fhe
bride wore'a gown of itory
silk cregam2 Ayer silk peau
sole, which featured a sligfitty
raised waistline overlaid sits
French Chantilly lace in .4

We Have A $100,000
Present For You . ..

ICROWAVE TV

Now get all the great programs from NASHVILLE crystal
clear, color bright, with the magic of Microwave!

WLAC
NASHVILLE

WS M

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSTALLATION
See 9 Great Channels!

CABLEVISION

16§.K. 5th. Street'

e

t.

Phone 753-5005

Murray, Ky.

PAfIE Fll
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Brown
rig her

series of films
irst Course
rill be shown
nine to eleven
loway County

the Kentudty,
-I will meet at
Department,
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l'AC,F FIVE

THF: 1.FIDGER & TIMES —Nlt RHAY, KFATUCKY

Open from 8 a.m. till 12 p.m.
7 Days A Week for Your
Shopping Convenience.
WE REDEEM U.S. GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
AT LIBERTY, WE OFFER ONLY U.S. PRIME BEEF
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps... Double Tues. and Wed.

ptist Women of
t Church will
Ethel Harmon
at 1:30 p.m.
.ong with Ora

4:P

LI BAC

iding Club will
loway County
yen p.m.

79c
3,C

LUNCHEON LOAF Biltmore - 12-oz

Da4100111211

4-oz. cansn

SNACK PACK

-4/61c

FR YERS

Murray, Kentucky

WHOLE
U. S. Inspected
lb.

25;

19c
29C
FRYERS lb. BACK BONE
4 LEGGED PAN-READY

CENTER & END CUTS MIXED

WHIP

2 Loin W. 691
1
/
(

5¼ Pork Loin 11,59;

SALAD DRESSING
Qt. lar

irch 26
Arthur Miller
ted the second
urray State
ium at eight
1.50 each.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

Southside Shopping Center

SUGAR GowiDthccHoupAonux
10 -Bak

WFDNESDAY—MARCH-24.

A No AO $i
Hunt's '1 cans
FRUIT
Pride Illinois
s
can303
No.
K 14 BEANS
PORK

25c

2

larch 27

Arthur Miller
nted the third
lurray State
ium at eight
4.50 each.

rtment of the
lub will have
at the club
be an open
lice Koenecke
;es will be Dr.
Mrs. Aaron
Louise Dick,
I. Mrs. P. A.
ired Hatcher

ireh 28

me B. Adams
rwo will be
iption at the
y, from three
friends and
ed to attend

ital of Alan
'rombone will
tal Hall, Fine
,at three p.m.

w of Leslie
, will open in
11 of the Fine
and continue
No charge.

19c

ES & PIECES

MOUTHWASH

BACON

SCOPE

ORANGEJTIN

41-ez. cal $

(Limit: 3)E

FESTIVAL

HUNT'S TOMATO

CATSUP

lb

ROUND
STEAK

fl

98;

2-Gal.
1
/

lb $1

RUMP ROAST
RzeisTSirloin Tip

32-oz.
bottle

ICE CREAM- 59c P6RKSTEAL.59
25c
3
JUICE
PIES
BEANS
59 PIES 20-12. 3/87 CATFISH 89c
lb $119

SEALD SWEET or FROSTY ACRES

KITCHEN TREAT

rystal

lb

U.S. Choice

EGGS
39c

Grade A Large

DOZ.

2-oz. Pie
/
141

QUICK COOK
GREAT NORTHERN
A -lb. g C
7 bag uu
PINTO

ORANGE

12-oz. cans

FRESH WATER

KITCHEN TREAT

STEAK

-lb. bag

Pie

)0

Murray.
All three
d all the

3

Rolls $

Jackson,

POTATOES Seed (Certified)

7 BANANAS

VOID AFTER APRIL 2, 19/1
1.,A1V

* SAVE 14c*

Godchaux

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

SUGAR

5-lb. bag

With This Coupon
VOID AFTER APRIL 2, 1911

„ 2 '44•••

100-lb.doz. $3
5
9
:9

FLOUR Milk Maid

LIBERTY COUPON'Ts172:

with coupon on the purchase of lb. bag

%AV Atik.41141 'AloW,

NEWRCEEN

LEMONS Din Skin

LIBERTY COUPON

* SAVE 14c *

ROP

SYRUP Vermont Maid

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE
GOLDEN OR WHITE

makes.

CABBAGE

19c

with this coupon on the purchase of 1-1b. can

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
No Other Purchase Necessary
VOID AFTER APRIL 2, 1911
..,r7,- IrMcangittirrattkeg*

GOLDEN
RIPE
U.S. NO. 1 RED, WASHED

POTATO ES
10

-lb. bag

59(p
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Discrimination?

SEWING

Legion says blind girl can't attend Girls State

WEARING goggles and riding in a specially constructed box, Wolf, a 4-year-old
German shepherd, rode on
motorcycle from Wapakoneta, Ohio, to Houston, Tex.,
with his owner, Earl 3v.
Taylor, to attend the Livestock Show and Rodeo.

COLUMBUS (UPI Sixteen-year-old
Holly Reed's blindness disqualifies her
from participating in the American Legion-run Buckeye Girls State.
Girls State, which has been an annual
occurrence for the last 25 years, brings
together high school girls for one week.
during which time they elect leaders
and learn what it is like to legislate and
govern.
The Ohio Legion's auxiliary has ruled
out the acceptance of Holly. a junior at
Eastmodt High School here.
"Our rule is Ironclad and has been
for - years about exclusion of handicapped girls." explained Mrs. Lester
Merritt, director of Girls State.
The rule states that candidates "must
be without physical disability of any
kind" and Mrs. Merritt said the rule is

a valid one because Girls State is a
"doing program, not kschool or lecture
situation."
But it is not all that cut and dried to
Miss Reed, who believes Girls State
does not reflect reality.
"The world is made up of people
with physical differences," she said.
"Why should Buckeye Girls State have
just perfect specimens? I wonder how
disabled war veterans and Frapklin D.
Roosevelt would feel about this discriminatory rule?"
Holly said she would not have accepts
ed the nomination to the June progren
held at Capital University here "if I
didn't believe I could take care of
myself." Mrs. Merri,tt.'said there is
"nothing discriminatory" about the
rule. "We simplTy recognize physical
limitation "the said.

--GEr
AITE1MON

c

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
...Highway 641 N. - Murray
OPEN 9 AM-10 PM-MON.-SAT.

WASLINGTON
U P I):
Ralph' Nader says the reonse of the Food and
rug Administration (FDA)
• to a report that nine per
sons have died from a rare
blood infection in recent
months "is totally inadequate."
The Center for Disease
Control(CDC)told the FDA
March 1 that nine persons
had died and 150 had been

Schacht

A Man for All Diamonds:
Clown Prince of Baseball

A Real, Good Buyl

Latest fashion colors in prints
and stripes, with lovely matching

Baby born
in wreck

100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNIT
50 to 60 Inches Wide
• Spring Colors
11 $3.8ji
• Machine Washable
Knits

52-54 Inches Wide

infected in • eight hospitals
since October because intravenous fluids were stored
QUINCY, ILL. (UPI): A
in allegedly contaminated
containers.
woman more than eight
months pregnant was killed
NADER in a letter to
FDA Commissioner Charles
but her infant daughter has
C. Edwards said the only
survived a one-car accident
action in three weeks has
after being forced through
been an FDA reconuner.dation that use of the fluid
th... mother's abdominal
be halted "at the first suswall by the impact.
picion orctinical septicemia
The eight-pound, 14(blood infection) or fever
ounce girl was reported in
which might be associated
satisfactory condition at St.
with. contaminated • AntraMary's H s-p ital today.
venous fluid.
"There apparently are no
"Such a position is totalcomplications," a hospital
ly inadequate," Nader said.
spokesman said. "It is a form of malpractice
The mother, Mrs. Robert
to wait until a patient deRange, 28, Quincy, was
velops evidence of a blood
found near the wrecked veinfection before discontinuhicle which went off Illiing the use of products
nois 96 Saturday and overknown to have a high inciturned several times. The
dence of bacterial contamiinfant was found by two
nants."
passing motorists about 100
yards away.
EVIDENCE indicates the
victims suffered from "a
Robert Range, 33, the
type of bacteria rarely
driver of the auto, was listfound in humans," which
ed in satisfactory condition
was traced to bottle caps
at St. Mary's today. Two
on certain containers of intravenous fluids.
sons, Robert, 10, and John,
6 were treated and reAn FDA spokesman responding to the charges
leased. A third son. David,
said the agency( in addition
9, was listed in serious conto the recommendation citdition. State police said
ed by Nader, had urged
Range apparently lost conspecial precautions in the
use of all intravenous
trol of the auto as it apfluids produced by the
proached the junction of
manufacturer whose prodU. S. 24.
uct had been questioned:
that it was working to determine exactly how much
could be supplied by other
producers: that it was co-operating with the CDC to
"pin down and correct" the
questionable supplies, and
NEW
YORK
i UPI —The
that it planned a full review of the situation tomor- Jiang Island Railroad claims too
many passengers are riding
row.
free by hiding around the bar in
the crowded club' cars so that
conductors cannot"check their
tickets.

Judge drops
jail
a policy
for speeders

Writteki,Especialty for Central Press and This No w.spripr r
AL SCHACHT. now residing in happy retirement in Southbury,
Conn., with his wife. Maybelle, still feels honored at being called
-Clown Prince of Baseball." The title was bestowed on him unceremoniously nearly 57 years ago.
Hale and hearty at 78 years of age, Al Schacht still fascinates
friends and strangers as a raconteur. He relates anecdotes quickly
about people, places and events thatgo back to 60 years in baseball, entertainment, and restaurant business. He retains a sense
of humor with enthusiastic verve. Names of people and incidents
come to him with cornuter alacrity.
Schacht especially enjoys the happy Memories of enterviiiiing
American servicemen and women in four continents during World
War'IL,and the Korean War.
Al pesrforined mirth his ubiquitous black top hat and his long
black swallow-tailed coat before
York's
sellout audiences at 27 World grammar school in New
he was born
Series, beginning in 1921, and in East Side where
make good-natured
18 All-Star Baseball Games, Be- He used to
teachers and friends,
tween 1919 and 1934, he was fun of his
amusement of audiwith the Washington Senators much to the
congregated around
as pitcher, third base coach and ences who
manager. He was with the Hos- him.
Al recalls being first called
Red Sox in 1935 and 1936,
Clown Prince of Baseball" in
1914 during the second year
. FROM 1939 to 1955. Al enter- that he was pitching for the
hurled in pre-game comedy an- Newark Beats in the Internat ics In minor leagues, averaging
tional League
I:10 games, a season. At the
White in Buffisioe-IiI,Y,.- for a
dedication of the Cleveland Stabefore 4ame, Schacht decided onhis
performed
he
duim
iwn fun stunt. He asked a
,
.000 fans.
'hackie on a horse and wagon
Al Schacht entertained before outsiih• the Bilffah, ball park
thousands of Amen'an troops how much he earned a lay.
between 1943 and 194% in North When the hackie replied, "Three
Africa, Europe, Smith Pacific dollars:" Kehaeht offered him
and Japan with the State DP- the slim for the Ilse of the horse
hil tment, Special Services He and carriage and for the loan
!claimed to overseas stations in of the top hat and tuxedo The
1952 •and 1955 In all, he 1..er- hackie agreed
:of elated the
at mu money. and took a seat in thc
...immed in 360 shows
grandstand
rr,
1
5,tin,th
plaques. silver bowls. mound in the
fhe
o
riage He waved the top liii
and tb T hies in the living lom
I.. -iii.' These are among the crowd
-t
inenient”es of the recogruWhen Jar k Yellen spoi I,, ,'di
..1•.•!
!bides given' hun by tor of hue Buffalo ci a r ml
umuent. non-profit wrote about S• har ht's coined
S e
imil 4sports groups
routine h., clubbed hin. -Clim I
•
•
Princi, of. Baseball
• • •
ILO 1.4:01 ..c.ORS)11lic•iii.zh
st.- ofIn Wilt 1
1,1
St'FISEQI"ENTLY
4•I'Ca
,
suit .ind the ton hit NtAll.
a trait_ Ile caiffitisl as a
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* MACHINE WASHABLE *

Riders Get Free
Passage By Hiding

Al SchadstIoday—ond as baseball down.
Iv SANDO BOLOGNA

We thou
had sprun
not too
children,
colored c
swarm ot
ground al
new see-s.
watch the

LOOP KNITS
solids.

Nader hits FDA response
to contaminated fluids

by]

Consequently, the bar
rs
will be closed this week and the
commuters taking that long
GAIT, CAL.(UPI): Rural ride home to Long Island—for
Judge Fred L. May has some a two-hour trip—will have
scrapped his jail—only pol- to make it a dry run.
icy for traffic speeders beA LIR spokesman said if the
cause the adverse publicity
over it "has got me down.' conductors record more tickets
Last week May sent four this week it will iddicate
speeders to jail because the passengers have indeed been
U. S. Supreme Court ruled riding free of charge.
a poor man could not be
sent to jail for a crime in
The spokesman said the
which another man escaped
incarceration by paying a railroad is not planning to
phase out its bar cars, a
tine.
May explained at the leading money-maker for thr
time: "You can't discrimi- line.,
nate against the poor man,
se- the rich man can serve
Some corfuntiters have alreajail time along with the
dy begun grumbling, but the
poor man."
The jail-only policy drew railroad said there would hr
criticisms from Sacramento plenty of coffee to drink on th,
Municipal Court Judge trip home.
Thomas Waliner as well as
the public defender's office.
The judge said he would
not send any more speeders to jail "unless they're
habitual. Im going back to
allowing installment payments on fines as I always
did before this (Supreme
Court) ruling came out."

/1:
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DAN RIVER
WRINKLE SHED

A PLACE TO KEEP THOSE
SEWING NEEDS!

PRINT
HOYAwearability.
Beautiful

SEWING
CHEST

The ultimate in
soft shades in stripes and matching
solids.
•

Strong plastic with -liftout trays for easier storage.
Trays are, partitioned. Has space for spools of
thread. Ass'td colors.

38-39 Inches
Wide

97

YD.

$327

CARNIVAL

DRAPERY
PRINTS
Reg. 37' or 3 yds. '1
Just in time to plan that
spring cleaning with new
drapes Washable prints.

-*SHOP ROSES
SEWING
DEPARTMENT
For All
Your
Sewing Needs

COTTON
MUSLIN
Strong ... Long Wearing
A REAL BUY!

Reg. 3 yds. 99'

yDs$

YD

TRIGGER FABRIC
— PERMANENT PRESS —
- 45 Inches Wide
Easy care prints and mtching solids.
Fine for sport or casual clothes.

PLAYWEAR DUCK
Bright prints and solids.
35- to 36- wide.
Makes attractive eye-catching
sportswear.

RED HEART

KNITTING
- WORSTED
by Coats & Clark
4-oz. 4-Ply
100% Virgin Wool
Tangle Proof

$ 1 18
Skein

KNITTING
NEEDLES
All Sizes

Hos

March 21
diptULTS
RSE/
NEW
Baby Gii
Rogers),
Baby Gii
Sue Sam

New Shipment

he wore for many performanct.s
He still has the hat, now hat.
tered and aged. He 1110.11 It only
for
World
Series
pre-game
shows. Down the years, he wore
out five other top hats in performances throughout the
United States and abroad.
During the years that Schacht
Itrock, Washington
and Nicli
Senator • first
base
coach,
reaMea as a vapileyale act. they,
never rehearsed a routine. "It
all came spnntane0 It M I y '•
Schacht explains "We would
pot say we were going to, do
something bid we wool.] never
rehearse
Al .ivas in the iesIiiiirant
business-ail NeW York fu orn 1942
wad. 1968.. DiLl.n.y baseball. and
t11111r0.11, f,t•IS0.11:111tleti pmt! miczed his restapi ant

Mrs. iii
Baby
Trailer
Kinel, 4
Mrs. Ev
Murray,
Young,
Robinso
Murra
1 Expire

KNIT MATERIAL-"THE CLIMATE has
Ileen betttd" for a Mid(11,
Kist peace silt Ii 'rium'mlt
I
ty of Sta-le William

Lovely knits in a wide
assortment of colors.
$ 00
d.
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Down Concord
Way
byEatelle Spiceland
March 22, 1971
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WHY SETTLE FOR LESS?

SWIFT

We thought too soon that spring
had sprung. It had not. But it is
not too cold for the school
children, in all their various
colored coats and sweaters, to
swarm out on the near by play
ground and merrily try out the
new see-saws. It is a pleasure to
watch them.
When we see on television and
tread of all the big city school
!problems, we are more grateful
lfor the quite, unpretentious, but
:adequate country schools.
New Concord is losing two dear
little ladies, Mrs. Lenore Jones,
and Miss Beatrice Locke, sister
who have long been a part of this
community. They are offering
for sale their cozy little home on
the hill near Pittman's Motel to
g0 to the housing project on Ellis
Drive to spend their declining
years.
We wonder if in towns, people
are as much alone as families are
coming to be in the cou ntry.
I am remided of an experience
that Mrs. Guy Lovins and I had
one dreaty , rainy, night years
ago.
About dark we decided to go
spend the night with a sick aunt
and uncle, and elderly, childless
couple. When we arrived, the
house was dark and quiet, but
thinking they had retired early,
and not wishing to disturb them,
we tip-toed down the long porch
and.luckily found the door unlock
to an unused bedroom.
We too,-retired quietly; to be
there to prepare their breakfast
next morning, though we did not
sleep well.
Early the 'next morning we
•crept across the hall to peep in to
see if they were awake.
Imagine our consternation to
find the room empty. We had
spent the long rainy night alone in
the farm house.
Our Aunt Mary McClure had
been taken to the hospital the
afternoon before, where she
died.
We are so sorry to hear of the
serious illness of Elmus Outland
who has been in Vanderbilt the
past week. How true are Bit
lines from a poem saying:
"'Tis the wink of an eye, the
draught of a breath,.
From the blossom Of health to
The paleness of death".
iAmus expectea to start tarming again soon.
Mrs. Bertram Willis left
widowed recently, at the age of
69, is testing for her first driver's
license.
Mrs. Lynn Ferguson is at home
after weeks in the hospital.
Harold Chrysler's mother died
of a heart attack in Michigan just
after the death of Mrs. Chrysler's
mother, Mrs. Thurman.
Gene Lovins, new home boasts
some unique mantels over the
fireplaces. They are made from
a huge oaked beam from an old
house of the vicinity. He finds an
ideal place to study nights up
under the eaves of his quiet
country house.
We wish we could see more
shows on television with such
good lessons as the recent
Bonanza show where Little Jie
had lost his eyesight.
How rich we are when we still
have our senses of touch, taste,
feeling, smelling, hearing, and
seeing. Yet, how we take them
for granted, 'til we lose them.
Next time you see no blessings
to count try closing yours eyes,
pretending your are blind just for
one hour.

YOU 0E710P‘011/17°

ICE
MILK

t

BABY
FOOD

/1 2 Ga'.39gt
Ronan
PRODUCE

HYDE PARK
PREPARED

MUSTARD

FOR GROWING FAMILIES
California New Red

igc

2 lbs.

16-oz

Fancy Cabana
c
lb 10

BANANAS
Fresh, Crisp

9t

41
/
2-oz.
Jar

19'

FRUIT
CREST
Strawberry and Blackberry
Preserves

59'

2-1b. jar

CELERY

Lge. 36 Size

15'

ALL FLAVORS

APPLE
SAUCE
1;16'

March 21, 1971
)ULTS 107
1u
RSERY
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Rogers (Mrs. Thelma
Rogers), Box 552, Mayfield,
Baby Girl Sanders(Mrs. Carolyn
Sue Sanders, Rt. 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Garrett and
Mrs. Tcieresa Jane
Boy, Box 3-A Maddox
Baby
Arthur
Trailer Ct., Murray,
Kind'. 403 N. 1st St., Murray,
S. 8th,
Mrs. Evelyn Parker, 505
Murray, Master Richard Neal
Young, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Lottie
Robinson Garner,719 Murrar, Ct.
Murray, Mrs, Florence Askew
Exiliredi.

4111

JELL-O
3 oz box

fro

1-1b. pkg.

29c -

PARSNIPS

'Yellow Quarters"

Z22258/fficif 7
ZETiggf /0,47

KEATHLEY'S

Pkg. of 2

16-oz. 8-bottle carton6
with bottles

29'

FRENCH FRIES
FROSTY ACRES

12 In Box

29'

Nescafe

25'
iooz pkg
2/35'

FROSTY ACRES

GREEN PEAS

III',mot%

14-oz. cello bag

1.19
Offer Expires 3/30/71
T
PARKER'S MI.

HEAVY DUTY'

REYNOLD'S
WRAP

STOCKUP ON THESE

hilt
11cIL/IIT.
1.11o'n

/1111'

/ms

%%1111

into /./III.1/1.1-,11 1 I/11
.1 die

It.1% t• .1 -tie

Olt,-14.441,-. (.011iAllt

001 11C

1% III. lo
in

tor .1

7,11111' licliore

t

4
—1
COUPON

SAVE 000
with this coupon

when you buy

L.B. BAG of

A

MAXWELL HOUSE*
or

ELECTRA PERK* Coffee

AT__Parker's Mkt
Roll

with coupon
lb bag only
lThe Coupon per Family • Offer Expires 3/30/71

SPECIALS.'
LEAN, TENDER

Center Cut

PORK CHOPS
U.S. CHOICE

CLUB
STEAK
lb.

SAUSAGE
lb

lb

39

SMALL, LEAN
MEATY PORK

CRADDOCK'S
PURE PORK

99;

First Cut

lb.69 4

SPARE
RIBS

59;

lb

59;

BRYAN'S CANNED

BEEF PATTIES

HAMS

---04 COUPON ow—

ICE TEA MIX

DRIVE

Sugar & Lemon Flavored
12 oz

39'

POTATO CHIPS

ENZULYE •dm on

69;

10 1 2 -0Z

Only at

cA4
_

2 LIVE GOLD FISH & FISH BOWL

WITT/ NT PDICNASI Of ONT GIANT Siff SPIC A/4D SPAN

Giant
Size

Parier'OAkt3/3071

11 1111111111 II

EE

49;

49

Parker's Mkt
3/30/71

Expires

KIN1r.; SIZE
OZ.)
WITH THIS
COUPON
Limit 1 coupon per
bottle purchased

FRESH CUT-UP

THIGHS lb

WITH THIS COUPON
urna 1 coupon per

COUPON

$299

LEGS

GIANT 3 lbs. 1 oz. Size
box purchased

Redeemable

49C

3 lbs.

CHICKEN
BREAST

59;

MUSS

Dishwashing Liquid

lb

detergent

ENZOLVE

CRISP-N-FRESH

Twin Bags

LEAN, FRESH

_J

NESTEA

1-1b. pkg.

FLAVORITE BRAND

69;

1

59C

SEE OUR DISPLAY

99'

YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY . . YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"
Shopping Center

PIII. 111111111.1

goc,

INSTANT
COFFEE
12-oz. size
with coupon

12-oz. Bonus Jar
with coupon

Located in Downtown
the rtOtt lit
t- itt bit% itt;!

Halt tti

ESCAFE

3 for $100 2 for 49'

pint

FROSTY WHIP

PARKER'S
SAVE 40'

INSTANT

KEATHLEY'S

2-1b.. cello bag

GARDEN DELIGHT

1 0CP

DRINKS
9

CHOCOLATE VANILLA
29'
WAFERS
PIES

PET RITZ

iniamo•°8

YOUR CHOICE

MARGARINE

Fresh Tender

19

16-oz. Loaf

BUSH

SLICED BACON 39;

Hospital Report

ATI"
BREAD

BLUE BONNET

.

PIE SHELLS

MIWNWAP/CE1/EAV

FANCY

GERBER STRAINED

Assorted Flavors

-POTATOES

RCH 24, 1971
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7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

VAGE EIGHT

- —THE LEIWER.

it TIKES -‘11:RRAV. ICEN
-11,
-JCICY

Is

Boston Butt

lb

F?ourriii*

Ground
Beef
39'
.89'
it
r
TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
Pork Chops

Government Inspected
GRADE A

Fields Chestnut

Bacon
49'

Fryers

Pork
/
1
4 Ham
Steak
49'
.69('
SLICED

29`P

Pie Shells PET RITZ
Breaded Shrimp FROSTY ACRES
FROSTY ACRES
sciaa,t

2 Pack

3/s 100

10 oz.

79c

-is

KEEBLER ZESTA

SUNSHINE

CRACKERS

SUGAR
WAFERS

pa6

WHITE-FUDGE-YELLOW

181
/
2 oz

FRISK IES

1542 oz.

10;

MAXWELL HOUSE_

COFFEE

elw
FIRM

;

4-15.71

DRIVE
w'thEN-ZOIVE
GIANT 3 INS. 1 oz. Size

49

WESSON
OIL

FRUIT DRINKS
89;
3P1°°

49;
15;
MIRACLE
Plastic Wrap
CO
RN
WHIP
Qt. 49;
29;
2/33;
Richtex
Vienna
Ba
by
Food
Shortening
Sausage
65'
2/49;
9
60

38 oz.

46 oz

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CREAM STYLE

125 Sq. Ft.

16 oz

PEPSI or 7-UP

69;

8 Pack

ALCOA HEAVY DUTY

Aluminum Foil

303 Can

GERBER STRAINED

434 oz. Jar

Sre

79'

'OsES
fOOD

FOLGERS

DO6

COFFEE
1 lb.

79;

40

JOHNSONS

save

MISS WISCONSIN ENGLISH

PEAS

49;

18-x25:

P

303 Can

15;

$219

25 lb
COUPON

4oC

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A
10 OZ JAR OF
INSTANT

MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE
AT

Johnsons
.1
.
0hotif

lb.

4 °z

WITH THIS COUPON
IC Limo 1 coupon per
box purchased

R•diemabie ono. at

10 lb.

39'
10'
49'
29'

DEL MONTE

NAPKINS

detergent

EAfZDIVE

lb.

KLEENEX BOUTIQUE

COUPON".- 30'

DRIVE

S 00

4 lb. Bag

3 b

79;

1 lb

3110z

KREY

Dog Food
Lomb-K idney,Bacon

Country Eggs
Winesap Apples
Bananas
Potatoes RED OR WHITE
Onion Sets

GLAD

CAKE MIX
4P1 00

313` —

vs 00

/
2 lb.
11

89'

MARTHA WHITE

Mrs. W
Mn. A
local co

* PRODUCE *

10

35;

Sarah
Place,
Music

Fully Cooked

* FROZEN FOODS *-

1 lb

--14titiCl1 24, 19,1

Pure

Smoked

Pork Roast

French Fries
A.
ee -Patties

WEW4

Johnson's Grocery

1.27

WITH
COUPON

40N_ _ _ ogi COUPON FIN FAMILY • OFFEN EXPIRESz •

Thr
Ent
Three
the Mur
winners
music
Kentuc
Women'
Saturda
Mrs.
member
Club, w
fashion
and whi
place wt
sponsor
Depart
Woman
on to th
in Louis
Third
student
was Ma
Mr. and
modeled
coat an
senior at
instruct
who ac
district
place w
Third
contest
sophom
School a
and Mrs
first pla
played
Minor"
structor
To wi
entrants
twentydistrict.

Broth
Man
In G
Edwa
Jonah
early
••extensi
when h
destroy
proxim
C;ibso
Route
Tuesda
Mundy
attends
out side
the am
the fire
:le suff
the to
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World
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of Mut
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Mrs. C
Intl,
Film
totla
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Marshall
Marine,
22,Dies

Dyslexia Authority; Staff
Will Return To Mayfield

WEDNESDAY-MARCH 24, 1971

Chris H. Moore
Rites On Thursday

San Francisco Mayor Indicted
On Bribery Charges Yesterday;

Funeral services for Chris H.
Moore will be held Thursday at
By MARTIN A. HEERWALD indictment after his plake
10:30 a.m, at the chapel of the J.
SEATTLE, Wash. ( UPI)- landed in San Francisco, told
D. Charles L. Shedd, director
H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Mayor Joseph L. Alioto of San newsmen and 100 cheering
BENTON, Ky., March 23 of the reading disability center
Rev.
and
Shanklin
Layne
Rev.
Francisco and three former supporters that the grand jury
and clinic at the School of
Lance Cpl. Sammy Lynn HowJohn Bradley officiating.
Washington State officials were investigation was a "star
Medicine of the University of
ard, 22, U.S. Marine Corps, died
Bethel
the
in
be
will
Interment
Alabama, Birmingham, Ala.,
indicted Tuesday by a federal -hamber proceeding."
of injuries suffered in an auto
arrangements
the
with
Cemetery
and his staff will return fsi
mobile accident Sunday aftergrand jury on 'charges of "The only thing missing was
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Mayfield March 26-29.
noon in Coupeville, Wash.
bribery, mail fraud and con- Madame Lafarge and her
call.
may
friends
where
Home
Cpl. Howard, son of Mr. and
spiracy in an alleged $2.3 needles," said the mayor. "It I
Dr. Shedd's appearance is
at
Tuesday
died
83,
age
Moore,
Mrs. Robert Howard of Benton
million fee-splitting arrange- can be indicted for sharing ties
sponsored by the Mayneid Comthe Veterans Hospital in
Rt. 3, was a member of New
munity Woman's Club.
lent.
in a legal case, then evety
Lexington. He was one of the
Bethel Baptist Church.
Republican senator who l*s
back
flying
was
who
Alioto,
on
from
authority
veterans
I
War
World
oldest
Dr. Shedd, an
Besides his parents, he is surSarah Sams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Sams, Third
dyslexia, will test and screen
Calloway County. He was a o San Francisco from a taken a referral fee should be
Donna
Mrs.
wife,
his
by
vived
Place, Music, Shown with Mrs. Chuck Moffett, Vice-Chairman of
children for dyslexia.
member of the Bethel United meeting at the White House indicted."
Howard of Paducah Rt. 7; a sisdeMusic Department, Sponsor of Local Contest.
to
failure
is
Dyslexia
the
was
the indictment
Church and American when
Methodist
Benton,
Alioto's term ends this fall
ter, Mrs. Larry Horn of
issued, said it was a "14-carat but he has not announced fiis
velop specific perceptual motor
Legion Post 73.
and his grandparents, Mr. and
It
proficiency.
skills to expected
He was born November 28, fake," that he would plead plans. He said Tuesday night
Mrs. Roc.hle Howard of Benton
is not a disease, but an arresta1887, in Calloway County and his innocent and expected to be the indictment "isn't going to
Rt. 2, and Mr. and Mrs. Finis
tion of anticipated development
Pierce, also of Benton Rt. 2.
parents were the late Aaron F. 'vindicated."
affect my intentions at all" and
and it has been discovered that
Moore and Mary J. Moore. Two
Funeral services a r e schedU.,51". Attorney Stan Pitkin that he would ask for a change
has
one child out of every 15
uled Friday at 2 p.m. at Colbrothers, Tellus and Curt Moore, said the defendants will be of venue to San Francisco so he
dyslexia.
lier Funeral Chapel with the
preceded him in death. Survivors .3trraigned on the nine-count could continue to function tis
DR.
CHARLES
SHEDD
Dr. Sbedd's schedule:
Rev. Thomas Bray and the Rev
are a sister-in-law, Mrs. Pearl indictment either Thursday or mayor.
Isaac McDonald officiating. Burdergarten at Calvary United Moore of Murray, five ni
March 26-Dr. Shedd and his
Friday.
ial will be in Marshall County
Methodist Church.
staff will screen the Mayikellg
and five nephews.
The grand jury also indicted
Memory Gardens.
Community Woman's Club kbMarch 77-Fifty children will
John J. O'Connell, former
be screened and tested beginWashington Attorney General;
ning at 8 a.m. at East College
George K. Eater, O'Connell's
Elementary School.
former assistant; and John G.
March 28-Fifty more children
The funeral for Mrs. Glenda
McCutcheon, former prosecutor
will be screened and tested beHutson, age 21, was held
Sue
Final ritey for Elmus L. in Pierce County, Wash.
ginning at 8 a.m. at East Coltoday at three p.m. at the Sinking
lege Elementary School.
Outland of,Murray Route Four The charges grew out of Spring Baptist Church, where she
March 29-Dr. Shedd will con- were held
unemployment, Seattle faced
ay at one p.m. at the Alioto's sharing with O'Connell was a member, with Rev. NorBy JOHN HALL
( UPI I-The the possibility of an even more duct a workshop, "Introduction, chapel Af the Blalock-Coleman and Faler more than $800,000 of man Culpepper and Rev. Gerald
WASHINGTON
APSL Approach in Literacy and" Furie I Home with Bro. Priestly
$1.3 million in legal fees he Owen officiating.
Senate, its members subjected'drastic curtailment of jobs'
Book I" from 8:30 a.m. to 4
and Bro. Jerrell White received in an anti-trust suit
to one of the most intensive without federal backing for the p.m. at the First United MethoPallbearers were Henry, Rex,
brought for 15 Washington and Pat Hutson, Conley and
lobbying campaigns in memory, plane's development.
dist Church. Cost of the work- ,fliciating.
Serving as pallbearers were cities and
to Moreover, Jackson's entire shop is $15 and the proceeds go
utilities Hollis Jones, and James Howard
public
whether
decides today
continue government financing premise rests on the fact that to the medical center for ii nephews who were Clifford districts. The incident occurred Colson. Burial was in the Murray
Ligon, Charles Blalock, C. W. before
was elected Cemetery with the arrangements
Alioto
of the controversial Supersonic he is, as of now, the only search purposes.
Mohundro, mayor in 1967. He is a by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Parents are urged to return Outland, Buel
candidate appealing to the
Transport Plane (SST).
The 100-ipember Senate ap- Party's conservative wing with applications in order that ap- Hillman Outland. and Mike, Democrat.
Horne.
intms. !my be ,ade. An lzvins. Burial was in the Barnett
peared spitt squarely down the has strong advocacy of military
the"
said
goVernrtrent
Mrs. Hutson Met-Monday' at
The
nuddle in advance of the 4 p.m. strength, distrust of Commu- application or further informs- Cemetery with the arrangements indictments were not connected the Reptist Memorial Hospital,
Mrs.
from
secnied
be
may
bon
case
this
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral with charges by Look Magazine Memphis, Tenn., after an illness
EST vote. Battling for the nism, and
Joe Cole Jr. (247-1554) or Mrs Home. '
faster-than-sound airliner were aviation supremacy.
that Alioto had connections with of twenty-six months. She was a
Jack Williamson (247-5846)
Outland, age 63, died Monday organized crime. Alioto has a 1967 graduate of Calloway County
President Nixon and his admi- The other potential Democra- chairman Of the Mayfield Corn
nistration, the aircraft industry tic candidates-and the Senate munity Woman's Club dyslexia at his home. He is survived by his $12.5 million libel suit pending High School.
wife, Mrs. Jewel Lovins Outland against Look.
and most of organized labor. is filled with them-appeared ProliFaraMrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., First place, Adult Sewing, Shown with
Survivors are her husband,
of Murray Route Four; three
Environmentalists Jed the oppo- lined up as a unit, avoiding any
Mrs. Albert Crider, Chairman of Home Department, Sponsor of
(Butch) Hutson of
Harold
sons, Billy Joe and James of Both Alioto, 55, and O'Con- Murray Route Four whom stie
division on this issue.
sition.
'seal contest.
THE_HAGUE_LUPIi-A cripthe
insisted
have
52,
nell,
-infi'Vtit
-Ttie-y-iliclude Sen. George S: nlc,d veteran threw his artificial Calvert" City and Charles of
The -Senate last -Sess
perfectly married on January 6, 1968, her
was
Murray Route Four; two sisters, arrangement
against the SST, but later McGovern of South Dakota, t
parents, Mr. ind Mrs. Calvin
le:Ifron, the public gallery onto
appeared
voluntarily
Both
legal.
bowed to House demands to only announced candidate; nd the floor of Parliament Tuesday Mrs. Francis Wilkerson and Mrs.
Route
Compton, also of 11'
said
and
jury
grand
the
before
continue the financing through Sens. Edmund S. Mus le of during a debate on pensions for Pernie Mohundro of Murray; one
arents,
Four, and her
they
co-operated
with
the
March. Last week the House -Mame, Birch Bayh of India- war victims. The leg narrowly brother, Eulus Outland of
Mrs. Mary C,ompton or Murray
reversed itself and voted to end na, Harold E. Hughes of Iowa. !Pissed the government front Murray Route Six; six grand. federal panel in every respect.'Route Four and Arnold Jones of
children
Three entrants representing
Fred R. Harris of Oklahoma,
the Sturgis.
of
Allot°, informed
governmental funding.
howl).
the Murray Woman's Club were'
The ballot offered the leading Walter F. Mondale of Minnesowinners in the district sewing and
1972 Democratic presidential ta, William Proxmire of Wismusic contests sponsored by the
contenders their first chance in consin, and Edward M. KenneKentucky Federation
of
this session of Congress to vote dy of Massachusetts-although
has repeatedly
latter
Women's Clubs and held
on a major and controversial the
Saturday, March 20, at the First
issue. Most of the potential declared himself out of thea72
/-9.-Christian Church, Paducah.
Democratic contenders already sweepstakes.
' Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr. a
were lined up against the SST. As a group they had spokesNo 303 Can
RICHELIEU
member of the Murray Woman's
But there were exceptions, some more eloquently and at
Club, won first place in adult
others
than
length
greater
Henry
JackSen.
M.
including
fashion with a pant suit of brown
son of Washington, the jetli- against the SST and spiraled its
and white knit. She was first
ner's No. 1 booster, and importance far beyond the
place winner in the local contest
possibly former Vice President question of building a plane
sponsored recently by the Home
Hubert H. Humphrey.
They, along with other Senate
No. 300 Can
SHOW BOAT
Department of the Murray
Of all the potential Democra- liberals opposing the SST, made
Woman's Club. She will now go
tic candidates, Humphrey ap- a decision on the future of the
Sliced
on to the state contest to be held
peared the only one for whom 1,800- Ile per hour jetliner an
Marilyn Parks, daughter of Mr. the decision was a tortuous one integral part of the continuing
in Louisville in April.
Center Cut
Third place winner in the and Mrs. Rudell Parks, Third, -and with good reason. He has fight over priorities and the
15-oz can
DUBUQUE
student fashion sewing contest place, Student Fashion Sewing. always banked heavily on the battle to save the environment.
was Marilyn Parks, daughter of
support of organized labor and
In a final round of oratory on
Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks, who
AFL-CIO
President
George the issue, Muskie charged that
modeled her blue polyester knit
Meany has stumped long and the Nixon administration has
Small
coat and dress. Miss Parks, a
hard for the plane, and the jobs been using employes working
WOOD
DEER
senior at Murray High School, is
its continuation represented.
on the SST as "political
YORK ( UPI)-The
NEW
No. 2/2 can
instructed by Mrs. George Lilly,
Jackson had none of Hum- hostages in order to ram the
slightly
opened
market
stock
who accompained her to the
phrey's problems since he SST through Congress."
fairly heavy turnover
district contest. She was first lower in
represents the state of Wash- "It is clear that the. SST will
place winner at the local level. today. '
ington where Boeing Co. is not solve our cruel unemploythe
opening,
the
after
Shortly
Third place winner in the music
building the two prototypes ment anywhere in the nation,"
contest was Sara Sams, a Dow Jones industrial average whose future was at stake.
BEE!,
Muskie added.
sophomore at Murray High was off 0.69 at 908.20. Declines Already plagued by heavy
160
to
177
advances,
edged
DV4
School and the daughter of Mr.
the
and Mrs. William Sams. She was among 463 issues across
tape.
She
locally.
winner
first place
Can
In the steel group, U.S. Steel
played Bach's "Sonta in G
Bethle335s.
to
is
surrendered
Ky.,
23
BENTON,
March
Minor" on the-flute. Her inFrom The
hem and Armco were unGraveside services for Joyce
structor is David Gowans.
Ann Alexander, infant daughter
,s,
To win the awards the Murray changed at 22's and 20
3 pkgs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn AlexanFLAVOR-KIST ASSORTED
Is
entrants competed with over respectively. Republic eased
Krey All-Meat
der of Benton Rt. 7, will be cots28'4.
to
IReg. U.S. Pat. Off-1
twenty-seven clubs in the first
ducted
11
at
a.m.
Wednesday
hi
General Motors gained 1-4 to By United Press International
district.
Marshall County Memory GarIrrs in its group, but Ford SAN FRANCISCO
- Judge dens by the Rev. Gary Frirrell. MIllemmur
to 61.
dipped
Alan A. Lindsay commenting on
The baby was dead at birth In
Du Pont dropped 1'4 to 14054 his appointment as trial judge
SALAD,BOWL
Murray-Calloway County Hosamonr-the chemicals. Union of the murder case against
pital at 2 a.m. today.
Jiffy Breaded
Carbide gained 1 11 to 461s, while Angela Davis and Ruchell
Besides her parents, survivors
Allied Chemical held unchanged Magee:
Include two brothers, Michael
••
at 27's.
"Everybody involved in this and Kevin Alexander, a n d
Edward Gibson, brother of In the oils, Jersey Standard
must not only receive a grandparents, Mr. a n d Mrs.
matter
RAINBOW POLISH WYROB
died
Jonah Gibson of Murray,
gave up is to 77'4, with Phillips fair trial but must have the Carl Alexander of Benton Rt. 9
early Tuesday as a result of and Texaco down III each at
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnny HernSUNSHINE
••extensive third degree burns-31,-2 and 365s, in that order. feeling he has received a fair don of Paducah Rt. S.
10-0Z.
and
trial,
must
the
community
was
Dublin
at
home
when his
Occidental climbed i4 to 1930s, have the feeling that the trial
destroyed by fire at ap- while Natomas edged up Si to
HALLIBURTON NAMED
MORTON HOUSE
has been fair."
proximately three a.m.
DALLAS (UPI) - Drake.
Standard of California was
Gibson, age 72, of Mayfield unchanged at 58. Pennzoil
University's Jeff Halliburton, a
BELFAST, Northern Ireland 6-5 forward, was named TuesRoute Four, died at four a.m. sipped is to :11 7s
KORDITE LAWN & GARDEN
-Brian Faulkner, newly elect- day as the
Tuesday at the Mayfield ComPlayer of the Year
CLEAN-UP
ed
on
prime
as
minister,
the
in the Missouri Valley Confermunity Hospital. An ambulance
BUSH'S
No 303
objectives of his government:
ence. Halliburton averaged 18
attendant said that Gibson was
as
it
my
regard
"I
most
points per game while leading
outside of his burning house when
5
important single aim to restore the Bulldogs into the NCAA
can2/3'
the ambulance arrived. Cause of
to
comentire
confidence
the
determined.
been
not
has
tournament.
the fire
I
:le suffered extensive burns over Federal State Market News munity in Northern Ireland.
15-oz.
LEMON REFRESHED
an,
that
utterly
SWANIS•MARKil COUPON
convinced
1971
24,
March
Service
rano
the lower part of his body,
CAUGHT BY TV
of
the
restoration
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog without
or
me
physicians said.
DETROIT
i UPI
CLIO
He was a retired farmer and Market Report Inclades 10 confidence, all else is futile. Detroit's more luxurious East
The
is
of
matter
niernel
the
Stations
Buying
WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
World War II veteran. He is
Side apartment clwellins re
of
YOU BUY A
survived by two brothers. Jonah Receipts: Act. 868 Est. 850 law and order."
eently installed a television
TONY
INSTANT
camera in its lobby as a
of Murray and Rufe Gibson of Barrows and Gilts 25c higher
NEW YORK ( UPII-Josep
Graves County: two sisters, Mrs. Sows steady
runty measure with a hookup
reputed to ch
Harrison Toon of Beulah,and US 1-3 200-240 lbs 816.75-17.25; Colonibo Sr.,- the
tenant's TV set
figure who leads
Toni,
Mrs. Claude Williams of Gary, US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $16.50-16.75; underworld
B s it .eems one
AT at Swann's Market
US 24 240-260 lbs 816.00-16.50; the Italian-American Civil woman
Ind,
sident viewed her
taking
Rights
at
heart
League,
lbs.
Coupon '1.19
260-280
Without
815.50-16.00:
3-4
Funeral services were held US
fiance en ering the builfiink,
the temporary stay of his one with
ntw
1,„ta at two p.m. at the Dublin Sows
with
wonian,
another
JAR ONLY $ 39 COUPON
year
prison
$13.50-14.50;
two-and-;,.half
to
lbs
270-350
1-2
US
ar,
a
Tildon
Rev.
with
Baptist Church
i•haiiipaL;ne glasses
Offer Ex ires A ril 1 1971
linttle." and immediately
Garner officiatin0. Burial was in US' 1=3 300-550 lbs. 813.00-13.50: sentence for perjury:
is
on my side."
US 2-3 450-650 lbs 812.50-13 00. -God
their engagement.
Ilk' Mason ('emetery.

Rites For 21 Year
Old Woman Held

Elmus Outlan
Funeral Is lay

Vote On Controversial
SST Set In Senate Today

Three Murray
Entrants Win

ET1
SWANNS MARK
* MEATS *
33'

POTATO SALAD

BLACKEYE PEAS 3/35'

Today's Stock
Market

HAM SHANKS

97'

PEARS

47'

Quotes
News

Brother Of Local
Man Dies Of Burns
In Graves County

Pork

lb. 491

Loin

Pork Chops

lb 691

Spare Ribs

lb 49c

Round

BEEF GOULASH
and DUMPLINGS

Alexander Infant
Rites Scheduled

1/4

Steak

lb 1341

49c

CHICKEN STEW
and DUMPLINGS

Sirloin Steak

DESSERT COOKIES sr°
Qt

SALAD DRESSING

43'

lb

Qt 49'
PICKLES
1 2/49'
'
BAKED BEANS

SPINACH

MR. CLEAN

DOG FOOD

WESSON OIL

CHEEZ-ITS

65'

69c

39'
pkg.

BAGS

33'
3/29'

99c

Bologna
lb. 591
* FROZEN FOODS *
16-oz.
Veal Patties

Purchase Area
Hog Market

r

Holds
3 Bushels

saveio_oz.40c
jar

MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE

98'

WEDNESDi,X—MARCH 24, 1971
Va., and Lynchburg and two with the'Wabash Railroad.
between Decatur, Ill. and Pendergast said the carriei
Chicago.
tried to drop the train last year
Not much is known about the after it lost $700,000 on the rur
days. in 1969.
"Cannonball's" early
except that it was immortalized "The ICC agreed we wert
in song and verse since its first losing money on it, but said wt
run back at the turn of the were wealthy enough to effort
century. The N&W took it over it," he said.
in 1964 when the line .merged
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'Wabash Cannonball' Is Headed For End Of Line
ROANOKE, Va. t UPI )--Another legend is passing from
the American scene. The famed
'Wabash Cannonball" is headed
for the end of the line.
A spokesman for the Norfolk
— —

& Western Railway said Monday the line will ask the
Interstate Commerce Commission i ICC) for permission to
drop the train, probably May 1.
Routine approval is expected

t

apse the "Cannonball's" St.
ins-Detroit trip was not
included in the national Retinal
,vstem uniting 85 per cent of
Ifie metropolitan areas of the
NAintry.

Robert W. Pendergast, the
N&W's public information officer, said six other trains will
also be put on the sidings: two
runs, between Lynchburg and
Cincinnati, two between Bristol.

AGE ELI

AUT(

She's a bigamist
What's the price?

1970 Ct.
One owne
vinyl rod
THIS WEEK

2 Great Art ,
Prints FREE .

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and 1 separated in November
of '69 for a year We are now back together and happier than
ever. My problem is that during that year I lived with
another man. In fact, I married him. I know that makes me
a bigamist I told my real husband about it and he said he
doesn't care as long as we are together and happy now.
My questions. What would the law do to me if they found
out? And how can I correct this big mistake?
MASSACHUSETTS MESS

I

1969 CA
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owner. t
black vi;
tenor.
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ONE 11"x14" PLUS ONE 5"x7"
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SAVE $3.00

ehe 250 colorful toutO.slrolko pmts.

OVAL MIRROR

Never before have you seen six', outstanding
replicas of the wdricl's most treasured masterpieces
— this week you can even get 2 prints. free'
Custom crafted frames and decorator accelits.
too — yours no* at sale poces

DEAR MESS: Under Massachusetts law, the penalty for
bigamy is, state prison tor not more than five years: or jail
2 years; or a fine of not more than ow.
/
for not more than 21
(The choice is the judge's, not the bigamist's. I
In Massachusetts a bigamist need not do anything about
a second or bigamous marriage because it is no marriage at
all, and is void without a decree of divorce or other legal
process. However, there may be advantages to having the
bigamous marriage judicially annulled, but it is best to wait
six years until the time to prosecute has run out.
I advise you to consult a lawyer. The law is full of
exceptions and unique situations and It is dangerous to
generalize. Besides, I don't have a license to practice law la
the state of Massachusetts. 10r any other state.1
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AI/14 2) 141'1

A
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SPECIAL SAVINGS ON ALL DECORAPON ACCESSORIES

SINGLE BAGGED
LIMIT 4 WITH $5 .00 OR
MORE ADDMONAL
PURCHASE

CAMPBELLS

(amp6tik

PORK &
BEANS

DEAR ABBY: We purposely do not have ashtrays in our
went people to smoke in our house.
;:rerie because we
Yet some folks will look for an ashtray, and when they don't
find any they will smoke anyway and use anything else that
is handy. [The saucer of a coffee cup, a candy dish,
wastepaper basket, or even put the ashes in their cupped
hand!'
Is there any way we can let people know that we do not
HATES SMOKE
want smoking in our home

1970 CUS
Gold, air,
_brakes.
matic tra
new in P
WAS 6321
C
1968
VERTIBI
Orange
power
brakes.

1968 LA
Two dot
Au, pol
brakes.
Tenn.

16
OZ.
CANS

1967 PIA
Four.doe
Air, poi
brakes,
smission.
SALE PI

DEAR HATES: Y410
!_pit email tell 'em!

r .AR ABBY: I have never hit a woman in my life, but I
ha
m.

flighty cone to it a couple of times in the last few

SUPER -RIGHT BLADE CUT BEEF

My wife 115PS my razor to shave her legs and she leaves
the used blade in the razor. This gets me hopping mad and
she knows it, but she does it anyway.
Don't tell me to buy her a razor exactly like mine
because I've done that, but she uses mine anyway. I have
also given her an electric shaver designed especially for
ladies, but it's still in the original box. Any suggestions
MIKE
before I belt lier one?
ri 'At
tr
PEAR MIKE: Either take your razor to work with you,
or lock it up when you leave.
DEAR ABBY In regards to the mother who wanted
some idea of how much to charge her son when he returned
from Viet Nam. She should be thankful he's coming back On
the other hand, he might have gotten zapped, and she'd have
DISGUSTED
collected 815,000.
221) REPL. BN
VIET NAM, APO 96392
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MN. Los Angeles. Cal.
98189. For a personal reply enclose stamped.. aiiiiressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abby. Box MM. Los
Angeles, Cal. WSW. for Abby's book/et. "How to Write Letters for All Occasions."
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Oranges
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-......• I 7C
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WASHINGTON STATE DELICIOUS

5.000 sy ft bag (20 lbs) 5-45" 4.35
100)0 sy It bag (40 lbs) 9.4rc- 7.95
•15.000 sy ft hag (60 lbs) L3a1S 10.95
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Sycamore.
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1 OZ.
BOX
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America's favorite fertilizer
for developing thick, green
lawns. Turf Builder makes
your lawn grow greener,
thicker, sturdier—no matter
what kind of grass you have.
Keeps it that way longer tad,
beeause of its prolonged
feeding action.
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clera/tr.:,
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[road.
e carrier
last year
n the rur
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we were
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to afforr

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

TRUCKS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

THREE BEDROOM brick house,
AUCTION SALE: Saturday
NIB FORD PICK-UP
two baths. Possession April 1.
March 27th, 10:30 a.m. at the
air, power steering
Phone 753-2987
M29(
Alfred Taylor home, 4 miles west Bronze,
One owner
brakes.
and
of Murray, Highway 94. Will sell,
and
transmission. TWO
STORY house with two car
1-135 M.F.tractor, like new, used automatic
Rancher, Kentucky truck. garage, across from new high
1969 CAPRICE, LOADED
400 hours. 1-33 and 1-333 Massey
$217500
1965 RED Malibu Chevrolet. In
school on Johnson Blvd. Four
Two door hardtop, one
Harris tractors, 3-point hitch and
at
753bedrooms,2k2 baths, living room,
power steering. 2-2 row John
owner. 25,000 miles. White, good condition. Phone
M25C
PICK-UP
T
CHEVROLE
1968
9385.
dining room, kitchen with builtDeere planters, 1-4 row with
black vinyl roof, black inbed, custom cab, ins, large den with fire-place.
spray rig. 1-13 shute case long wide
terior.
automatic V8. Gold and
1965 DODGE 440, four door, V8,
M30(
3 sets 3-12" flat bottom
Phone 753-3058.
graindrill.
Also .. . BIG
white. One owner Kentucky
factory air, power brakes and
plows No. 62 M. F. 8-row Boom
CARLO
MONTE
1971
on
steering, new battery, brakes,
CARPETS AND life too can be
spray, 4-row rotary hoe. 4 and 2 truck.
LOADED
STEREO SALE
WE SOLD IT NEW.
carburetor and tires. Phone 7533 BEDROOM HOUSE, large
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre.
row cultivator, 1-anhydro
Bucket seats, 2,000 miles.
$1775.04
M29(
1499 or 753-3080
kitchen with built-ins (garbage
ON NOW!!
Rent electric shampooer $1.
applicator, 1-20 foot elevator. 2-7
Sandle wood with brown top
dishwasher, range and
disposal,
The
of
"Home
Auto,
1
and
Western
1Pitman
F.
M.
mowers
ft.
and brown interior.
, LONG
ventilator,) living room, bath,
M24C
Wishing Well."
belt-driven 1-5 ft. rotary mower. 1969 CHEVROLET
All
Brands
LISTS FOR $5220. SELLING 67 CHEVROLET Van 90 super
electric heat, completely car14475.00. •Theavy duty automatic tranAlmost new no. 10 M. F. bailer. WIDE BED.
PRICE
-Cenfral
6 standard
peted, with central air. Entire
smission. Ideal for business or
USED COLOR console TV,
New Holland side delivery rake, Gold, one owner,
Shopping Center
shift.
back yard fenced in, well landcamper. Tip Top condition. First
$175.00. Leach's Music & TV.
4-Cyclone tractor seed sowers,
1970 CUSTOM COUPE
Central
$1775.00.
scaped, outside storage,fenced in
$1475.00 takes it. Bilbrey's Car &
Dixieland Center. Phone 753300 M. F. combines 1966-67-68
Gold,air, power steering and
Phone 753-5865
Shopping
Center
753or
20 x 40 swimming pool, double
753-5617
Supply,
M27C
Home
7575.
grain
and
11'
10'
with
models,
Hydro.
roof.
brakes. Vinyl
PICK-UP
DODGE
1950
M24C
blacktop drive to carport. For
1257
contables, automatic header
matic transmission. Car sold
Phone /53-5865
EXTRA SHARP.
appointment call 753-2669. M26C
and
cabs
plow,
choppers,
straw
mower,
trols,
TRACTOR;
new in Paducah.
CUB
a
and
tractor
new.
70 CHEVROLET Malibu, two 1-H FARMALL
extras. Also, 2-222 corn headers, Kentucky black. Sold
WAS $3275.00, NOW $2850.00
be seen at Outland disc and cultivator. New paint
$400.00.
brick
door hardtop. Black vinyl in- bushhog. Can
THREE BEDROOM
each
1950,
1
pick-up.
Chevy
after
1-1959
M26( job. Phone Clinton 653-6201,
Seed and Popcorn Co.
FOUR BOTTOM 12 inch spring
veneer at 1609 Loch Lomond. One
M3OP
1955, 1956, 1960 2-ton chevys,
CON- terior. 7,000 miles, warrenty
5:00p.m.
CORVETT
1968
trip plows, with trash covers.
1960 GMC
book. Black vinyl top, power
block from Robertson School.
extra good grain beds. There will
VERTIBLE
trailer, 69
Like new, two years old. Porter
, green, V6
steering. 1968 12X60 ALL ELECTRIC
Kentucky
and
room, 1½ baths, double
brakes
Family
listed.
not
3
items
small
of
lots
be
combine,
Orange color, automatic,
Excellent condition. 45 JOHN DEERE
Nlangrum, Route 6, Mayfield - large items listed will sell before
$350.00
Firebird 400, American mags model.
carport, concrete drive, cyclone
power steering, power
M261 years old. Combined about 400
753-6763.
Phone
$3795.00.
M24C
with new tires. Phone 753fence, central heat and air. Less
M26P 345-2580.
noon. Come early. Further anBefore You Buy
brakes
acres. Phone 435-5311.
M30C
than two years old. For more
nouncements will be made at sale
$2975.00 2521.
Truck,
Used
or
New
A
M26P
TWO 1970 Honda trail 70, trail
details call 753-5921.
call
Otto
CREOSOTED POLES, for Pole 3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from time. For information
FOR RENT
bikes, one 4 speed, one
See
and
Service 435By
Auction
Come
Chester's
poles
utility
construction,
1968 LA SABRE BUICK
barn
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
automatic. Phone 753-3415 or
1TP
Two door hardtop, beige. EXTRA NICE one bedroom
boat docks. Murray Lumber Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish 4042, Lynn Grove.
TWO ADJOINING lots at
v Charlie Jenkins
5:00 p.m. call 753-7426. M26C and
after
Air, power steering and .furnished apartment, 42 block
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
Panorama Shores, located on
Setters, birds, 12 aquariums,
v Dwain Taylor
ITC complete with fish, ( cheap).
brakes. Sold new in Paris, from college camlau:s, $90.00 per
Jack's Creek, on TVA easement
REFRIGERATOR, 12X15 wool Ky.
Term.
TFNC
43E-2289.
Phone
Apri122( AUCTION SALE: Saturday,
Phone 753-1862.
month. Phone 753-9135 or 753- rug, drapes, coffee table and end
Fitts
v Mac
$1975.00
March 27, 1:00 p.m., rain or shine
M26C tables and lamps. 16,000 BTU air- ONE ANTIQUE washstand in
4478.
at 900 Poplar Street.
perfect conditigh. Six feet tall.
v J. H. Nix'
FOR SALE OR TRADE
conditioner. Phone 753-8243. M26C
Will sell: Nine piece dining
Call 437-4410 from 8 a.m. to 3
1967 PLYMOUTH
APARTMENT;
CLOTHES: SIZES 3-5 petite.
FURNISHED
at
Electric
nice.
extra
suite,
owner.
M26C Dresses, skirts and pants. All in room
Four door sedan, one
electric heat._ private. entrance. DRLIM SET Slingerlarid, blue
THREE LAKE lots, joining TVA
stove, two beds with new matAir, power steering._ and
good condition. Phone 753:"
Near college. Phone 753boundaries Blood .River Bay.
pearl. Complete four drum set
brakes, automatic tran
TFNC with cases and cymbals. Ex- MILE ROME, 10x55, three 7827.
M26P tress and springs, 939.2 wool rug,
E564.
size 11 acre.
Approximate
chests,
two
tables,
lamp
Green.
two
$2795.00.
clean.
Extra
mission.
M25F
conditipo, will sell for less bedrooms.
Phone 753-8997.
cellent
coffee
SALE PRICE $1375.00- • lamps, end tables and
AVAILABLE APRIL 1st, new than one thirciof original vain& Phone Mayfield 24748511 M26P
South
641
Hwy.
WE .ARE offering our • Gilson table. Office desk and chair,
furnished one bedroom apart- Phone 753-5763 after five p.m.
FOR LEASE
1967 FORD
40 WEANING PIGS. Two 60 tractors and tillers at sale prices. bedroom suite, electric heaters,
ment; carpeted, tile bath. One M25C
from
Across
1959
dressers.
fan,
Four door, green,one owner. block from campus. 811 North
bushel feeders. Phone 753-7217 Seaford's Lawn de Garden, floor buffer,
Uncle Jeff's
ONE ACRE 5700 dark fired
Rambler with good tires, hand
before 6:00 p.m. or 492-8371 after Hardin, Kentucky, 437Power steering, power
16th Street.
CLEAN YOUR rugs and carpet
Lots
antiques.
tobacco base. Phone 753some
quilts,
M26C
6:00p.m.
tools,
brakes and air conditioned.
4412.
March24NC
Phone 753-2617
with TliEWAX. Rent Shampooer
M26C
3629.
$1575.00
of other items too numerous to
M25C
Inc.
Purdoms,
at
FIVE ROOM house with carport, and Save
Shoemaker
Terry
mention.
15 FT. ALUMINUM Arrowhead
SERVICES OFFERED
Before You Buy
unfurnished. Phone 753M26C
Auctioneer.
camper.
travel
Contains
WANTED TO BUY
M26C 19X12 RUG. 501 Dupont nylon
E200.
except
Exbath.
everything
NOTICE
A New or Used Car,
green.
Sage
design.
sculptured
lawns at reasonable
cellent condition. Phone 753-8699 WILL MOW
WANT TO BUY used tower for
Come By and See
12x50 TWO BEDROOM trailer. Bass guitar, excellent condition. or 753-1787.
prices in spring and summer.
M26C
AUrrION SA1.E, Saturday, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- television. Phone 753-6430 before
Phone
new.
like
set,
electric,
Childcraft
p.m.
all
after
5:30
air,
and
767-4793
heat
Phone
Central
M25(
v Charlie Jenkins
March 27. 2:30 p.m., rain or shine vice, Box 213, Murray,Ky. C. M. three TLIIR.
M25NC
on private lot. Phone Mrs. Ben 753-81E1.
SUITS, sizes; 8-9-10 andl-m27NC
BOY'S
at 307 South 6th Street. Murray Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTaylor
v Dwain
Nix, 753-3785 after 6:00p.m. M26C
Aprill2(
mington, Kentucky.
12. Good condition. Phone 753Kentucky..
WANT TO BUY; logs and
v J. H. Nix
M26C MARRIED WOMAN would like Will sell the late Mrs. Attie
34 HP SUBMERGIBLE pump. 3830.
on the standing timber. Also have for
high
live
to
want
you
If
ends.
week
and
innights
TEN(
to
sit
baby
Hodges household goods
v Mac Fitts
TWO OR Three bedroom brick Used. Phone 436-2289.
sale lumber and sawdust.
M26C cluding; electrical appliances hog, come see the Smoked Ham
1970-350 HONDA with two Phone 753-5655.
house, furnished, one block from
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
Street.M2
3rd
North
107
at
at
good condition
stove, refrigerator, air con- Tree
TFC
Murray High. Nice neigh- FOURTEEN FOOT Arkansas helmets. Very
Phone 753-4147.
TV
boat.
good
fishing
machine,
Will
for
trade
and
ditioner, sewing
RAILROAD WELDING
air- Travel boat with trailer. Phone
Carpeted,
borhood.
M26P wrought iron shop. East Maple radios, clock, heaters, pole WOULD LIKE to thank my
Phone 753-4063.
conditioner, also garage. No pets. 753-6030 after 5:00 p.m.
TEN
HOLE
Street, across from Murray lamps, other lamps and irons. patrons for their patience and GARDEN
For appointment call 753England (UPI
HUCKNALL,
recent
furniture,
and
TRACTOR
the
FORD
1956
Dan
bedroom
during
g
by
and
understandin
Living
Lumber Co., owned
M26P
09993,
is
Hwy. 641 South
1970 HONDA motorcycle, 750 cc. equipment. Phone 489-2460. M26C Hutson, operated by Bandi. extra chests, two half beds, illness and death of my husband -Mrs. Constance West
refusing to pay rent for her
two
in
back
to
sell.
mattresses,
be
Priceu
will
APRI1,7(
new.
and
I
like
23rd.
Just
March
springs
on
753-1911.
Phone
12X56 TWO bedroom mobile
Across from
because of a
MUST SEI,I, immediately
platfOrm rockers, other chairs, my Beauty Shop for ap- town-owned house
home. Air-conditioned, braided Phone 753-7930.
garden
her
in
hole
whatnot,
airBTU
Hill.
L.J.
Uncle Jeff's
bookcase,
18,000
Mrs.
(moving)
tables,
pointments. Phone
rugs,all electric, extra nice', good
BE POPULAR!! Learn how to end
M244 The hole first appeared last
por- condatoner, used only one
luggage, two large trunks, Hazel, Ky., 492-8722.
location. No pets. Available April G.E. WASHER and dryer,
Phone 753-2617
play guitar, costs $2.00 a week. nice
October and has grown bigger
two
box,
shadow
refrigerator.
fan.
and
Admiral
portable
summer.
set,
table
Television
dinette
1st. For appointment call 753I.eadie's Music and T.V. Center.
day.
every
cabinet,
used
suite,
kitchen
room
living
piece
Phone
rugs,
Five
new.
like
753-6200.M
M26P All
9903.
M26C lar,!e
PEGGY NOEL is now employed
Phone 753-7575.
Now it is six feet wide, six
LOST & FOUND
only four months. 8 track stereo
fifteen quilts, linens, pillows and as a beautician for "The Hair
feet deep.
speakers.
dozens of brie a brac from Japan Dresser" beauty shop, 201 South feet long and three
FURNISHED HOUSE. 317 Irvan 1969 HONDA Scrambler, 350 cc, tape player, plus
has said is
REFINISHING.
council
the
"All
,
FURNITURE
glass,
milk
after
Some
6:00p.m.
child's
600
753-3509
Phone
Rabbit,
Also
China.
Mechanical
$400.00.
WHITE
and
LOST:
call
Street. Two bedrooms, gas heat.
All work guaranteed. Free clear designed glass, vases, three 6th Street. For appointment
don't go near it," Mrs. West
pet, in vicinity of 13th and Phone 753-1372, Ben Nix or 753- Junior reloader, $60.00.Phone M3OP
M25(
anytime, 753-3530.
Free
delivery.
said. A council spokesman said
pickup
and
M25C
smoothing irons, picture frames
Sycamore. Phone 753-1993. M26C 2E17, Hardiman Nix.
M26( 436-5872.
the National Coal Board has
PERSONALIZED EASTER estimate. Antique or natural with pictures, oil lamps, other
the
took
753who
McCoy,
person
been asked to investigate.
Jerry
THE
finish.
WILL
dinner
cakes
ladders,
Easter
sizes.
two
Step
dog.
tan
Baskets,
and
doo dads.
LOST: A BLACK
REDUCE SAFE & fast with too. Call Sheila Travis, 753from an
March 31C
3045.
bell., lawn furniture and tools, brown suede purse
Part Dachshund and part Beagle. THREE BEDROOM brick, unGoBese tablets & E-Vap "water 5829. .
M26P
approximately 100 cans of automobile in the Liberty
Long body and short legs, an- furnished, 521 South 11th ExFOR ALL your home alterations
pills" Holland Drug Store. M241
M25
Lost
tended,
$135.00
monthly.
Snoopy.
of
delicious fruits and vegetables, parking lot call 474-2315.
name
swers to the
or
new
etc.
remodeling,
repairs,
cooking
clothes.
and
GIRL'S
AND
BOY'S
some nice dishes
in the vicinity of Bonner's Available April 1st. Phone 74.3been Sizes 3-4 and 5. Good condition. old. F'ree estimates. Call 753M25C MILLIONS OF rugs have
utensils. Not a discarded or
Grocery. Finder call 43E-2161 or 3634.
It's Phone 753-6078.
29NC
Luster.
Blue
E123,
March
with
cleaned
M26C
PRICE MOBILE
junked item in this sale. Mrs.
contact Guy Lovins and receive
America's finest. Rent electric
M26P
Vance administratrix.
WANTED TO RENT
Odell
$20.00 reward.
HOME CENTER
M27(
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
BLACK LOCUST fence posts. LAWN MOWING. For regualr Douglas Shoemaker licensed and
753Noses fro '2,995"
M26C route call Joe Lasater
Phone 436-2149.
bonded auctioneer. Don't miss
LOST: REGISTERED Collie WANT_ TO RENT dark fired
M25P this sale: Also be with us at the
4530.
,
as '195" Dihn
Lew
with Memphis tag. If found call tobacco barn. Will insure. Phone 1968 MOBILE Home. AirL GARAGE SALE-Going OverMrs. Harrell household sale, Hu N. 641 S. Phooe 753-3640
late
carpet
house
and
conditionedM25C
M24C 753-4039.
753-9281.
seas-lots of goodies at giveaway WILL DO part time bookkeeping, April 3rd, Kirksey, Ky. A good
Murray. Ky. Neat to
throughout. In excellent shape
prises. Chest, Desk, Rugs, preferably connected with household sale and April 10th a
Holiday Inn
for
family.
small
and
perfect
Will
services.
NOTICE
NOTICE
Toys, Records, ..jinick automobiles. Home
real good equipment sale at Mrs
Better than renting.Phone 753- Bicycle,
Ask abut 1111f reetal
and assorted Junk. pick up and deliver. References McDaniel's farm, two miles West
E737 after 5:00 p.m.
M29 Knacks,
M26( purchase elm, op to 10 F.
Saturday, March 27th, 9-4, 812 N. offered. Phone Marsha Poole, of Alum Heights.
M26C
M26P 753-2744.
20th.
finance.
SMALL COUCH,ideal for mobile
home or den. Excellent condition.
FOR EXPERIENCED work in
FOR SALE
M25(
HELP WANTED
Phone 753-9445.
Landscaping, mowing, planting,
SPINET-CONSOLE P1ANo
of
making
the
to Pruning and in
part)
Wanted
responsible
EXPERIENCED COOK; must
JAP HAY; also about 200 bales
M2ENC
piano. Easy flower beds. Call 753-6051.
be neat, efficient and have good
Orchard Red Top and Clover. take over spinet
Write
references. Good working con
M25( terms. Can be seen locally.
Phone 753-1849.
or
babysitting
DO
WILL
Credit Manager, P. 0. Box 27c,
ditions. Afternoon shift, full time
Phone
A6P housekeeping anytime.
46176
work. Lady preferred. No phone
1964 GLASS Par boat, 16 ft. with Shelbyville, Indiana
M26C
436-5615.
calls. Apply Colonial House
75 h.p. Evinrude motor, and
11425C
Smorgasbord.
trailer; 14 ft. Polar Craft boat,
NOTICE
DOZING, $8.00 per hour No job SAVE $40-$45 on all frostless
TRIAL UPHELD - The Su-.,'
please.
jobs
semi-v with 12 h.p. Seabee motor;
large
No
too small.
Refrigerator with big 153-lb. FULL TIME office position preme Court refused to
in
man
New
1968 Ward's Riverside motorReliable. service.
Freezer. Separate cold con- available. Typing and shorthand block trial of Rep. John
cycle 250 cc. Phone 474-2257 af*r
Murray area. Phone 753for each section.
giving Dowdy, R-Tex., on charges
Apply
required.
M24C trols
M25C
four p.m.
8548.
SAVE $40-$45 on Warming qualifications to P.O. Box 574 including involvement with •
Shelf Range with continuous Murray, Kentucky.
M24C a $25,000 bribe: Dowd'
CHICKENS, TURKEYS, ducks,
(above). 18-year congressclean oven that cleans while
IN
•
MEMORY
guineas. Large selections. Phone
or elec. Reg. EARN MONEY at home. Full or man, was indicted March
Gas
cook.
you
Report. to
328-856'3, Hubert Alexander. M25P
299.95, white-304.95, colors. part time. For details send self 31, 1970, and his trial was
In loving memory of our dear NOW YOUR CHOICE 259.88
Rudy's Restaurant or
addressed envelop-stamped and postponed because of illSIX WEANING goats, ideal for
husband and father, Edd Morton
Restaurant
15c to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept ness. He was re - elected
Southside
M251?
pets. Phone 436-5856.
who passed away three years ago *INCLUDES $20 BONUS A-TM. Post Office Box 278
last November.
SATURDAY
today, March 23, 1968.
M29(
for Catalog Store, Mayfield, Ky. 420E6.
SAVINGS
ONE METAL glider and two
Gone is the face we loved so Agency Customers:
March 27. 1971
chairs. One wood setee. Phone
dear, silent is the voice we loved
p.m.
dUY BOTH FOR
a.m.-6:00
6:00
M25P
753-3796.
to hear. Too far away for sight or
ONLY 499.76
speech, but not to far for thoughts
Transportation extra
to reach.
OP" RECHSTERED POINTERS and
Setters Iran champion and
!MONTGOMERY WARD
Sadly fuSsed
National champion stock. Ages 8
Catalog Agency
Wife & Children
weeks and up. Phone 753-5169 or
510 Main 753-1906
ITC
M27
492-8E07 after 5:00 p.m.
1970 CAPRICE, LOADED
One owner, green with green
vipyl roof. 6,000 miles.

1966 CHEVROLET Super Sport,
281 Turbo Transmission, $500.00.
Phone 753-7210 between 10:00
M29C
- 6:00 p.m.
•

FOR SALE
SEVERAL
GOOD USED
COLOR
TELEVISIONS

LINNVILLE SHOE Store just
received a large shipment of
women's and children's spring
shoes. Also have bags to matdI.
All the latest colors. All famous
name brands. Latest spring boots
arriving daily. All low discount
prices. Open from 9:00 a.m. -6:30
p.m., six days a week, Sundays
M31
from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

TV Service Center

ANTENNAS
TOWERS

WHOLESALE PRICES
Expert Repair
Color and
Black & White
Televisions
TV Service Center

•

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Roffier of Murray
Located in . . .
Central Shopping Center
Now Offers The
SCULPTUR KUT
and the
AVANTELOOK
Hairstyles by Appointment

SAVE '40-110*
ON SIGNATURE
APPLIANCES

Wanted!

PANCAKE EATERS

Also

Regular Hair Cutting

Call 753-8909
or Drop In!
OWner:
Johnny (Tossy) Morganti

4404.6

CIVITAN
PANCAKE
DAY

alit get the job.done

•
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New Highway Signs, Guardrails
May Reduce Accidents, Injuries

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

water are also being tried at the
interchange."

$1.5-million
antique
display stolen

Hadley added Kentucky's
Interstate highway construction
program is about 80 per cent
local county police headquarters. complete compared with a
The major messages include national average of 75 per cent.
notices of accidents, fog and ice -On a month-to-month basis,"
on the roadway. Secondary he noted," Kentucky has always
messages would instruct drivers been ranked with the top 10 states
in using money committed to
to reduce speed or exit at the next
improve the highways."
ramp.

By Dave Thompson
State News Bureau

FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
Kentucky Department of Highways has initiated a safety improvement program designed to
reduce the number of traffic
posts,
sign
Breakaway
accidents and minimize the
extent of injuries to those in- designed to detach from their
volved in accidents on Kentucky bases on impact, are also being
installed. Bruce Hadley, director
highways.
The projects include in- of Public Affairs for the Highway
stallation of matrix signs, sign Department, said the signs do
supports and guard rails, "backward somersaults" when
•'remodeling" of bridge abut- hit.
ments, ditches and culverts and
"Sometimes the car will not
moving back highway signs.
receive much damage and can be
The main concentration of driven-away," he said.
improvements is along the inThe new guard rails have an
terstate roads but also includes angled, buried end while the end
U. S. and KY. routes.
of the old style rail "stood out."
The safety improvements, Hadley said, "The old guard
begun late in 1970, are expected rails would pierce a car, but the
to be completed before the end of new ones pick it up into the air."
1971. The estimated cost is $8 New devices are being tried,
million, all of which comes from mainly near the Kennedy Bridge
highway taxes, such as gasoline in Louisville, to replace traffic
islands placed before exit ramps.
and license fees.
Five variable matrix signs will "We'!.e experimenting with
be installed on 1-75 from the Ohio- three different crash barriers at
Kentucky border to Berea. The the end of the bridge," he said.
signs are similar to the ones -Sand-filled barrels placed in a
p1aced near the 1-64 crossover of 10-cow triangle will gradually
Kentucky River near here, and stop a car on impact.
will be hand operated from the "Rubber cylinders filled with

diam
MIAMI IUP!): Three gunmen early today stole an
antique silver display from
the museum at the Biscayne bayfront "Vizcaya"
estate.
Police said the silver display, worth up to $1.5 million, included irreplaceable
Colonial items and several
pieces reportedly used by
Napoleon.
The silver display was on
loan to the Dade Countyowned museum from Sam
Kirk and Sons of Baltimore.
Police said the gunmen
overpowered a lone guard
in the basement security
office of the estate, tied
him to a chair and ransacked the silver display
from the upstairs museum.
The bandits, described
only as young white men,
escaped in a panel truck
that had a Bahamian 11tense plate on the front
and a Florida tag on the
rear.

Mental Health
Center Tax
Is Approved
MAYFIELD, Ky., March 23Mayfteld and Graves Count;
residents voted today to con
tinue tax support for the J. U
Kevil Mental Health-Mental Re
taniation Center here.
The levy was approved in a
2,14G-1,530 vote.
The tax was Initiated by the
Fiscal Court in 1970 and amount
to two cents per $100 of property valuation. However, when opposition arose to the levy, it
was decided by the court to put
the matter to a vote.
City of Mayfield residents approved continuation of the tax
by a vote of 1,111-409. However,
the voting was much closer in
Graves County precincts, 1,1291,121 in favor of the levy.

***************************

Be Sure o See Our
Special
Section
in Thursday's
Ledger & Times

$50,000 O'OBLET STOLEW-Two-goblets

valued at $50,uedat$50)o0stoe
each-7re among i!Ocesof1iicuesilverwareval
OOO
Altsuseumln
from the Vizcaya
Miami, Fla. Engraving on the goblet reads,.:4Presented
to David Williamson by pen. La Fayette, 1824..

"IL

xplosives Regulations
t Recently Put In Effect
remilations but revisions are
expected in the near future.
The new federal regulations
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The now call for manufacturers or
federal government recently put sellers of explosives to have a
into effect regulations regarding federal license and for users to
the use, storage and selling of obtain a permit.
explosives to implement the 1970 "However," Mays said, "if the
Crime Control Act.
user is based in Kentucky and
Kentucky
manufacturers, purchases his explosives from a
dealers and all users of ex. campany also headquartered in
plosives will be affected by the the state, then no permit is
new regulations, which were needed."
passed by Congress and approved by President Nixon.
Chan'ges in the licensing
Harold
Mays, Kentucky procedures were not the only
Crushed Stone Assn., and Stanley revisions made by Congress.
Boyd, State Fire Marshall's -The new law also requires the
Office, said the new act has not labeling` of explosives by the
yet . changed
Kentucky manufacturer to show the name
company making the
14 the
product and what shift was
working when it was produced,"
NE Ji0T STCPPEP N
Ma.sas dded.
sA,r
By Dave Thompson
State News Bureau

1 Scott Drugs
Chestnut Street

Nancy
I HOPE YOU'RE
TH I RSTY

I HOPE
YO U'RE
HUNGRY

^si

.4

Mi

41Waillt

The Colonials
I LOVE im
YOU,

I'VE GOT
"TO -TELL
17 TO THE
MOTAilJc

CAN T
STAND
IT
ANY
1.-ON HQ!

Love YOU

le manufacturers also are
uired to keep records of
transactions including quantity
and name of purchaser.
The user must supply a list to
the manufacturer, naming
persons in the company which
are certified to purchase explosive material for the company.
• -'
Persons storing explosives
must construct a storage facility
;magazine) which meets construction requirements outlined
in the federal regulations and is
requil'ed to have a permit for
storage from the -"state Fire
Prevention Bureau. •
-

Drug Abuse
Meet Set At
Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky. March 23 A drug abuse information seminar sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Mental Health
and the Community Mental
Health Center of Western Kentucky will be held Saturday at
the J. U. Kevil Mental Retardation-Mental Health Center, South
10th St. Exen8ed, here.
The program, a regional totlow-up of Gov. Louie B. Nunn's
Special Session on Drug Abuse
in December, will include informational presentations on drugs
often abused and information
pertaining to region relating to
drug abuse.
Registration for the seminar
will cost $2 which will Include
lunch.
Persons wishmg to make reservations for the seminar, ant
asked to phone or write a mammal health center in the local
area before Thursday.
Locations and phone numbers
of local mental health centers
include Paducah, 303 Guthrie
Building, 442-7121; Mayfield,
South 10th St. Extended: Ben,
ton, 1303 Olive St., 5274292; Murray, 702 Main St., 7534122; and
Fulton. Box 278. 472-1703.

Farr
asked

snimi

next fe.
Shot
chance
another
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design
advising
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seed, t
because
clearly
profitat
Night
TOE BE OR NOT TOE BE—City firemen could not get an
old, rusty padlock off the big toe of a young lady in San
Francisco who refused to divulge her name, so a keymaker had to be called. It took him three hours to make
a key and free her. She said she and a young man who
also refused to divulge his name found the lock and it
got locked on her toe while they were just fooling
around at her home.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
MB 000MB BMA
GOO MMUMU ODO
OMMUMO OMOMMO
MMEI MOM
MOM 130 00000
0010 MOO 0003
UM MOOMOMO 00
ODOM UM00
ammo UM BODO
M331010
1510001510 000030
MOO JOMMO MOO
3MM DOMODDflI

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1

Hawaiian
greeting

6
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
23
24
29
24
31
28

Macaw
Sea bird
Mexican dish
Teutonic deity
Lamb's pan
name
Stain Asia
Make Lace
Sudden fright
of
time
The sweetsop
imstles
lle
a
j8u
ra
Pronoun

33 Ces0011011
Ails

4 Succor

5 Assumed
name
Near
Sun god
Wine cup
Unusual
Visigoth

6
7
8
9
10

t eorf
11 PLrt
13 Puff up
16 Dillseeri
19 Plague
21 Newspaper
paragraph
22
CentralIhmeS:ican
ndn
25 Malice
27 Sea eagles
30
32 Seira34 sons
Trumpeter
Repast
36 Animal

Chinese

36
5 di •

21

37 Goes in
38 Break
suddenly
40 Refresh the
rnefnOry

41 Railroad
station
44 Make amends
47 Snare

49 Itretir month

52 Lyergreen tree
54 Creek lett6 57 Symbol for
tellurium
58 Compass
point
60 Indefinite
article

cts

Whiskers
Printer's
measure
43
45 Babylonian
hero
Pintail duck
46 Unit of

4
32
9

Siamese
currency
49 Writing tablet

SO Demon
Si Slave
European
alm
n eed
635
5 M
by Van
ertiltelt
an
tg
Dt
r reC
59
56 C

can
621 FA7rlilc
gazelle
DOWN
1 Impregnate
with air
2 Army officer
(abbr.)

3 Nattre metal
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Federal lic'ense and permit
holders will also conduct dailN
inventories in the storage
facilities and thefts or loss of
explosive materials must be
reported to local, state and
federal officials by all dealers.

••
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LOVE YOU!
LOVE- YOl.) T

LOVE IOU 7

BUT

c
, 7D
(I

I

BOOR

• a..

,

Wei(
24 •

Put your foot

L'il Abner

in

the limelight in these

Feminine,
as you feel—and fashionable, as you want to be.

elegant styles from Life Stride.

_
coNraca.
vourksELF!!
MR PERFECT'

?
oicTAY.r.'
irs ONLY THE
OLD L ACAZPV
L ADY

DOESN'1.
R1LA1.0if

•

-AN' THAW:,ON 12-1 ONE
PERSON AH'D TRUST W ,
T H. 5'1UDDER.' JOES.r.'
"STRONGMAN" in Argentina is Lt. .Gen. Alejandro
Lanusse, who seems to
wear a saturnine expression in his car in Buenos
Aires." President Roberto
Levingston attempted to
file Lanusse. army commander-in -chief. over the
.4nbilt *Vile in ('ordoba, and
it was LevingAon, himself.
who4iolind up out of a. job.

Adams Shoe Store
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

T

oboe pi
lenge
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to be
hprofes
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Farm chemical dealers may be
asked to help their customers make
an important decision within the
next few weeks:
Should I plant corn and risk the
chance of blight, or should 1 plant
another crop, perhaps soybeans Of
sorghum?
The ultimate decision, of course,
is up to the individual farmer. But
dealers should feel confident in
advising customers to stick with
corn if they have normal cytoplasm
seed, blends or single MSS F2
because the accompanying chart
clearly shows that this can be a
profitable decision even in a severe
blight situation.

get an
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s211

35

24

All indications are that most
farmers will stay with corn, particularly in the important corn-growing
states. They have had experience
growing corn and they realize there
are a number of major 'Ifs" about
whether there will be a severe blight
attack (see story page I),

-But, overall this may not be
too significant because of the fact
that corn hasn't been real big in the
South," he says. "For instance, the
corn acreage of 10 southeastern
from Virginia and Kenstates
tucky as far west as Louisiana is
only equal to a thud of Iowa's corn
acreage."
The market for soybeans depends almost entirely on exports.
The export market started off good
last September, but has been down
somewhat recently.
"I think soybeans can be moved
this year," says Thompson. "We
will probably need another 7-8 million acres of soybeans in 1971,and

Illinois specialists warn that in
with farmers switching from corn
that figure certainly isn't out of addition to cost and return information needed to evaluate the altermath."
natives, some of the other market
The Switch to Sorghum
A farmer feeding cattle is in a and management considerations disussed in this article may modify
natural position to consider sorghum as a possible alternative to the decision on the choice of crops
corn. In parts of the Corn Belt :u plant.
there is no local market for sorAfter considering all the alternaghum," says Thompson. "There• tives, it's probable the choice
before, to make this crop pay off a tweeresoybeans and sorghum
won't
farmer should feed it or have feeder nave to be made by
most corn
neighbors who will buy it from !Armen. For them there
is no alterhim."
native. They are corn producers
When it comes to feeding, sor- through the good times and the
ghum is an adequate substitute for had, and they are likely to remain
orn producers.
corn, according to Reiss. It supplies
90-95% of the feeding value of

Critics Say Operations In Laos
Place Nixon Forecast In Jeopardy

By STEWART HENSLEY
UPI Diplomatic Correaponden
WA.sHINGTON (UPI) -Pre
ident Nixon's prediction that
the Indochina War will not be a
Farmers who will maintain the
worthwhile campaign issue for
lame corn acreage or will increase
his opponents next year was
corn acreage know that part of
based on the expectation that
potential blight loss can be overU.S. ground forces in that
come by good management praccountry can be reduced to
tices, like early planting and comslightly more than 100,000 men
plete weed control.
by mid-1972.
However, if some corn grower
High military and civilian
customers are weighing the advanofficials contend this is possitages of planting T susceptible corn
ole. And some of them indicate
COM.
or switching to soybeans or sorthat the U.S. ground force level
ghum, here are some factors they
Seed supplies of sorghum are
should consider:
could be as low as 50,000 by the
good. And planting and harvesting
equipment used for corn will adapt
time of the November election.
The Switch to Beans
easily to sorghum.
If this should turt out to be
Production technology and
an accurate projection, much of
Corn drying systems also will
farmer experience with soybeans
handle sorghum if adequate power
the ground would have been cut
make it an ideal alternate crop,says
can be supplied. More power is
from under aspirants such as
Dr. William Reiss, Purdue Univerneeded because sorghum's greater
Sen. George S. McGovern, Dsity agronomist. This is the simplest
density - the ability to pack harder
S.D., who appear to be counting
shift a farmer can make, especially
and tighter in a bin - makes it
on the war issue as the main
if he has the equipment. And soyharder to move drying air through
weapon in their arsenal.
bean seed supplies are adequate.
the bin.
Administration critics conDT H. E. Thompson,Iowa State
The economics of the alternatend that the current 'allied
University agronomist, told Agntives are, of course, of ultimate
operation
in
Laos,
which
News that there will likely be an
importance to farmers wrestling
officials acknowledge is endini.
increase m soybean acreage in the
with this decision. The accompanysomewhat earlier than had been
South where most farmers are
ing chart, prepared by members of
planned, have
placed
the
planting only blight-resistant seed
The University of Illinois agriculture
corn.
President's forecast in jeoparstaff, shows expected returns.
dy. They believe his predictions
may well backfire on him.
AN APPROACH TO EVALUATING CROP PRODUCTION ALTERNATIVES FOR 1971
It is true that the Laotian
operation, involving attacks by
South Vietnamese ground forces and U.S. air power on the
SingleNormal
Blend
Ho Chi Minh Trail, was a key
SoyGrain
cross
cytoplasm of normal
element# in the administration's
F'_ seed
beans
sorghum - Oats
seed
scenario for winding down the
and T seed
seed
war rapidly.
Moderate blight damage
Nixon himself has said the
40 bu
"jury is still out" so far as the SPEAKING OF CHUCKHOLES
85 bu
- 56 cwt
80 bu
90 bu
Yield
105 bu
120 bu
-Endangering 25 homes, a
results of the Laotian invasion section of Laveen Street in Wilmerding,
$ 1.40
$ 2.25
$ 2.60
Price per unit
$ .80
$ 1.40
$ 1.40
a Pittsburgh,
$ 1.40
are concerned. However, PentaPa., suburb, split and dropped four feet.
$104.00
$119.00
$126.00
Gross returns per acre
$126.00
$147.00
$64.00
$168.00
gon officials are claiming that
28 80
48.80
Variable costs
45.60
50.20
the maneuver achieved its
52.40
19.60
54.60
objective and they may be
Net return over
proven right when all the
On Hwy. 121
$ 75.20
$ 70.20
variable costs .
$ 80.40
$ 75.80
$113.40
$ 94.60
results are in.
(Mayfield
Hwy.)
Actually, the effectiveness of
No blight damage
-The Laotian operation cannot be
Yield
120 bu
120 bu
120 bu
85 bu
40 bu
56 cwt
80 bu
finally determined until next
$ 1.20
Price per unit
$ 1.20
$ 120
$ 1.20
$ 2.60
winter.
$ 1.90
$ 65
The long-range objective of
Gross returns per acre
$144.00
$144.00
$102.00
$144.00
$104.00
$106.40
$52.00
the attack on the Hanoi supply
Variable costs
54.60
53.60
51.60
48.80
28.80
45.60
19.60
line through southern Laos was
Net return over
to disrupt the flow of war
variable costs ..
$ 90.40
$ 89.40
materials southward sufficient$ 92.40
$ 53.20
$ 75.20
60.80
ly to prevent the Communists
Severe blight damage
from mustering a large enough
Yield
120 bu
force in southern Laos and
75 bu
30 bu
85 bu
40 bu
56 cwt
80 bu
northeast Cambodia to underPrice per unit
$ 1.60
$ 1.60
1.60
$
$ 1 60
$ 2.60
$ 2.60
$ 92
it
take a major offensive against
Gross returns per acre
$192.00
$120.00
$ 48.00
$136.00
ryvz, wizzart;
$104.00
$145.60
$73.60
South Vietnam when the next
Variable costs
54.60
50.00
44.40
48.80
dry season begins in November.
28.80
45.60
19.60
Just Received ,
8:00-5:00
The North Vietnamese, for
Net return over
some time,, have been building
variable costs ..
$137.40
$ 70.00
$ 4.60
Mon. thru
$ 87.20
Shipment
of
$ 75.20
New
$100.00
up a major headquarters and
supply area in the southern /JAPANESE & CHINESE
Sat,
laotian panhandle somewhat to
Prepared by Cooperative Extension Service, university of Illinois College of Agriculture. the south of the Sepone area in
1:00-5:00
which the allied operation was
launched. It was obvious to U.S.
Sunday
officials that the continued
Some As
withdrawal of U.S. forces would
be jeopardized if that buildup
Low As
reached proportions sufficient
to permit the Communists to
launch a large scale offensive
3-4 FOOT
By Bill DUNN
obscure post of Pop A
R In contrast, Mitch
sat comfortduring the next dry season,
THERE'S a widespread-rumor (arrangements and repertoire) ably puffing
on
his
familiar
which begins about Nov. 1 and
afoot saying in effect, choral man at Columbia Records. Re- cigar,
wearing a well-worn
conductors and band leaders are sponsible for selecting songs and suede jacket,
continues until May of 1972.
with
his
trench
lightweights in the musical de- fitting them to a singer, while coat over the
back of a chair
REFDRU0CmED
Thmtilitsjc
partment. Some civilians think deciding on the particular ar- And then
there was his goatee.
the only requirement for the rangement and accompaniment
NO TAKERS
$
25
job is rhythm enough to wave (not an easy equation), Mitch and moustache, of thirty years
DELMAR, Md. (UPII-This
the baton back and forth in a turned many a bland song of standing, more in keeping with
Marylandcommunity on the
theatrical fashion. Of course, the' day into a "fracturing" hit, the image of a jazz musician
a
holds
border
Delaware
this appraisal is wrong.
In his years there, Mitch than a symphonic conductor.
municipal election ,April 5.
But speaking seriously about
To dispel any doubts, one helped to launch Tony Bennett,
With the Friday filing deadmight refer to the career of Rosemary Clooney, Johnny Ray, symphonies, Mitch said they
line approaching, nobody has
Mitchell William Miller. Many Doris Day, Frankie Larne, Guy were all in bad financial condition. He predicted that in ten
signed up to run for the
people know him from his pop- Mitchell and others. But he inyears there might be as few as
mayor's job or two town
ular television series, "Sing evitably reached the same satufive
such orchestras in the
Along With Mitch," now in syn- ration point he had previously
council seats.
country.
He stressed the imdication. But long before Mil- hit in his oboe career. "I'm not
ler led his troupe in song, he going back to Columbia. I have portance and necessity of government
subsidy, as found in
had established himself as one done it. I developed all the kids.
most countries
of the foremost oboists in the Now I'm doing things I enjoy."
Continuing,
he said, "Get it
Asked what that might be, he
country.
mentioned that he was conduct- off the social page and into the
• • •
news."
Mitch
feels
that the syming symphonies. "Conducting .is
BUT AS THINGS went, Mitch very rewarding."
phonies are pleasantly patronsoon mastered every known
ized by a small exclusive circle
• • •
oboe piece and met every chalof rich. Mitch would rathei
AS HE spoke, a picture came broaden the appeal and try to
lenge in that field. Having
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
played all the gigs there were to mind of an intent and som- attract the young, who are eager
"Sing Along With Mitch" Millar, whose whole life has cento be had, he put the oboe aside, ber conductor in traditional to Hasten to different types of
tered on music, has begun o new phase of his career, conprofessionally, and accepted the wing collar, white tie, and tails. music, He suggests getting
ducting symphonic orchestras, which he finds very rewarding,

I
I

HOLLY

Having Done It All, Where to From Here?

BLUE SPRUCE

Itrim*/
I

to $15

Is The Time To Plan for
Spring:, Call Us... 753-5787
For Your FREE LANDSCAPE SKETCH!!

SPECIAL 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
This Week Only!

away from the stiff shirt and
dinner jacket, stressing fun and
enjoyment.
To broaden the appeal ‘.f his
own concerts, Mitch ends them
with a "sing along" session, now
synonymous with his name It's
a formula that's been proved
for years on the "Sing Along
With Mitch" series, now in more
than 50 markets. The show's appeal in its simplest form Mitch
says, is the fun to be had in
joining in a song It rr Ikea
viewevi and audience feel a part
of the activity.
IA'll I LE Mitch

is

pp

immersed in concert tours, he
doesn't know where it might
lead beyond the actual conducting. But judging by the success
of his past careers on the oboe
and as an A & R man, Mitch
might soon have done it all in
the symphonic area. At which
point, he might follow his past
habit of moving on to a new
challenge. Asked what it might
be, Mitch thought a bit and then
said, "I hope to make a film,
if the right script comes along."
But for now it will be symphonic orchestras that will benefit from the magical and muly sical touch of Mitch Miller

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101
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JIM ADAMS I GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

**

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

By CHAR
WASWIN
Supreme C
hi kill off
and pert
eongressm
a legal rec
1970 electi
Hartke. D-:

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

U.S. CHOICE

Field's

ROUND
STEAK

Wieners

1-1"kg. 5
9

FAMILY PAK
CUT-UP

Old Fashioned

Bologna

FRYERS

In-The-Piece3
9it

Matchless

Bacon_
Gerber's

ir9

* U.S.CHOICE *

Strained

or

Royal Guest

Margarine French
Fries
of' 2 8-oz. cups)

/

100

21b. bag

FAB
Giant Size

59c

No. 303 can

4/89;

Showboat

Pork & Beans
I.G.A.

BREAD

Preserves COFFEE
2 lb. jar

5

1 lb. can

NO GAMES
NO STAWS
NO S5 FORCED PURCHASES
JUST LOW PRICES !

Del Monte

20-oz.
loaf

79;
SNO-DRIFT
69;
SHORTENING

2-lb. 10-oz.

, Star-Kist

Hunt's

Del Monte

Gal.

No. 300 Can.

Folger's or
Maxwell'house

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

Del Monte Cut

GREEN
BEANS

a-ga

Fruit-Crest
STRAWBERRY

29

DETERGENT

Ice Milk .1/2

SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST lb 77

3 lb can

25

Ib.

I.G.A.

BONELESS RUMP

.Baby Food
Crisco
8T
Churngold Soft

ib. 49;

Pineapple Tomatoes Manwich
Juice
No. 303 4/$
can

TUNA
61
/
2-oz. can

Dowdy,
member, i.:
trial in 13a:
May 3. Wi
Supreme C
lawyers cl
from prose
constitution
gressmen I
instances.

The Te:
elected last
indictment,
• obstructing
-- federal gi
- traveling
Sept. 22,
925,000 br
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Co.

Former
Nathan H.
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charges o
money to
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Washington
provement
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tional pro'
speech or
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represent
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Republican
bush who
ed for th(
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A three
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the Senate
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REPUTEI
KAMPA
Enraged
death thv
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said.
A polli
Ammanul
believed t
a recent v
stopped al
policemen
As the
him, Mal
policemen
ing him,
Crowds g
head on I
died.

3P1
1
741P,PEriii
Miracle Whip
Velveeta
RC
99;
ot 49;
69
46ca°rIz

31$

100

/

Kraft

Kraft

16-oz. 8-Bottle
Carton

2-1b. Box

PRICES
ARE

LOWER

EVERYDAY

U.S. No. 1 Red

POTATOES
I° lb Bag 4
9

Ripe, Yellow

Fresh Green

BANANAS

CABBAGE

lb

9

lb 7;

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY Remember.. At JIM ADAMS ICA It's the total on the tape that counts!
•
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DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jean Williams, 1309
Mrs.
Murray,
Sycamore,
Ladonna Fay Miller and Baby
Boy, 802 South 10th, Mayfield,
Mrs. Letha Ann Cram and Baby
Boy, Route 3, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Glenda Fay Knostmen and
Baby Boy, Holiday Inn, Mayfield,
Mrs. Lavanche Nelson Turner,
1302 Peggy Ann Drive, Murray,
Eunice Melton Henry, 218 South
13th, Murray, Gaylon Glover,
Route 1, Farmington, Mrs. Mary
L. Marshall, 206 Woodlawn,
Murray, Miss Catina Kay
Beasley, Route 6, Murray, Ed P.
Lawrence, Route 6 Box 181,
Wilson, Route
Mayfield, Loyd
2, Murray, Galen Myers, Route 2,
Murray, Carl Workman, Route 1,
PuryeaT, Tenn., Mrs. Nina P.
Lawrence, Route 7 Box 181,
Mayfield, 011ie Hale, 912 North
18th Murray, Mrs. Rilla Alton
Key (expired), Route 1, Hazel.

D.

The Texas Democrat, reelected last November after his
indictment, was accused of
obstructing justice, lying to a
--- federal grand jury and of
- traveling to Atlanta, Ga., on
Sept. 22, 1965, to receive a
$25,000 bribe from the now
defunct Monarch Construction
Co.

FT

REPUTED THUG KILLED
KAMPALA, Uganda (UPI)—
Enraged mobs Monday beat to
death the reputed head of
Uganda's underworld, police
said.
A police spokesman said
Ammanuel Male, whom they
believed to have masterminded
a recent wave of robberies, was
stopped at a gas station by two
VIP
policemen.
As they were questioning
him, Male broke away. The
policemen opened fire, wounding him, the spokesman said.
Crowds gathered and beat his
head on the highway until he
died.

Channel 4

PIN FINDER—Something new bowlers will be seeing is
the Pin Finder, built right into the ball returns to help
determine which pins are left standing. This pretty miss
helps display it in Chicago.

!NJfcl°f4
TUNGSTEN STEEL

by

sr4of
$395

9 °?,, To"tchi',14:.a.`„`
I 15

NOR ELCO

IUTA

PU11

7
o

0

9
10

11

00 News; Wthr; SsiortsNews; Wthr.; Sports
NCAA Basketball
Family Affair
W Semi Finals
Jim Nabors
.10 NCAA Baske•ball Jim Nabors
00 Sen,; Fnals
20 Dragnet
l'Ae'vCTs:ino Pram"
W Dean Martin
Movie
30 Dean Martin
Move
Sports
Sot, NenstvaVl.il tyn•
0
0.0
0
TrT4tell

12

AND
SAVE

•

Reg.92.95

ONE:A:
RAY,
VITAMINS

7 Blades

hard to get. Ask the

PRODUCT OF NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

13
4fcelts;C riTtet 1"e"
Dick Cavett
Dick C avett

Et'ig Maher
Movie
and Ice"

So. 12th Street

BRIGHTENS TEETH
• Personal Size
1.75 oz.

ultra brite
—411111111ULMS"

ULTRA-BRITE

Phone 753-7114

imagcsi

'208

SALE

TOOTHPASTE

SMI
KRA" C,
06
satsrtias
ioNto6

••••••

I

Tube1 0

30 Strips
1 Inch Wide

sheer
strips

Gatilloft

Dog or Cat

f" WOE

au4meoa÷4"`c"

Reg. 85'

No. 4626
SALE

44

SCOPE

BOTTLE OF 100

Collar
Reg. $1.98

SALE

99;
3'41 oz.
Bottle

VICK5°
FORMUIA

Mouthwash

TABLETS

Protect your family
with the vrorld's most
trusted vitamins.

Reg. 11.15

44

MEDIUM SIZE 6 oz Bottle

COUGH

MIXTURE

Reg. '1.29

SALE

SALE

AN11.11,0,1t
rrVa410.0•15

Reg. 85'

Reg. '2.98

•

IF*
71
4
10'
1
0
4

SALE

$ 1 76

DISINFECTANT

CHOCOLATE FLAVOR

BRAND

2 lb Box

Disinfects & Deodorizes
SALE

99ct

BUFFERIN
TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRIN
BOTTLE OF 100 TABLETS

*woo

Reg. 11.19

SALE

WE

TOOTH
BRUSH

89

69c; k

Germ Fighter
TEGRIN
goictaive
S AMPOO

HARD

Reg. 69'

Regular Size
SALE

01

MEDIUM
AND

Tegrin
Medicated Shampoo
2

Reg. '1.59

• DR. WEST

SALE

LARGE 14 oz. Size
Reg. 1.69

44;

NESTLES QUICK

SPRAY

54.93
Value

'2"

DAISIIN

Datsun parts don't play
small cat'expert,
your Datsun dealer.

I Dream of Jeannie
Alias S•nith & Jones
Alias Smith L Jones
Bewitched
Room for Granddaddy
King Family in
'
Washington
This Is Your Life

BAPAID

SALE

•396

Ask the small car expert
about parts and service.

THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
e

MicrogrooveTal floating•heads
shave closer, faster, more corn
fortably—whisk off whiskers
without cuts or irritation. New
hidden trimmer pops out for
sideburns. On/off switch, Coil
Card, 110/220 AC/DC voltage
selector, new convenient Flip
Top cleaning.

Pack Of

Free! 9E3
Scripto Butane
Fuel With
Lighter

00 Noon
Sing Convention; NewsAll My Chilldren
11 Noon
As the World Turns Let's Make a Deal
00 Dates of Our Lives Many Setendoreol Thinotgewtywed Game
10 'Doctors
Guiding Light
• Daring Game
00 Another World
Secret' Storm
General Hospital
10 Bright Prorrite
Edge of Night
One ..Lite to
...•c
00 Somerset
Gorner Pyle GSM'
Dark Shadows
SO tran
island
G.Ilistan's
00 Tarzan
.ovie:
Daniel Boone
'C Wild Wild West
"Amphibian Man"
olg:
do West. Action News Movie
Soo-,
News Wthr
30 NBC Nightly News - BS Evening News
ARC Evening News

35T

48

111

.00 Jeopardy
Where Heart IS
.30 Who. What; News Search tor _Tvy_tgrrdw

Tripleheader

With Free
1/4 More

VU-TANE
REFILLABL
'BUTANE
LIGHTER

g:312:

14:1?„t"

Real Mci—nes
Bozo
Bozo
Bozo
Romper Room
Hazel
Beverly Hillibillies
Gourmet News
That Girl'
Bewitched
A Word Apart

THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

12
1
2
3
4
SJ

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

ANOLIN

59t

00 Morring
CBS Morning News
JO Morning
Morning Watch
Today,
.0300
S"
ede"
:•fi r n'ine
g l
\ eattc h
Scene Today,
CAirinDoKua
griTsaroo
Today

800

M Tray

See Thru
Lighter

GOP "MUTINEER" — Rep.
Paul McCloskey, 121)Calif.,
says if no legitimate presidential contender steps
forward next year to challenge the administration's
Asian policies, he will carry the Indochina war istue
into all the 1972 primaries.
The California Republican
Assembly passed a resolution' censuring McCloskey
and asking him to "register
in another political party.**

7

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

Keeps,on
softening
13 3/4 oz.
and
softening Reg. 98'
Regular

I Dream of Jeannie
Eddie's Father
Room 222
Smith Family
Monde:
"Island of Love”
Marie
Movie
NewS; Wthr.; Sports
Dick Cavett
Dick Cavett
05k Cavett

PPM"

Dalt-S4CIWANIT0

or Menthol

.00

STOP, SHOP,

/Zeziefi

KEEPING THEIR POWDER DRY—The artillery is silent
under a tense absence of cease-fire, but this Egyptian
gun crew keeps in practice loading at an observation
post on the west larik of the Suez Canal.

THURSDAY MORNING'PROGRAMS
e

The San Francisco Democrat
that since he first
said
introduced the bill in 1967, some
toymakers have "made a
concerted effort" to curb war
and violent toys.

a.m. to 5:15 p.

WITH

Channel it

i

Assemblyman John Burton
pr)posed a bill Monday requiring that such toys as well as
those depicting violence and
death ,be labeled: "May be
harmful to children."

NEW
AERO
SHAVE

Channel S

Had News; Alt, ; SportsNews; Wthr.; Sports
30 Men From Shiloh
Men at Law
Men From Shiloh
Men at Law
•
'30 Men From Shiloh
To Rome With Love
• AO Jane Eyre
Medical Center
0
10 Jane Eyre
Medical Center
ei
DO Jane Eyre
Hawaii Five-0
tk
.30 Jane Eyre
Hawaii FivilhO
n 20 News; Wthr.. Sporn NewS; Mahe./ fowls
V
30 Tonight
Movie:
"Saskatchewan"
1
00 Tonight
• i
Movie
30 Tonight

•

'ATTACKS WAR TOYS
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI)
—A state legislator hai resumed his war against toys
relating to war.

EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

V.Sia T\

z
V

(UPI)—The
WASHINGTON
Navy, which has fewer black
officers than the other services,
plans to open Reserve Officer
Training Corps courses at two
largely Negro colleges—Savannah State- in Georgia and
University-, Baton
Southern
Rouge, La.

11

MINISTERING TO THE STRICKEN—Three Birdsboro, Pa..
ministers are driving ambulances to ease the shortage of
daytime drivers. They are (from l'eft) Revs. C. David
Godshall, Si. )dark's Lutheran Church; Alien R. Beistline, Christ United Methodist Church, and James A.
Killian, St Paul's United Church of Christ.

WLA TV

WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

At present there is only one
Navy ROTC program at a
predominantly black school,
Prairie View A&M in Texas.

40.•
40
Pols 74*

tip

TELEVISION
;CHEDULE
„,,,,1

NAVY'S BLACK OFFICERS

SALE

o

NATO NUCLEAR DEFENSE
LONDON (UPI)—The commander of NATO forces in
Southern Eurcpe says the
organization might have to
meet conventional attack with
nuclear weapons to hold NATO
territory in a war.
U.S. Adm. Horacio Rivero
made th_e statement Monday
night in discussing the strategic
balance between NATO and
Soviet forces.
He said unless NATO was
able to correct major deficien
cies in its conventional forces
"we may have to face a
situation where if attacked by
overwhelming conventional forURGES CONTROLS — Par- ces we may be forced to accept
tial wage-price controls are either the loss of substantial
urged in New York by Sen. NATO territory or resort to
Jacob Javits, R - N.Y., to nuclear warfare to redress the
"rescue" nation's economy. balance."

NONEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Dowdy, an 11-term House
member, is scheduled to go on
trial in Baltimore federal court
May 3. Without comment, the
Supreme Court turned down his
lawyers claim he was immune
from prosecution because of the
constitutional protection of Congressmen from arrest in some
instances,

I3'

NEEDLE-THREAD- claim they have set a world
record by threading 2,827
HAl
guiss_
tI fromth
England needles in two hours.
UrrI —Five
gNve
the
-1College of Further Education

:ADULTS 93

By CHARLOTTE MOULTON
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Supreme Court refused Monday
to kill off charges of bribery
and perjury against Texas
congressman John Dowdy. It
a legal recount battle over the
970 election of Sen. Vance
Hartke, D-Ind.

Former Monarch president
Nathan H. Cohen and former
sales manager Myrvin C. Clark
were indicted with Dowdy on
charges of giving him the
money to influence a, Justice
Department investigation of the
Washington area home improvement firm.
Dowdy's lawyers argued he
was protected by the constitutional provision that "for any
speech or debate in either
house, they (senators and
representatives) shall not be
questioned in any other place."
The Indiana recount issue
•
was brought to the court by
Republican Richard L. Roudebush who was narrowly defeated for the Senate by Hartke
last November.
A three-judge federal panel
ruled in Hartke's favor that the
Indiana state recount law was
unconstitutional and blocked the
recount procedure in Marion
County. The lower court held
the state law violated the
'constitutional prerogatives'; .of
the Senate to "be the judge of
the elections, returns and
qualifications of its own members."
Roudebush's
In accepting
appeal, the Supreme Court
agreed to hear arguments next
fall or winter and then hand
down a written decision.

CEHILAiMP

Hospital Report

Court Refuses To Kill Bribery
Charges Against Representative
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SALE

Tube

Reg. '1.49

84'

111...,...11•101.1111
•me
•
•
•
•
•
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'100'
Winner
Marion Gardner
Route 1 Hardin, Ky.

* FROZEN FOOD DEPT. *

PlutKellogg's

CORN FLAKES
(an
instant
VIENNAmourl iaLIQUID
SAUSAGE
RI-C DRINKS
PORK
Kroger & BEANS
BLACK PEPPER

12-oz. pkg.

WEDNESDAY-MARCH 24, 1971

VA
ST
LU
AM
E
PS
31c
DOG CHOW
-° i4!10S
Kellogg
SPECIAL K
QUAKER OATS
COCOANUT

14,2-oz. can 1 5C

Talrid

5-113. bag

PAGE Ft

85c

's

I3-oz. can

10 Lz-oz. pkg.

Regular

5-oz. can

All Flavors

1-lb. 2-oz. pkg.

Bake

46-oz. can

Showboat

15-oz. can

9C
Linton

4 oz. box

6 c€Tfts 1.05

44c TEA BAGS
Hershey

100-et. pkg.
$1.29

SYRUP
GELATINS
61APE
JELLY
Peter
PEANUT BUTTER

1-1b. eau

27c.

All i"lavor

5-lb pkg.
Chicken, Turkey
or Beef,801.

pkg.

i-lb. 4-oz. jar

Pan

12-oz. jar

23C

47C

49c

3-lb can

Ai:KA-SELTZER PLUS
TOOTHPASTE
DIAL SPRAY

FOLGERS or
MAXWELL HOUSE
Personal

* BAKERY DEPARTMENT *
JUMBO SANDWICH

IOT

BREAD
1-lb A-n? loaves

Ii or. pkg.

39c
CINNAMON-RAISIN
ROLLS
Bread
ROWN 9Filenci Er BISCUITS 3/s1

New Orleans

SHORT CAKE SHELLS

29c

$.89 Size

63c

t-o/ Deodorant

$1.09 Size 77C

4',oz. jar

1-lb. Can
I-lb. bag

'2 gal.

MILK

F. 29c

213"

olgate. 5-0z. tube

99c

S

Spotlight Bean

48-et. pkg

13c
43c
63c

KRAFT'S

MIRACLE
WHIP

All

POUND rC EBu er

3.75 oz. bars

Kroger

spberry, Pineapple or

Banana Nut

IVORY SOAP
BABY FOOD
COFFEE
ICE
Tf
TEA BAGS

61.59 size

RUM
RIB
BNL
SWI

Pkgs $ 1

FLAKE TWIN or COMBO

48'

3-0Z. BONUS

•

CLU

LISTERINE

,N,thUelT BUTTER
KARO SYRUP
i:StPICK
000.,and LES
Wishbone
DRESSING
CIDER
n VINEGAR
ELECTRA SQL

12-oz jar

Pint

69c
39C
59c
41c
24c
43c

22-oz. jar

8-oz. bottle

Pint

Pkg.

NIazola

CORN OIL
65c
4'2-oz.
iliNGE JUICE
69c
FAB
HORMEL SPAM
63c
SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS':
2 34c
COCKTAIL
81
JUICE
,BONUS
I-pint 8-oz. Bottle

can

o, (an

h•nd,

1 OC

COI

BNI
Scn

Fa

* DAIRY DEPARTMENT *

F raw

Bristol

Trouj)?Ip!IG
EATikiRE
OLEO
roger
ief MILK
CNNAMbN ROLLS

39c
4R- 88c
43'
pkgs.

STEMWARE

COOKING
Vo
I Vols 4 thru 10

FAN(ASIA CHINA

Coupon

thru March 21.

Coupon I

Coupon

o4enes. 4MMI. 411111110 0.41•No.041=110.01=11i.04111111. 41•111.0
ANIN.ii.4=111.0 411111.041
FEATURE OF THE WEEK
FANTASIA

CHINA

BREAD &
BUTTER DISH„ jUc
eery S 00 ci
.)u•celases

nO

t

e g.1310
couporel-

I-

iU

1.41

hiss

LIQUID

Coupon,

KROGER AMERICAN Individually Wrapped

CHEESE L
FOOD'11°g?

Illustrated Library of

KINGs4-orSSIZE
IZE TIDE
39
c 490s 1 79 SPRAY STARCH
DRANO

Juice Glass, Sherbet
or Goblet

Halt-Gai

o ,r Rein erated

FOR EXTRA
) TOP VALUE STAMPS
"
A with two 2-1b. pkgs

1.,o, can

1.19

Kroer Frozen Vegetables
5U wit
two pkgs. country
) so Oven Cookies
with a 6-oz.
Krooer Luctuid Sweetener
50 with
two 13-oz. lar
mbassy Preserves
).50 with
7 p1igs
Kro r Nuts
) 50 with
7 heads
' 25 with
Lettuce
39c
) 25 Bananas or more
with 5-Ibs
s
2.5 Potat
with -lbs. or more
Onions
Y 25 with purchase of any
Rose Bush
50 with
50-lbs Peat or
Bale Sphoqnum
) 50 with
bs Ground Chuck
Round, or Chpci Sirloin
50 with
2 pkgs o
Breakfast Pork Choos
) 50 with
2 pkgs Fryer
Breast Le,9s, or Thighs
50 with
any Bor 17-oz. Kroger
Lunch Meat
1-25 Slicedpurchase
of
with
Seat oocl
25 SeaPak
with family pak of Catfish
/ 50 Steaks or Tend *o Trout

W

,,crx
BOI
SLI
SLI

I

if

G
1,7,1

CH
BO„
BE

31 34. len
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100 EXTRA'
HELP
TO
CUT
YOUR
COST OF
LIVING!

WIN UP TO

TOP VALUE STAMPS

with this coupon
and '5.00 purchase
excluding tobacco.

1000

Expires 30,
March

Limit one.
114
0
,
0 MURRAY ONLY
wais

DOUBLE STAMPS
TUES. & WED.
85c
32c
63c
39c
27c

9HEIQ

KROGER

TENDERAY

SWISS

lb. Si

6

7

28
66
310
726
13,552
14,734

Scheduled
termination,
May 5,1'7/.

QUARTER
PORK
LOIN

U.S.Choke Tenderay

RUMP- ROAST
RIB STEAK
PILS. K.C. STEAK
SWISS- STEAK
WOOLE RIB EYE
CLUB STEAK

-

lb.

U. S. Choice Tenderay

98c
ggc

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

1.99
ib$1 19

RIB PORK CHOPS
SPARE RIBS

lb' $2.29

U. S. Choice Tenderay

amil% Pak

SMOKED HAM
But,
SMOKED HAM
HAM STEAKS
COOKED HAM
45C
SMOKED HAM
39c

lb.

Ilalt

1.39

PORK STEAK

It) U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

lb

Is Choice pieces

ROAST

lb.

Roasting

CHICKEN

59C

lb.

lb 49c

FRESH
PICNIC

ggc

lb.

Semi-Boneli

BOSTON ROLL

FRYING CHICKEN

lb

49c PORK SHOULDER
59c

i-inch to 11 rinch

BONELESS

IL

Shank Portion

Choice Tenderay

lb'

79

Silt'

3 to S-lb. avg.

..%44017

Mixed Parts

lb.

Country. Style Ribs or Medium-

lb.

lb.

Family Pak

lb

L. S. Choice Tenderay

U.

Center-Cut

N PN K

Boneless Shoulder-Cut

77c

lb.

Family Pak of 4 to 6 steaks

FRYER
BREAST
!.I FRYER
I \NuLEGS
'49, 9

FRYING
CHICKEN

lb.

69'

'Quarter Sliced

lb. 79c

Family Pak

BREAST QUARTERS
Mired
FRYER QUARTERS

Tenderay

,BEEF
CORNEDTenderay

11.ainiy

Choice

ROAST

lb
pig.

Serve & Sine

QUARTERS

lb.

HENS

lb
19c
lb.
49
49c SMOKED SAUSAGE c

Morrell Pride

IRusset
") ar

ANGELO

Wishbone
TURKEYS

Frontier

lb.

ii maiePuikiiAGE

lb.

59c

DRESSED WHITING

l's-qt.

Family Pak of
1 to Sibs

GREEN CABBAGE

2 Ihs

29'

TOMATOES

8 mr79c

Sh liKIST LEMONS

12f- 49c
Qt.

69c

FLORIDA
b RANGES!
,1.10.0111.

COUNTRY CLUB — ALL-BEEF I

Fre.:h. Tender

ears

Or

Lean Chili Meat or

R1:1,11,N, Dd CHUCK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN
BOILING BEEF
BEEF LIVER

lb

or

lb

Fresh,

lb

89'
99c
35'
69'

3 lb

11

pkg.I
lb

99c
79c

59
NOMEMMINII.I.

49c

it

5-lb. bag

39c
59c

AZALEA
1 39 3/$4
Rose Bushes
99c gu,
"$

69'

tHAMBURGER

Ea.

CORN

Vine-Ripe

iiiiAWBERRIES
II'

Bch.

EGGPLANT

Red, Savoy, Celery or

lb. 29L

Fresh Water

I/

NI-II) hag

F rush

39C

/MIMI%

CATFISH STEAKS

69'

RED

T
liAOES
Salad
TOMATOES
BROCCOLI

39c

37it

12-oz pkg.

Kroger
or Dodgen

3-lb bag
APPLES
Re

rcsh

49C

Sliced, lb.

Country Style

41c
37c

Large Baking

Serve & Save

WIENERS
BOLOGNA
SLICED BACON
SLICED BACON

lb.

Pak

89c

lb

lb.

2

5

TOTAL NO. OF
PltiZES UNIUDithltO

Participating stores
of the kroger Co .
located in Western
Tennessee (excluding
Memphis), Eastern
Arkansas, Northern
and Central Miss•
issippi, Southern
Illinois and Western
Kentucky. No
purchase required

SIX
GAMES
IN ONE!

FAMILY PAK

65c
10c
69'
63c
34c
!t 55c
L(I

4

$ 1000
S 100
$ 20
S 5,00
S 2.00
S 1.00

.b.99

49

960,000 tickets to
be distributed in 38

MO. OF PRIM
LINFICOECNICO

PRIZES

RIB
ROAST

CUBE
svaTmEthApaKk

STEAK

as of

U.S. CHOICE
TENDERAY
E-Z-Carve

TENDERAY

OR

CHART
ODDS
March 13, 1971

WE GUARANTEE THE TENDERNESS OF EVERY CUT OF
TENDERAY BRAND BEEF!
l..S. CHOICE

BONE-IN

c 99c
'e 63c

3

WHAT IS TENDERAY BRAND
BEEF?
Kroger Tenderay Brand Beef is
always U.S.D.A. Choice Grade,
grain-fed beef, which has been
placed in special rooms where
controlled temperature and
humidity allow this fine beef to
tender NATURALLY, while
flavor and freshness are
retained.

69

•

N.«

4
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Progress Report

,
Life Companies Urban Renewal
Investments Reach $L63 Billion
A special $2 billion investment
program set up by the life insurance business to improve living
cooditions for people in blighted
urban neighborhoods has now
reached 4-oamitments of more
than $1 CI billion
The money is being used for
the henna-icy of projects in 230
cities throughout the country,
the Institute of Life Insurance
reports.
The projects include housing
for low and moderate-income
families, job-creating enterprises,
and health care, educational and
community service facilities.
The Life Insurance Urban Investment Program was established in the fall of 1967 as a
businesswide effort by life companies to try to help solve some
of the most urgent problems of
the cities caused by the deterioration of housing and lack of
job opportunities in the core
This is one of two 152 housing unit projects in Jacksonville, Fla,
areas.
financed by life companies' investment program.
Jobs Created
The companies initially made
pledge to invest $1 billion
through the program, the funds
to be diverted from their regular
Investment channels, in order to
make capital available for projects usually unable to obtain private financing because of location or high risk
In the spring of 1969, virtually
_
all of the $1 billiod had been
_committed, most of it for housing. Life insurance companies
then pledged' to invest another
$1 billion and also decided to
place greater emphasis on projects that would create more and
better jobs and essential services for people in slum neighborhoods.
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HEAVY LIFT— S/Sgt. Andrew Harvey lifts 430-pounds
and wins the hea% weight crowd during a weightlifting
I

• •

• .. .

tournament at U.S. Army Headquarters Area Command, Saigon, Vietnam, Sergeant Harvey is from Inglewood, Calif.

. ..

_.

TWO OCEAN-GOING vessels, the 28,000-ton passenger liner Oronsay and the ”foot passenger rowboat Britannia II, meet under the Golden Gate Bridge in San'
Francisco. The Oronsay is inbound from Australia. The Britannia II will be outbound for Australia April 2, with John Fairfax and Sylvia Cook at the oars.

a

Wall Street
,
Chatter \c5k
YTS

NEW YORK (UPI)—If general business activity doesn't pick
up soon, stock prices could drop
sharply, although the decline
probably would not be -as
T
severe as last spring's fiasco,'
Alexander Hamilton Institute
says. Evidence of an upturn for
-the economy has so far been
Funds Allocated
•
slight and the market has been
-••••running one expectations, it
Each $1 billion pledge was an_•
-.t
- aounced at the White House, the
adds. Nevertheless, an upswing
—first to President Johnsen. and
is in sight, the firm believes,
Nixon.
President
- the next to
and investors should lake
how
of
breakdown
--Here- is a
advantage of any fallfiaa inus
tn,4
for
development
doflar
responsible
is
3illion
program
to
allocated
funds have been
in Newark, N.J.. which is nearing corn pletion.
stock prices to build up
• di' - .hrough the program:
portfolios.
ing—$1.1 billion. This or expansion of inner city meat New York
109,435,000
cal facilities.
is icing the construeinon
78.479,000
Michigan
Despite the possibility of a
ilitation or purchase
don
Hospital Enlarged
,
73,846,000
Ohio
Of 1.10,0a1 housing units for low
the blue chip
65.689,000 slowdown in
Massachusetts
a
example,
made
For
was
loan
and moderate-income families.
sector, the market list in
62.912,000
double
of
to
capacity
the
90a
Tennessee
Units include both single-family
bullish, TPO
bed hospital in a Mexican-Ameri- Pennsylvania
46,044.000 general is quite
homes and apartments.
can section in Los Angeles. A Florida
Inc. says. Rotational interest is
44,252,000
faservice
and
Job-creating
•
black-owned-and-operated shopintermediate
an
43.229.000 supporting
Missouri
cilities-6513 million. This money ping center was
financed in
34.653,000 uptrend, with overbought stocks
' is financing projects that pro- Philadelphia. Pa A medical Clin- Minnesota
33.041,000 and groups pausing to consolivide 59,853 lobs, and is also fi- ic was financed in Boston; the Indiana
anseas a •ariety of needed see- tacility will also provide social Wisconsin
date, while other equities which
3?
,vices tor the inner city
haVe completed reactions atcounseling, speech therapy and
` In the low and moderate in- disability training. A clinic.
tract attention anew, it obcome housing category, mort- built in Jackson, Miss., will also
serves.

V

gage money is being made available to families so they can buy
their own homes. bong-term financing is also being made available to organizations and build' era to stimulate the construction
of both single-family homes and
; apartment buildings for low and
' moderate income persons.
Housing Projects

serve as a physical and mental
rehabilitation center. Four minority-owned retail stores were
financed in Atlanta, Ga. A 168bed nursing home in Detroit.
Mich., was financed for black
ownership. A black-owned bank
in New York City obtained working funds through the purchase
of some of its stock by a life insurance company. A community
college in Denver obtained a
loan to expand its, services to
inner-city residents. An industrial park was built in a slum
area of Chicago.
-she program, the only effort
of such magnitude by a segment
of the private sector to help alleviate major urban problems, is
supported by 125 life insurance
companies representing about 85
per cent of the assets of the life
insurance business in the U.S.
The companies are drawn from
the memberships of the American Life Convention and of the
Life Insurance Association of

Some examples of multi-family
housing projects include:
A 504-unit garden apartment
complex in Fort Worth, Texas;
a 208-unit rent supplement project in Nashville, Tenn.; 112
town house units in Minneapolis,
Minn., which will be sold as condominium to lower-income families; a 306-unit apartment projPet with a day-care center, which
will be built by a non-profit minority group in the Watts section of Los Angeles, rehabilitation of 142 units in existing
structures in New York City in
which a tenant group will be
trained to take over management of the buildings; two 152- America. the two major trade
unit projects in Jacksonville, associations.
Fla.; and a 240-unit housing de45 States
velopment in Seattle, Wash
has financed projprogram
The
In the job-creating and serthe District of
vice facility category. Projects ects in 45 States,
Columbia and Puerto Rico. Folcover a wide range ef-activities, lowing are the 15 leading states
Including construction of com- and the amount of investments
mercial, industrial and retail made thus far
ventares,
.support for
$191.620.000
California
minority business enterprises;
Texas
165,769.000
aid to minority edu-cational inIllinois
141,370,000
stitutions; and the construction
,
.
New Jersey
- 109.803.000

Now is the time to concentrate on capital gains rather
than capital preservation, says
the Dines Letter. Technical
indicators are maximum bullish, the firm says, and a
resurgence in growth and
glamor stocks can be expected.
The lack thus far of a
substantial business revival
lends assurance there will be no
departure from the
early
Federal Reserve Board's stimulative policy, Standard dr Poor's
observes. Monetary expansion
is not only the key -factor
supporting demand for stocks,
it -also affords good ground for
expecting the business recovery
to take on more muscle before
too long."

.a„

LIKES IT—The ring in nose
of actress Leigh TaylorYoung is a regular with
her nowadays, since she
_wore it in a recent film. "I
don't mind having a ring
through my nose so long
as I'm the one who put it
there," said the wife of
Ryan O'Neal in New York.

j
THE PESIGN of the Lunat Rover Vehicle LRV) to be used on the Moon-by Apollo
'15 astronauts in July is explained to newsmen at a briefing at Cape Kennedy, Fla..
by Lindsey Bolton. LRV Project engineer. The Rover has screen mesh wheels.fir
Isetter traction. is powered by two ,16-vdt batteu ies. and will ti avid :it 8 miles an
hour: DaVICI Scott and James 1 e,in plan 4-o make: three lona} It n.4.-444--the

••
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Make an emergenc ithag
by folding a small wet tot..1
_and freezing it in an ice i tile'
tray. Piece frozen towel in a
plastic bag and tie the end

PUZZLED --- Convicted of
treason in 1949 for broadcasting Japanese pr
ganda during World War
11, Mrs. Iva Toguri
no (Tokyo Rose) if,,
know why the federal ;
ernment has reopcia d
efforts to collect Die
since of her $10,000 fo.,
$5.255. She :a`rved
years and two ,months
10 - year sentence, .111,1
turned to Chicago, v.bile
she works in a
-goods store- for lice- I ''-7--

You Haul.

2 Hours
37 Minutes

Toilette

1 Hour
3 Minut•s

*$2400

trINVT11111.11!141111!119

510 Wagon

1 Hour
1 Minut•

4

BI

41,914Wty10 111
41'1110".;
0 090
.
4Pr

1.,
`j, nr2rn
rrl

Datsun —where the haulin' is easy.
• Five doors get the loads in and out.
• Six feet of flat floor space
• Full-synchro 4-speed stick shift
(optional automatic 3-speed)
• 96 HP overhead cam engine
• Safety front disc brakes
Drivea Datsun...then decide.

38 hi nolo'
25 Minutes,
23 Minutes
19 Minut•s
...

*Plus local freight, state sales tax and license plate
AN 4,06w

1 Hour
34 Minut•s
VAX fOuNDAT

DATSUN

0

WHERE YOUR DAY'S PAY GOES—Here is how long the
average American will work per day in 1971 for goods
and services, says the Tax _Foundation, Inc., New York,
in issuing this chart. Note that 2 hours, 37 minutes are
for taxes. This is 6 minutes..less than in 1970, but higher
than any year since 1963.

PRODUCT OF NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinney

Datsun

Open Evenings Til 8:00
SO,

12th Street

Phone 753-7114

Ling at
rr 's is a
fatni.fl g
affair.
011%

a family affair worth remembering
is a meal at Jerry's. There's something
dlea0
for everyone ...a quick snack, a complete dinner, r:drry
RESTAURANTS
out service or drive-in for an "in-car picnic".
South_12th,__Murray,_Ky,
_ ____, • ___

1
1

B.
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7 DAYS
A WEEK

OPEN 24 HOURS

49$

1

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

1% CASH
SAVINGS
FRYERS picNics

FULLY COOKED

Hot and Ready To Go!

4/$1"

/
1
4 Loin
ORK -4,11 Chops

P
CHOPS

THIGHS

Farm Fresh Frying
Chicken

3-lb. box

49t

o

b98;

4
SWISS STEAK cUlitiDcle t lb 98

WIENERS
Oscar Mayer

FOLGER'S

b.59

1-1b. Can69
(With Coupon at
Top of Page)

12-oz. pkg.

lb

Country Fry

lb.

99'

ib 79C

FLOUR

PORK STEAK 49;

5-1b. Bag

Reelfoot, By-The-Piece

(With Coupon at
Top of Page)

ctip 29`

Bar-13-Q

18-oz

REGULAR

9
4

Bottles

Maxwell House 1-1b. can 794

Heinz

16-Ounce

PEPSI
COLAS

13-13-Q SAUCE 3P1
0, BISCUITS
WESSON OIL ,99gt
Western

Showboat 0 is1
15-oz cans

Family Size
48-oz.

with
bottles

_Allen's Cut
15 z
Just-Rite
4/1
$
an s 6/s1
GREENBEANS c'
15-oz. cans
With $5.00 Additional Purchase Excluding Dairy
& Tobacco Products. Note $10.00
Required To Get Both Charm in & Eggs

lb 1 0,

Giant Size

DRIVE CHARMIN
pikg's 25'
CARROTS

3-1b. 49
Box

5;

8-oz. Can

CHILI
Golden Ripe

Ballard

COFFEE

ORANGE DRINK 5b4or 49c WG1-7------IETTI

;

8-Bot. Ctn.

With coupon at
Top of Page)

STEAK

Gold Medal

79
'PORK SAUSAGE

ALL- MEAT BOLOGNA 594
lb BEANS

BABY FOOD

494:P

FRESH 8, LEAN

KRAFT

BANANAS

ALL-MEAT

;

Tenn. Pride

SLICED BACON

COFFEE

b.39`

Fresh '8 Lean

53-7114

69c

Country Style

PORK
CUTLETS

SOUTHERN STAR SLIM JIMS

lb

RK Fresh Picnic

PORK SAUSAGE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

CLUB

PORK CHOPS

39'

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/30/71

p

LiJ c BREAST
45

STEAKu.S.D.A. Cholibce$119

Center Cut

CAMAY

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/30/71

Farm Fresh Frying
4
BREAST Chicken
lb 59

RIB STEAK

ley

COUPON
Limit: One per family
Complexion Size
4 Bars

b49; ROAST
,25ct

SLICED

7:23; FRYERS
BAR-B-Q SANDWICHES

DRIVE

TO YOUR FAVORITE CHURCH OR
CIVIC ORGANIZATION BY SAVING
YOUR FOOD GIANT CASH REGISTER
RECEIPTS.

U.S.D.A. Gov't Inspected

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/30/71

COUPON
Limit: One per family
Giant Size

COFFEE io-oz.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

COFFEE

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/30/71

COUPON
Limit- One per family
Maxwell House Instant
$1 19
jar
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/30/71

FAMILY PAK CUT-UP

nse plate

mug_ 5-1b._bak_410.

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/30/71

jet

iL

5•lb. bag

RCN

CO&PON
Limit: One per family
Folger's
1-1b. can

COUPON 25083
Limit: One per family
Gold Medal

'COUPON 25083
Limit One per family
Gold Medal

FLOUR

0-pounds
zhtlifting
and, SaiCalif.

WEDNESDAY

II.,1FI(N GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

(LIMIT 1)

LEMONS

Sunkist
Doz.

Hunt's

With $5.00 Addit
Note $10.00 Pur

(LM

:I Purchase Excluding Dairy & Tobacco Products.
e Required To Get Both Eggs & Charmin

.2 D.OZ.)

39c

9; PEACHES

GRAPEFRUIT SeReeddless 3/25
'

2

EGGS

4-Roll Pkg. 1

(Limit: 5)

2Doz. 39;

21
/
2 Size
Can
(Limit: 3)

p.

•••

54

25

14171
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KINTUCILY

Unit•

Co
He

MIRRO
ALUMINUM FOIL

5

12" x 25'100

CHOOSE FROM BIG K'S
TREMENDOUS SELECTION
OF MOST WANTED ITEMS
ESPECIALLY PRICED FOR
DOLLAR DAYS.

COMPARE
AT 27c

ROLLS

AUTO SPOTLIGHT
Excellent trouble
light. Plugs in cig- 00
arette lighter.
COMPARE AT 2.98

VIVA PAPER
LOOKING FOR BARGAINS?
HERE THEY ARE!

3 100

Flight Polish
Kit r

POLE LAMP

COMPARE
AT 2.98

00

Easy on. Long lasting. Kit
Flight Cleanerincludes
Wax, sponge applicator and
polishing cloth. Give your
car a long lasting brighterthan-new brilliance! Perfect for your boat and airplane, too!

Compare at 14.99
smart , double
Fashion
breasted perma press raincoats of 65% polyester 35%
cotton w ith all the fashion
trims of the season in navy,
ale and blue. Sizes 10-18.

Decorate your home with this handsome 3 bullet pole lamp. Adjustable
decorator color shades

TONS OF SPONGES
Here's a giant package of assorted size sponges for use throughout your home

GIANT PLASTIC
ASSORTMENT
Choose from: 36 qt. waste
basket; Hit gal. trash can:
2 bu. laundry basket: 5 pc.
/
11
sink set: 22 qt. swing top
-waste basket: 32 qt. utility
pail.

YOUR
CHOICE

Tea
7th

PLASTIC LINERS
Choose from an assortment of
trash can liners, garbage can
liners
waste basket linei'S
leaf bagt

Quilted
Garment Bag

Non-tear grommets
Zipper. 54" long.

OUR REG.
440

Stock up now on heavy duty
Viva Paper Towels at these
terrific savings

RAINCOAT

COMPARE AT 1.00

TOWELS
FOR

LADIES
PANT COAT

AUTO LITTER BIN
100

The
4-H 1
Saturc
in ttu
School
five cl
acts e
Variet
Randy
Buddy
from
Eac
:ordin
audio,
costun
formal
poise a
considi
special
of fron
minute
consist
cent a
and an
The
cIub,w
and Hi
up. The
dresse(
Barba]

The
Works!
Sevent
Christ,
March
threes
13;m•;
11:00;

Take Your Choice

edges.

0.
41

OUR REG. 790

OUR REG. 1.66

SENSATIONAL VALUE

Assorted Insulated
MUGS AND TUMBLERS

00
1

Fishing & Hunting

LADIES SHELL

This is a gift for
everyone and it's new .

400

Choose from an asst. of 8 oz.
coffee mugs or 8 or 12 oz.
tumblers. Insulated in gold or
avocado, or avocado cana
trays.

Comfortable an&
durable.
Swivel base
mounted on
ball bearings
for effortless
mobility.

Comte contaleete walk
tackle boa, atink
Ida& fat pima dew fidtinip end haraine
amp demi_ Sturdy 11.1..t
dank or wee
weight, eteatiattable.

COMPARE AT 1.99

OUR REG. 59C

CTION BOAT
SEAT

value you can't pass up.
50% savings on these fashion
smart 100% nylon shells with
jewel or mock turtle collars
Back zip, Asst. colors S-M-L.

ASSORTED

Serving Bowls

4

AT 390

Buy several at this money saving
price Colorful heat resistant. bake
serve, store 9- serving bowls

Toot Assortment

BRA'S

FOR

400
C•cor'"f(e'
eeioaceTOOTH

COMPARE AT 790
Buy now and save at this
super save price Stock up
now for all those scratches
that the little one brings
in. Seventy to each box

TOUGHENER

MENS' SPORTY
SLIP-ON LOAFER

Ladies Loveable
COM P ARC
AT 2 99

,,,vE 56° AND MORE

2

VALUES FROM 3.50
Collect a wardrobe of wonderful loveable bras with slightly noticeable imperfections at
prices you can't afford to miss.
In an assortment of sizes and
colors.

tw.,,to%•

50o„

REG 63c

FOR

COMPARE

BUY LARGE SIZE (77

FOAM BACK

Draperies

3.0

A SENSATIONAL VALUE

OUR REG. 4.59

First quality 100% texturized nylon shirts with
mock turtle or 3 button
,,placket collar Asst. co
lars. S-M-L -XL.
MEN'S

00
5

COMPARE
AT 6.99

Values
to 7.99

A sensational value of
both 63 and 84 inch'
lengths of foam back
asst.
in
draperies
colors.

Easy care, perma
press oxford weave
slacks, of 75% polyester 25% cot ton.
or
Wen
Navy,
blue. Sizes 29 to 42.

Bel-Air. Shopping center
EQUAL'OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

• Grained manmade upperS
with antique finish.
• Sporty strap n buckle trim
• Foam cushion innersole.
Brown. Sizes 61
2-12.
/

OUR REG. 2.49
• Cool canvas uppers
• Soft sponge cushioned innersole
• PVC sole guaranteed not to
wear out
• Sizes 5-10
• Be.ge only
DECORATOR SCATTER

BOYS' ORLON/NYLON

CREW SOCKS
pAiR100
COMPARE

490

First quality 4Nckf
nylon crew socks.
Asst. colors. Sizes
6-8 and 9-11,,

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
USE YOUR BANKAMERICARD

753-8777

0
20

COMPARE
AT 3.97
First quality broadloom. Double jute
back, fringed nylon 30 x 42 oval;
36" octagon, 30 x
42 octagon, 30 x
42 scalloped asst,
colors,
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